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The

Gondola.
——

BY

HENRY

H.

CLEMENTS,

Ths tneident recorded in the following verses
ecourred in the * fore river,” or Cocheco,

actually

Down on the river, the chill winds blow
And stir the mists, like a swathing veil,

" And wandering through them far below,
Breaks on the sight, a phantom sail.
Slowly it gleams like a winding sheet

Of the dusky form: to the deck allied,
And the hours that fled With eager feet

homily upon its teaching.

Seem measured now by the creeping tide.

And slowly the gates of day had closed,

—

prep-

line.”
Mr. Orton, on the other hand, is a
midland counties’ man, with a smooth, easy,

Was an awful chasm of creeping fear,
And from its edge, the gondola
Heeled and sank in the waters drear.

the sermon

lasted

but

He discoursed

little

hour. - 1t was in marked

From the sinking prow, there leaped ashore,
«The * watch” on the deck of the *‘godolo;”
Three sleeping men, in their berths she bore
Down with her to the depths below.

its

own

The ‘Circular Letter,” which
what we now call a ‘‘Paper”
subject, was

Alone 4Rith the startled farmer stood.

read

by

“My comrades three are down in the sea,”
He cried, * they lie all cold and pale,
Our craft has sunk. of all that be,

I'm only spared to tell the tale.

and

Last eve they left their children dear,

With me on the stormy tide to roam;

To-night, beneath the waters dreur,
They passed to an eternal home.”
The saved one sought his lorely bed,
Oa the floor ahove where the farmer lies;
All night the sad groans overhead
Drove sleep from the yeoman's weary eyes.
At dawn the farmer and little ron,

With the mun, went out to the waiting wave,
watery

grave,
Three white gulls, o’er the gondola,
Soared and wheeled above the doomed ;
They seemed like the souls of those below
Rising from where they lay entombed,

.

read with

It spoke of our dethe spirit of their
their lives. ‘It was
epigrammatic style,
gravity

and

power.

lege reported itself out of debt, having an

Dery, ENGLAND, June 26, 1869.
The one hundreth Association of the New
Connection of General Buptists was held at

The Centenary

Association {3 to be held at Leicester next
Phe Connection was formed in 1770,’
and the hundreth anniversary of its formation will be in 1870. This year sees the
hundreth meeting of the body. but the nine-

Year,

is

income,

and

having

just got

through a successful and useful session.
The young men had acquitted themselves
satisfactorily, and promised to be eflicient
About £50 was
ministers of the word.
raised for the College Library. The Home
I Mission Societies do not tell a ¥ery encouraging story, yet they are hopefully doing a
quiet work, expecting greater things in the
meeting
The public
centenary year.
brought out a young brother from York-

not a hundred years old until June of next

¢hire, Mr. Shaw, who is laboring at a Home

year.

Mission station at De ¥sbury, and who spoke

Sheffield has only one General Bap-

tist church, and that has been the fruit of
Home Missionary effort, Jt was the first

time the annual meeting of the Connection

had been held at this town, and the arrangements were admirably made and contribut-

gd {a no small ‘degree to the success of the
Association. Everything was done that
‘kindness and intelligence and hard work

with considerable effect and promise.

Foreigh

Missionary

Society

The

reported

a

mixed and checkered experience during
the year, Death had thinved the ranks of

the laborers, but spiritual life and the grace
of God hid increased the number of church
never

members, and

was

the work

of the

prosperous

mission mote productive and

gates and the orderly progress of the busi

than it is now. The baptisms ‘exceeded the
baptisms of any former year. Nor were the

hess and services of the week.

finances in a bad ‘condition!

could do to secure the comfort of the dele-

The statistics of the year were given by
the Secretary, Rev. J. Clifford, LL, B.,, and
indicated, as he hoped, that the corner had
been turned and a long eareer of prosperity
and increase was opening before the
thurches. About 1400 had been baptized during the
year, but owing to the correction of statis
tioal returns, the clear increase in the number of members was
only 206. The
churches now include in their commun:
ion about 21,000 members, - The progress
been -considerable,

The

the sea.

Countries

lovely flowers, and

whose

tween banks overhung

rivers

flow

be-

with trailing vines,

the incautious

footstep.

If-we visit

beautiful

bush

Society

running over with informa‘ion about the
Holy Land, : hendetie had just returned.

» wil

labors

and

pros

ings, is the trail

of

the

serpent

seen,

far

more deadly than any cobra, boa constrictor, qt adder; for it not

only

kills

hut the soul ; not only destroys the

the

body

wretch-

ed being it attacks, but blights the life
and poisons the happiness of all connected
with him,

which

he

has

Bible study; the

I have

heard

of sev-

pared with what they sell it for,

especially

a taste is once acquired,

it is next

possible

and

to

control

it,

a

when
to im-

man

will

gpend the last cent he has to gratify it, and
thus become a customer to the liquor
shop.
The one great thing then to be done to
lake away the

rumseller's customers,

is to

prevent the acquirement of a taste for his
wares. I say acquirement,for comparatively speaking, there are few persons who
have a natural taste for intoxicating liquors ;
indeed, to many, the first taste is disagreeable ; but repetition . produces a liking,

until it often

becomes

uncon-

your tables,

Houses.

and out of your

.

True, the housekeeper who uses it con‘tends. that the intoxicating pact is destroyed in the cooking; if she is right, then
what creates the pleasant flavor which induces her to use it ? But whether that is
the case or not, by every drop she uses, by

induced by the hellish trafficin intoxicating

liquors, (for it is the liquor-dealers of whom
I am speaking.) the amount of suffering
natures

deprived

brutalized

dnd

hearts broken-—if the value of all this could
be told 1a monhey,sixty-eight hundred thou:

Schuyler Colfax for setting a better exsmple) ; and it is not uncommon for many’ of
them to bear ihe marks of the destroyer as
they walk the streets of the Capital, or

while it can show

’

HE

5

nine,

a week, and all being teac chers in the Sab-

in the work of BSantal translation, &c.
I have lately received a vocabulary, con-

spasmodic” signs

else

is

accession of a few Santal converts.

and

end of a

induced by her example to use it also, and sweep that was poised on the top of a huge
that person in turn induces some one else; post, set in the ground, 20 to 30 feet in
and the more that is used,s0 much the more hight, while they would spread out their arms
‘and legs liké a person swimming, 8pringdoes the rumseller sell.
Se
Then, too; to this end itis frequently kept ing, jerking and kicking about as though,
|
if possible, to tear themselves from the
in the house, and is liable to fall in the

now worship
and
promised to attend

of some brother or sister to whom even the
sight and smell is a temptation.

way of our leading men.

At public dinners,

This seems especially the case at Washington,40 the great detriment

of

our Congressmen, who,

being

from

many

of

sober

men on théir first
apoointment,
after
serving there sometime, have become confirmed drunkards, and others are following
in their footsteps.
Bat let us hope that a new era may now

be inangurated in that city, through the
example of Mr. Colfax and Mrs. Grant,
reports are true,
A good example
much, but in an
do much more,

more ‘powerful

of the Presiin a low sta
exalted posibecause the

and

extends

the

Daroga

conversion, and really appears very Wwan,
A number of the school children appear to.
be seeking the pearl of great price.
The weather has of late been very hot
and trying. This evening we had a squall
and a shower, the first for about six weeks;

it is very refreshing.
I trust we and our labors for the conversion of the heathen to God, are remembered

by our friends and
throne of grace.

Events

home; “an

met me and placing

my

pony

called

out,

a word with you.”

‘Stop

of the

The Fourth of July was

principal
gation.

disciples at the
J. Pours.

Week.

:
IN EUROPE.
eelebrated in the

cities of Europe.

banquet was given at the

Secretary

Hay

At Vienna, a

United States Le-

presided.

..

‘At

Stuttgart 200 Americans and their friends
sat down to dinner. - Mr. Hermann presided.

old neighbor

himself square

fellow

——
INDEPENDENCE DAY

and remon-

strate as they bad already taken the vow
and made their preparations.
The Daroga,
himself a Hindu, told them they must go
to the Padre- Sahib, as he had reported on
their doings. This morning, passing through

a village en route

They
they

Parameswara.
worship, which

ow brought to us hy the famine, professes

the zeal fizzled out!
Scarce a murmur was
heard here abouts.
At Patna a few were

impelled to goto

Of the

seldom do though living so near.
The
Santals with us have thus far proved to be
both very superstitious and very unstgady
and erratic. Still wedo not despair of favorable result<ere long. Our hope isin GodQur inquirers’ meeting this evening was
one of interest, One, a middle aged wid-

way

and private receptions,
the wine-cup is
placed before the guests in many cases. -

at different

The geniusof the language

success of the Church Mission I am unable
to speak, as I have seen no report.
Near evening I visited an aged and infirm Santal woman whose husband died
on our place just before the Jamine, professing faith in Christ,
A number of
women gathered around and seemed both
ivtelligent and communicative ;—said they
had abandoned tne worship of their gods:

operation. But I was disappointed, Here
it was, in open daylight andin full blast!
The same disgusting features so often wit.nessed and described years ago, men suswhirled around in the air at the

one

from our own.

miles from us, and I resolved to attend, yet.
certainly did not expect to see the hooks in

pended by iron hooks in their backs,

Some

in Orissa, show a result somew

and three-fourths of the words are the same,
al’ in progress amongst our neighbors. | both there and bere, but many words are
The Charak puja, the leading feature of current here that appear to be ‘uoknown in
Raj Mabal, and vice versa ; the same words
which was the swinging on hooks, had aptoo have different and even opposite meanpeared to be'on the wane. The hook-swingings in the different localities. In a few
ing had been prohibited by law, and IT had
instances there are differences also in both
not witnessed a single specimen of this
the orthography of words and _ the inflecbarbarous, disgusting rite since my return
tions of the parts of speech, ‘When the
four years ago. Bat this year, as the time
Santal comes to be more thoroughly ‘caltidrew near, the villages seemed alive with
vated,and of course better understood, much
preparations. The month of fasting, the
of this dissimilarity will douhtless disapparading, dancing, begging, &c., of the
pear. Meantime it is enconraging to have
candidates, whose
bodies are usually fellow lahorers ig this broad field pursuing
smeared with ashes, &c., the preparations their labors and
Yesearch on an independof the engines of torture, &c., yes, and the ent footing.
ugly posts for the swing all went bravely
The English Baptist Mission also has a.
on. Rumors were afloat that the Hindus number of agents Wt work amongst the
meant to have their swing this year, cost Santals in Beerbhoom, still nearer fo us.
what it would; it fines and imprisonment I have had a good deal of friendly “eorresfollowed, why, so be it. Their religious pondence and some co-operation with Mr.
rights could not be infringed. Rumor also Johnson of this mission who has tiken the
had it that Native Policemen were bribed lead in the Santal department and is aided
into connivance.
Oa the 19ch ult., a jatira
by two German laborers. These Baptist
was to come offat Tegharee, a village three brethren have lately been cheered hy the

so much does she give her influence towards
cause.

hundred miles to the Northwest of us here

of life,

it is not proof against inroads from with-out. For two months past, there has been
to the eye of a looker-on a powerful reviv-

before

Toasts were drunk tothe independence of

a little, just

to. Congress,
“Well, what about2™ | America, to President Grant,
What are and 10 the Army and Navy of ‘the Uvited
States, and to the King of Wurtemburg, At
have taken our vows,

+ Why, about our Charak puja.

we to -do?
We
made our preparations, &c., and

swing I’

night

now can’s

. What authority have I in the matter?”

< If

a

foresee what may happen from day to day,

(good morning. thank you,

and he was off!

over

or even from hour to hour. Milan is in
arms; Turin, Bologna, Verona, Parma,
«demonstrate” against the Government.
The closing of the session has set the seal
on the ministerial fate. Crambray Digny’s financial plan rejected by the Commission was

the hooks?”
“I suppose you can do as you
like about that.” ¢* O all right then, namasthis case,)

which

ITALY.
The country is in a state of agitation ;—
horror, indignation, bewilderment have
taken possession of all. It is impossible to

do the rest, if we don't hang ourselves on

in

given, at

fourth of July.

you havn't, who has?” «The Moharani,
great Queen. You know that swinging on
hooks is against the law of the land,
the same as burning widows and throwing one’s self under the wheels of Juggernath’s ear.” “Well, may we dance and

kar, namaskar !”

a ball was

thopsand guests were presents? Banquets
were also given in Paris and Betlin on the

‘How can I tell you what to do?

Here was a

himself. He can stop when he likes, and
so tukes a little’ more, and a little more;

little zeal, but none of the stuff of which
withdrawn, There is not the slightest knowlmartyrs are made,
edgeoOf how the ‘morrow’s needs will be met.
On reaching home looked after the work
and the more he takes, the niore he wants,
««Commandatore Baldinno, the chief of the ’
inoh
our bandly, which is being put in condiof
dragon
the.
and
stop,
till he cannot
Socigly, threatens to bring an aotion against
tempefahee claims his victim,
tion to supply water for irrigating the rice all who shall present. themselves as witness- |
Phe first glass is very seldom the last ; Junds on the Mission Farm, and although
es to the Commission of Inquiry; rumors
and how many have gone down to a drunk- ‘our Hindu neighbors may get the larger that the House'will be dissolved, are afloat,
rupee have
ard’s grave through that one first glass of share of the water, not the first
while some wildly talk of a coup detat.”
they
advanced
for
the
work.
exsafety
no
is
There
intoxicating liquor.
THE ELECTION IN VIRGINIA
Went next into my study, and sketched
cept in total abstinence, for the habit is
the outline of a sermon which the Lord has resulted in an OVerw, ‘helming vietory for
formed so insiduously that no one is aware
gave me, on my way home, ‘from the the conservatives, Mr. Walker, their candi| !of any danger till he has become its prey.
Be thou faithful unto death and I date for Goverhor, being elected by over
Then, while trying to save the drunkard words,
40,000 majority. *‘They will also have a
will give thee the crown of life.”
and’ restore him to manhood, use equal
majority in the legislature, and elect
large
A caller on business at the bungalow, said,
endeavors to prevent others from being
congressmen but three. Among the
the
all
and
I,
do
“So
enticed to follow in his footstep. Till all, «1 worship Parameéswara.”
candidates for Congress dhe Hunnis,
if you will come and attend worship, we deteated
| when they
,
_ % Look upon the wine-cup'’s glow,
See if its brightness canatone;

“Phink ififs flavor you will try,

= 7

If all proclaimed,—** * Tis dnd and die?’

cutt, formerly of the Richmond New Nation
and "Whittlesey of the State Journal No dis-*
the

‘will teach you the law and the worship of

¢ We say Parameswara,
Parameswara.”
prakara,” literally,
barra
p
‘hut ~ worshi
ing various gods.
mean
,”
Kinds
e
4 twelv
Sa

WW

now numbers

bath school meet Mrs. Puoillips once a
week with the other8. 8. teachers to discuss the-lesson for the week.
From two to four; P. M., I'am engaged

endeavoringto arrange for the extending

helping a ‘bad

and were likely to make their way into the farther.
{
streets | And yet, in that very city, are
Then let us, each and
all, use our best
thousands of far more deadly serpents, purendeavors to abolish thefiistom of modersuing all the vileinstincts of their nature,
unmolested, and even in a measure pro- ate drinking entirely from the land,—for it
tected by law, and which cost from, $38,- is the social glass and the moderate drink000,000 to $68,000,000 yearly for their sup- er that make the drunkard,—and by that
port! If to this are added the number of means free our beautiful country from the
m.rders, thefts, and crimes ‘of every ‘kind, race of human serpents that now infests it.
Each one thinks there is no danger for

from starvation and cold, homes

class

five of whom are teachers and one a
preacher. The class meets me three times

sunk,

‘when sold in small quantities; and

| and, it late
What consternation sine through New’ dent also.
York city when Barnum’s Museum was in tion’ will do
flames, and it was reported that the monster; tion, it will
snakes there exhibited, had broken. loose, influence is

of every comfort,

of old,

From one to two, P. M:, had my dnd for

acceptable to our. many

hooks! The crowd was full of excitement
and seemed to sympathise with the work
ble boa-constrictor.
:
;
in
hand.. Numbers gathered around us
+. For the same reason it should be kept
-If we walk on the banks of the river, we
ready
to” hear and prepared to dispute.
Som the table as a beverage; no one premay suddenly find ourselves confronted by
tends that it is ever placed there for any-- Little could be done. I gave away the
an alligator with widely extended jaws; or
tracts I had with me and returned home,
thing but its pleasant flavor; and should
in stooping to pick a flower we may rouse.
Tae
next morning I reported the matter to
we, just for the momentary gratification of
a hissing adder. When we think of all
the Magistrate’ at Balasore. He thanked
our
palates,
put
temptation
in
the
way
of
this, we are thankful to dwell where we do
ace for doing so,.and immediately sent out
others, if not ourselves ?
not meet with such evils.
Let us not only keep it from our own ordersto investigate and report on what
But let.us pause and think a moment, if
tables, but try to induce others to follow had been done and forbid the repetition in
we are far removed from such a land.
our example, by showing the danger to | other villages. Before the orders arrived,
Where is there to be found a more lovely
which they are subjecting their fellow-crea- however, two other villages, one each side
country than our own,—a country with altures by the practice. Perhaps some may of us, had bad their swing. At length the
most every phase of climate, grand rivers
think it is but little used in that manner Daroga, head policeman, appeared and
and ‘mountains, smiling farms and popunow ; it is true, the custom is not quite so forbade the swing by order of Her Majesty's
lous cities ; ‘and as we cast a careless glance
It was interesting to see how
prevalent as it used to be, but it is still Government.
"abroad, peace and prosperity seem to reign ?
common enough to place temptation in the soon the whole thing wus hushed up and

its liabilities

a

to

eral rumsellers remarking, that they would
not sell liquor if they could make as much’
money any other way.
_ The liquor costs them a mere trifle com-

_j away from

gand millions would not pay it,
And yet this old dragon, aleohol, is not
About £2,600
in the matter-of an old debt,
allowed t. dwell in out midst comonly
L
the
during
churches,
the
Ii ff een raised hy
unmolested, to build his dens
paratively
year, and more thin £6.800'had been conof our fairest cities, and in
streets
the
in
purposes
the
for
tributed and raised in India,
but hes also
and villages,
towns
country
our
The
orphanages.
the
and
of the mission
haunt our
to
s
emissarie
his
send
to
allowed
Treasurer dwelt upon the proofs given by
and feshalls,
social
our
buildings,
public
value
the
to
the large contributions in India
At the receptions .in the
.
gatherings
tive
missionas
our
of
work
the
of
and efficiepcy
of our public men, the pois
ries. : The Rev. De, Burns moved the first private houses
their tables (all honor to
on
found
is
gon
resolution in his: happiest mood. He was
bad paid itdfway fed ‘reduced

At Longford and Burnley, and other places,
large additions had been made. Two ‘or and he delighted the audience with a very
adthree-new churches were introduced into the brief story of his travels and an: earnest
Vie
™

Intemperance.

The hearing of it was one of the most pleasant and delightful- exercises of the week,
though it was a task of nearly an hour and
a half. In their siogleness of aim, strong
faith, unity of brotherly esteem, and earnest
evangelical enterprise, with God's blessing
upon them, might be found, thé writer said,
the secret of the success of the early fathers h What country can excel this in every
of the Connection, and.it would be well, if, goud gift, aud yet what country-is blightavoiding their mistakes, we were more filled ed with more deadly serpents, more noiwith the spirit of zeal and self sacrifice, some reptiles?
Not in the forests or in
which ever animated their toil. - It would loathsome swamps, or on the ‘river banks;
better to have less preaching and more but in our cities, and in our streets, in
rk. ‘In a word, more of the Evangelistic our elegant mansions and our public build-

adequate

. The Connection

great

is really

upon a given

element was needed.
The Institutions of the Comaection are in
The Cola fair and flourishing condition.

English Correspondence.

had

of

the forest, from behind the

the Rev. J. Jackson

Goadby, of Leicester.
| nomivational Fathers,
toil and the lessons of
written in a forcible,

where

out of your mince pies, your cakes, yout
puddings and pudding sauces. Keep it

de-

length.

The saved, from the snaring waters freed,
Ran to a house, by the distant wood,
And bursting the door, with mad unheed,

degradation.

increasing
trollable.

suc-

‘ortree may sjring the deadly cobra. A
partment was equally admirable, and did harmless looking log may become enducd
not offend by anti-climax or excessive with life and motion, and prove.a formidain

Let us rescus the drankard

of getting'a living,

whose hills ind valleys are clothed with
luxuriant forests, brilliant verdure, and

await

over ‘half an

contrast with the

sermon of Mr. Alcorn, but

may be

like the « Samaritans

of their labors over a wider: territory. Al| taining somewhere about 4,000 Santal words
though we have no large bazars there, vilprepared by Mr. Puxley late of the Church
lages
are
large
and
numerous
in
the
viciniand by encouragement and watchfulaess
Mission
Society, and we also have a transin the hour of his temptation,.. “hold ‘tyy where to some extent the gospel has lation, by the same, of the gospel by St.
preached for more than a quarter of a
him on his feet till he has gained goflisieny been
century. The people are friendly and make Matthew into Santal. These are very valstrength to sustain himself, »
uable contributions. affording, as they do,
Let us destroy the rumseller's ‘business frank and important concessions—have no much important aid in’ the cultivation of
more
faith
in
their
gods,
&c.
But
the
tyrant,
by depriving him of customers; for if he
this rude, yet complex tongue. Mr. Puxcannot make money by it,he will discontinue Custom! Hinduism however takes strange
ley’s
labors, having been carriedon several
it, and take to some more honorable way freaks at times, evincing effectually, that
of

presenting tothe eye an everchanging scene
his church by principalities and powers in. of beauty ; countries that seem as though we
might dwell there as in Elysium.
heavenly places. There was a quiet, subBut amid all this beauty, dwells a slow,
daed fervor of feeling manifested by the
creeping horror, and death and destruction
preacher, which was very refreshing, and

And that dark gulf of death and wo

‘A few words as to our

pects

it is possible, drag him up from the depths

We read in books and papers of beauti-

“upon the manifold wisdom of God, seen in

churches

Dragon

ful countries far across

Of those dark waters ran to the sea,
And naught was left but the lonely hulk,
And the channel's deep eternity.

of some

THOMAS GOADBY.

BY BB. 1,

flowing delivery, and a remarkable gift of

ty-ninth anniversary.

a considerable

The

aration of his sermon seemed to carry him
beyond the proper terminus and finally

elegant and graceful speech.

weather was fine, was

cess.

much.

To prevent this acquirement, the#h, keep it

The flood soon ebhed, and thus the bulk

Sheffi-1d daring the week.

A new arrangement was én-

a

{to leave him pulled up upon a siding. or
“shunted,” as we should say, ‘‘off the main

‘Were the cries that smote on the murky air,
And quickly the laden gondola
Swuung round in the gripe of the iron snare.

or

minutes

mentum the preacher received in the

“ Stand by the anchor,” then, * Let go,”

BE

Association.

after the climax had been reached and the
discourse proper was finished.The mo-

The vky was dark and the stars were pale,

Where three dead faces, cold and wan,
Gleamed through the glass of their

in

while,

«they serve their own gods.”

ling in ite force and appeals.
But can we not do something t6 prevent turn home this morning, I had a further conO her things occupied the attention of the- such a consummation? Ithink we can do versation with Bros. Silas and Dina Nath,

Its fault was, it

was too long, and went on twenty

And after the sunset rose the gale,
And nothing rested and naught reposed.

re-

fined and educated are picked 5 drunk

tered into with respect to the Magazine. It
well and vigorously handled. The address is hoped Mr. Clifford, of London, will accept
occupied an hour and twenty minutes in the editorship in a: few months.: There was
delivery and was frequently applauded. It a favorable report given of the progress of
was ordered to be printed at once, and on the Centenary Fund.
About £600 was
the last day of the Association if was ready promised towards it. There was a deputafor sale.
tion from the old Assembly of General BupThe sermons of the week were preached tis's,and not a little “stir” was made by some
by the Rev. J. Alcorn, of Burnley, in Lan- lest the Association should compromise,
cashire, and the Rev. W. Orton of Bourne.
its orthodoxy by its politeness. = It poy
They were remarkable in their unlikeness. rather to be rude and free from suspicion,’
Mr. Alcorn is a Scotchman,.and preserves than to be courteous and polite, and open to.
the rough, racy flavor of his northern ac- question as to its theological proclivities.
cent; apparently with pleasure, and exhib- There was a Sunday school Conference, a
its something of the perfervidum ingenium new and interesting feature of the Associaof the Scottish mind. He spoke with much tion; and there was also a Free Conference
energy and power, driving on for one hour for an hour or two, at the close of the meetand forty-seven minutes, at a high pressure ings on Thursday, on the recent “revivals”
express rate, without the least sign of ex- in various churches. The commuvion serhaustion, or the most momentary slacking vice was a season of solemn and holy joy;
of speed. There were wit and pathos, and and the addresses were full of spiritual fercriticism, and exposition, and declamation,
vor and life. The Association closed with
and sarcasm, aud poetry, and fervid zeal in the usual votes of thanks, and with the earthe discourse; and at times the audience nest hope that the next meeting at Leicester
‘broke out iiito clapping of hands and ap- may be made one of the most interesting and
plause. The sermon was based upon Paul's useful of religious anniversaries. It is to be
well-knownrwords, ahout bringing unto God an extraordinary occasion, and it is hoped
a sweet saxor of Christ in them that are the brethren will be equal to it. There was
saved, and ii them that perish, and was an an excursion from Sheffield to Chatsworth
admirable exposition of the passage and and Haddon Hall on Friday, which, as the

in

are

Agents and others should be particular to give
Post Offices (County

unnecessary and often most objectionaplacing of hindrance in the way of it on
part of ministers, deacons and churches,
the motives and spirit with which faith-

ful service for God should be done, were

authorized an 1 requested to act as Agents in obtaining
subscribers, and ia coll>cting and forwarding moneys.
Agents are al owed 10 per cent, on all moneys collected and remitted by them.
the

are bitten by this cursed demon ; women

dus,

8 ANTIFORE, May 6, 1869,

ladies, high 1{riends at home, who labor and pray, give
point and power.
The Rev. J. Clifford the streets of our cities; young
showed how the energy and restlessness of in social sircles, are inmates’ of¢ “Incbriste and look for the success of our efforts
the Anglo-Saxon race were overrunning
all | -Asylums, These facts are
ming more among. the heathen,
The events and’
countries and climes, and claimed for mis- and more frequent, and are in dangerof be- thoughts connected therewith, of a single
sions a first place in the work of civilization coming not the exception but the rule. day, may suffice for this once,
and social progress. His speech was thril- God forbid that should ever bs the case !
Before leaving Paina (Jellasore) to re-

wide field that opens for it aud invites it,

TERMS. For one year, $3,00; orrif pia ‘strietly in
advance, $2,560,

in the gilded chamber, and the .witlings of
the Pall Mall Gazette, and spoke with much

Parameswara, the* Supreme,is now very
| extensively claimed as the God of the Hin-

India.
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The Regeneration.
rp

fp—

them,~ Verily
which

regeneration
«

have

when

I say unto

followed

the

Son

Sitin the {throne of his

you,

me,

in the

of man shall

glory, ye also shall

though he acknowledges they are entitled

‘offered fire which the Lord had not com-manded, and a fire went out from the Lord
and devoured them. Lev. 10: 1, 2." The

earth opened its mouth and
rah and his company.

to Christian privileges and

inthe Jocal .cburch.
human creeds

swallowed Ko-

;Num..16:

32.

thousand

Assyrians,

who

to membership

Bro. B. discards all

and

professes

to take

the

Scriptures as his-only rule of taith and prac-

An

tice. Consequently he has no rightto introduce laws for the government of the church,
or as a means of admittance to member-

angel of the Lord smote one hundred ‘and
eighty five

had

situpon twelve thrones, judging the twelve’ come to invade the land of Israel, and they

ship,that are not found in Scripture. Bro. B. were all dead meh, Js. 87: 86. Judas beaffirms that baptism has no connection with
=
1. According to this statement theres, trayed the Saviour, and by suicide he hur- church membership, nor with even the exor shall be, thirteen thrones, one for Christ, ried into the presence of the final Judge.
irtence of the church; but is always a
Ananias and Sapphira lied to
if Matt. 27:5.
and one for each of his twelve apostles.
persons] matter with the believer and Christ.
2. When these men «it on their thrones, God, and were struck dead. Acts chap. 5., What right, then, has he to demand immerthey will be called upon to do a certain Herod Agrippa killed James the brother of sion as a condition of membership? If
kind of work, that of judging the twelve John, and put Peter in prison. The angel always a personal matter with.the believer
‘of the Lord smote him and he was eaten of
tribes of. [srael. 7.
g
and Christ, then it is a matter with which
up the ghost. Acts,chap. 12. -he has nothing to do, further than to attend
3. The question arises, when shall this worms and gave
Were the punishments in these cases
be? We may suppose it tobe either beto it as a personal'duty, and leave others to
fore, or after, or at the time of the general judgments inflicted by God? or were they enjoy their privilege without his interferjudgment; or we may suppose this judg- 1esuits of deductions of “the rules of applied ence. Though Bro. B. accords to unimmersing to go on through all time,’ and by con- logic?” The answer is plain. The conclu ed Christians a right ina local church, yet
tribes of [#ael.” Matt.

19; 27, 28,

sequence embrace all three of the periods
above named.
Thetext specifies one time.
which is translated, ‘‘ the regeneration.”
The term has been applied to the events

which took place at or about the time of our
Saviour's resurrection;

and

it has been re-

ferred to the time of the geveral judgment.
It is well to take a comprehensive view of
the subject.
.
:
(1). In a certain sense Jesus Christ was
regenerated at bis resurrection. We do not
doubt that he lived with the Father before
he was born in Bethlehem, yet we speak of
his birth, and date all eyents

from that pe-

riod; there could be no impropriety in the
inhabitants of heaven, in speaking of his
birth from the grave, as a second birth—a
regeneration.
He certainly took on a new,
and higher form of lite at that time. In
this manner does David speak of him in the

second psalm.

Oa. the very day thathe

was established

upon his throne,

it is said

" of him; * Thou art my Son; this day have
- I begotten thee.”
(2). Theapostles, if they were ever re-

génerated,

in. the

ordinary sense ofthe

sions of logical premises declare they were
pecial judgments of Heaven.
And
all
rules of Biblical interpretation answer in

he assumes the prerogative of saying

when

and where it is a Christian privilege.

If

they

he

have

not

been

immersed,

then

thunder tones, and in the language of Revelation itself, “Verily, He is a God that
judgeth inthe earth.” Ps. 58: 11.
;

claims it would not be a’ Christian privilege
to unite with a Baptist church, because
their ways of working would be dissimilar.

WICKED MEN NAMED IN THE BIBLE,
— THE
JUDGMENTS THAT CAME UPON THEM
RECORDED IN HISTORY.
The Scriptures give an account of Herod
called the Grext. He determined the death

In what respect, I would inquire?
swers atonce:

had all the male children, under two years,
slain. Josephus relates that he became a
terrible sufferer, with a burning fever, a vo-

*‘ In the mode of baptism,”

Consequently according to his own

ement has no

connéction with the case

in hand ; and, being

according

dering only a personal

to his

matter,

ren-

‘beyond his control.
If baptism has no
connection with church membership or with

He attempted suicide, but was prevented.

the existence of the church, why make it
the great cardinal point of difference. Arve
there not other matters of difference in the
F. W.Baptist church? Are there not those

but,

when two or three generations had passed,
none lived to bear his execrable name.
Another Herod had John the Baptist beChrist with

contempt.

History shows that he lost his dominions,

was banished and died in disgrace.

Pilate

°

the people.

He was igrominiously

turned

out of office. Ananias, another high priest,
was against Paul, and told others to smite
him on the mouth. Paul, perhaps prophet-

and hold to the final perseverance of the
saints? ‘Why then seize upon baptism as
the main testof church fellowship? There
are others alsg who are connected with the
Free Masoas, professed ministers
of Christ,

oaths

to secrecy.

Surely

it requires

greatest possible stretch of charily
tend tosuch

the

hand

of

28).

:

whom he was

S.D.C.

° Special Judgments

of God.

In the Star of June 23, under the head of
“Complic ty with Crime,” the idea was

poe

Emperor, in terrible distress

attempted suicide, but was so cowardly he
did not succeed, and begged assistance.
Domitian, another Emperor,
persecuted

the people of God.

Itis traditionary history

that he threw the apostie John into a caldron
of boiling oil, but not causing his death, he
main'ained that those who connive to de-- banished him to the isle of Parmos. The
feat justice in the punishment of the guilty, following year he lost his throne and his
are liable to be overtaken by the just judg- life, being murdered by his own people.
ments of the Most High, even in this life. The Jews persecuted, rejected and cracified
In the Moral and Religious Department of the Lord Jesus. In afew years their chief
the N. H. Blatesman, dated June 25,the ar- cityawas destroyed, thousands of them were
ticle is noticed and the view therein taken
opposed.
The writer says, ‘The race of

Christians who

solemnly believe in ‘judg-

those shall

be

found, who

believe

in the

logic.”

;

OTHER

CASES

IN

“Thereis no new thing

HISTORY.

under

the sun.”

Eccl.3:15. Only afew of a multitude of cases
need be given. The Roman Emperor, Ti-

“That which bath been is now;

berius, was gufity of the most flagrant outrages of public injustice and,crime.
tus

relates

were such

the Senate.

that

the

torments

Taci-

of his mind

he felt obliged to tell them

to

It was done in such tones of

into mental derangement
and end his days. -despair, the hardened were moved to pity.
in a mad-house?” Our answer is, no rules Antiochus Epiphanes, a persecutor of the
of applied logic are of so bigh authority as Jews before the Saviour came, had terrors
the Bible, and all logical reasoning worthy
of being received, relative to moral and re‘ligious subjects, does not in the least con-

ing him for his crimes.

travene divine revelation, but is *in perfect

France, in 1572, caused the massacre of St.

ufjust

and outrageous conduct towards fe
ings, jodgments in the form

be-

of casualties,

mental derangement, premature death and
the like, are sure to come on all the guilty.
On the contrary,as Pope well says, some-

. times, “Virtae starves while vice is fed.”
The P«almist speaks of the wicked **in great
power.” And some of them in apparent
- triumph come down to the grave, and Job

says, “the clods of the valley shall be sweet
unto them.” But there are, in the arrangement of the divine government, signal cases
"of puoishment in this life, They are numerous. Bat there is a “judgment to come,”
when all will be judged ‘according to the
deeds of this life.
ig

TESTIMONY OF THE SCRIPTURES.

“Wiioso. sheddith man’s blood, by man
shall
his blood be shed.”

none could assuage. He thought that specters were continually before him, reproach-

Charles 1X. of

Bartholomew, in which from thirtyto fifty

conniving at vice and crime, or any

Gen. 9:6.

‘He

mude
a pit and digged it, acd is fullen into

the’ ditch whichbe mude. Ilis mischief

Bro. B. saysit

Thus

we

see the ab.

be used by

of time.

all Christians

down

to the end

thousand Protestants were slain. Ever after
he had a gloomy look, slept but little and
never soundly. He had a notion that he heard

groans in the air, and in the night would
have soft music broughtto compose him.
[a the plot of the Gunpowder Treason in
Eogland, in 1605, the design was to blow up
the Parliament House and destroy the king
and the members of the government.
It
was discovered in season
to prevent it. The
gonspirators fled, some were

captured, and

some getting secretly near some powder, it
'was ignited, and they were destroyed by the
same means they bad provided for others. Ia
France, within a century, he who invented
the guillotine, was the first to feel the keen-

of deep piety, of influence, of talent, and of
wealth, who are destitute of a home in any

local church.

‘Thy king lom come, thy will be

Uhrough passipg clouds shall
.
shine,

Saviour

says,

end of the world.

menced, which is to be the

last, called ém-

en.
When he finished his mission and
went to heaven, he sent down the Holy
pect as the

next

great event,

setting up of God's

kingdom.

towards man, may dr ve to drunkenness,
in his own head, and his vio- insanity, or suicide, is a far greater incent.
come down upon his own ive to justice than the ides that such calami‘ties, ave judgments from God. We admit
h nn
:
;
5 nadthe that rollerh atone, that would
seem incentive enough, but «in is
he
PE indy
ou bim.” Prov,26: 27.
“exceedingly sintu),” and desperate. dis
ig
eases require a desperate remedy,
‘‘BeTa
BIBLE EXAMPLES,
3
The Bible gives ns many instances of the | hold therefore, the gooduess and severity of.
terrible display of divine justice in the pun- God; on them which fell, severity; but

pate” Ru.7516,16. + Whoso diggetha, pit

tear of death.

High,

will

with their King
the

kingdom

And

but

enjoying its privileges.

and a member with them in the higher
church, he is bound

to receive

them

into

his local church.
.
No, my dear brother, you are not consistent; and in orderto be so, you must re-

ceive Pedo-Baptist Christians into full fellowship with you in your local church, or
you must abandon your position on bap-

tism as erroneous; which I may attempt to
prove at a future time.
OLD MAN.

| —

@——

IL am glad to see this subject discussed in
the Star, as, my

opitiion, there is no sub.

jet in the whole circle of Christian Jiterature more important in order for a right
understandng of the Scriptures than this.

There is a great deal said in regard to it

in

the

Bible.

Now

it is clearly

greatness of the kingdom un-

thing in

have donsinion over every

air, earth,

and

sen.”

Adam hy sin lost the de minion,
Christ came to restore,

Gen.

1:26,

Bat Jesus

sooner or later from

the effects of the fall; eee St. Paul's writ-

~

than

you

child

and

do—*

say,

Hallowed

* Thy

will

be

In myhoyish
as this,

in

and

seen

among

the

Youog

and

leaves thousands, myriads of pigeons.

old

with them.

tender

The

And 1 see

in the city here, rich men, all of whose
branches are loaded down with money.
At the report of a gun, or the flight of a

Chips.
many

Christians

stone, or a little shout, the pigeons, with

who

rip and a roar all rose,

and

ception, perhaps, of the bark of a squirrel.

for God in the silvation of souls ;thus

They bad taken to themselves

flown away.
And so the

tures as well as in all his dealings with men,
*‘that he has chosen weak things”to do great
things, ‘¢ that no flesh may glory in itself.”

branch-ful,

Christian, however humble your position, or

And can you stand in your

efforts,

a

the air was

clamorous,and they flew every whither ;and
in a minute the wood was still, with the ex:

field or a Spurgeon they would be glad to

your

be

it it is the will of God to take the

trees seemed laden

await

ean,

Bethlehem, Connecticut, where I studied
Latin by huansing pigeons, I have stood

thing

man

to-day

wings and

that yesterday

is branch-less.

is stripped

from

him,

was
Every

and

gone.

barrenness and

Between two
do great say, ** Thy will be done?”
has come the shadow and the darkThe ripeied there
ness, and both hearts sorrow, and both

may
and

there

are

golden sheaves for you to gather. But if
you would succeed you must first, by deep
humiliation and prayerin your closet, seek

narrew

light

paternity of God. To
merely a First Cause,

yearn.
tinal

Can you both say, in the sight of

everlasting separation—in

this world,

everlasting—** Thy will be done?”
Can
you stand in the house of yourpride, and
say, ** Thy will be done?” 1s your God
such a one that, for the sake of the sweet:
ness in bim, for the sake of the joy that you
have in him, for the sake of his glorious
excellence, you can say of your pride.
‘God's will be done therein P* Cau you
say it of your vanity ?- Can you hush ev-

have I in heaven but thee?

~The

tares of the wicked

abound,

and every day brings out evil
in some
* new and improved” form. When evil is
restrained in one channel it overflows in
another. High-handed crime walks jn open
day. ‘To be sure, there are many who pass
as good citizens, but the number of those
who walk with God is comparatively very
small. And will ‘the mild agencies of the

gospel

root up these tares ? or will they

There is none

upon enrth thut [ desire beside

thee.

fiesh and my heart fuil; but God
strength of my heart, and my

My

is the

ion forany stich God P Can.

ever.” Have you
you trust him? Can you worship him.
Can you join with me, and leok in the face
of Jesus Christ to-duy and say, ** Thy will
be done P” At that enchantment burdens
roll off, cares fly away,

darkness

lifts,

the

earth is transformed, events have a new
significance. and those experiences that
huve seemed before us to have many persecutions, now begin to letter thems: lvéand form sentences; and every letter and

every sentence begin to be a literature
interpreting the goodoess, the mercy
the gloryof God

to

us.

1

besesch

and

you,

turn not away from such a blessed. God athat,
Accepr the privilege and hounty and
unspenkuhle jay

of

waving,

*

kingdom all things which offend and do done !"—Henry Ward Beecher,

Thy

will

be

iniquity.

~——Those

speakers

or

writers

who

abound inassertions unsupported by argu
ment or fact are using powder without
shot.

J.

Jarxvex.

You

want,

what

you

hke,

what

God

ence.

:

}

Bat, to the man of spiritual aims and/devout sentiment,

of pure

affvetions

right reason, there is no truth 80

and

of

great,

80

central, so apparent, as this of the patervity of God.

The Gospel is full of it.

It

appears in every lineament of the universe.)
It is the meaning
of creation, the explanation of human history, the horizon of re-

conciliation that broods around all the mysThe

tery of life.

great truth, always

man

who

holds

believes

this °

in his bosom

a

itary chamber, the savage desert, for him is a

is filled witha Being whom

he loves. and

adores. He throws open his window to the
night sky, and while all is still and slum-

bering below, above him, farther thdn eye
ean reach or thought ascend, kindles the
outspread glory of the Father,
He rejoices

to come with filiul trust in all perplexities,
and shelter himself ufider this brooding Paternity, He feels the heart of infinite Love
beating close to

his

heart,

and

throbbing

through all the pulses of the aniverse.
is this

the

emotion

of

diluted

and Power—it kindles in the

and

Nor

sentiment.

God's essential paternity lends glory
his attributes ; his Wisdom, Justice,
soul

to all
Truth

a loftier

serener spirit of devotiop, touches the

spring of penitence, and makes us good beeause he is good, Evil men may proclaim the

Fatherhood of God with theirlips.
not the bad and the weak, who

prehend its meaning.

the clearer

Batic is

really com-

The deeper our mor-

al life and the keener

our

spiritual

appears this truth.

we are like Christ, the more
the closer

does

vision,

The wore

do we

it, the more confidingly do we rest

it make our

realize
under

it,

communion,

with more profound significance do we say,

—OQur

Father

which

art

in

heaven!"—

E. Hd. Chapin.

:

“I Don’t Believe That.”
The well-known Dr. Fletcher, of Stepney,
was once requested to visit a man who professed to be u skeptic. Speaking to hm of
bis need of salvation, he pointed kindl
and earnestly to Christ, as the only. snd allsufficient Saviour,

who

towards

it.

gave

himself as a

Now,

what do you

ransom for sinners that they, through him,
might obtain forgiveness, and be reconciled to God.
;
:
Hearing this, the dying man said, ¢ Sir,
[ don't believe that; 1 wish 1could as my
dear wife there does; she believes every
word you are saying.” *‘But,” said Dr.
Fletcher, “you say you wish you could ;.
and that, if you are sincere, is a great point
attaining

believe concerning
Jesus Christ?” ¢ Why,"
he replied, ** I believe that such a man once
lived, and that he was a very good and .
sincere man; but that is
a perfectly
all.”
It was a principle with Dr. Fletcher, when
regsoning with unbelievers, if they acknowl-

edged
this a
to go
** You
truly.
good

the smallest portion of truth, to make
position—a starting point, from which
on and argue with them. So he raid,
believe, then, that Jesus Christ was a
good man. Now, do you think a
man would wish to deceive others, or

that a sincere man would

that must

mislead,

and

une

that

in

language

things

of

—

Pr

the Father

of some,

He

was

the Father
of Christ in a re<pect.in which he

furor our Father, snd he is ‘the Father of
thengaod, in a sense in which he is not the

respects

Eavher of the bud,
yAi-so much

Thin

may

be us wretched us you choose,”

& changein him, as a peculini;

to be our Fath r in the degieein which
we Perecive le growed. of that paternity

Essentially, I,6p a , be is the Father of alk
rn

wonder and joy, but with eyes intent)

‘ed on

Dr,

Fletcher, he exclaimed after a

short pause, and while the big tears ‘were
rolling down his cheeks, *‘8ir. you dre a
messengerof mercy. yo: by God himself
to save
my soul ! Yé8) Christis God; and
he died to save sinners! Yes, even me !"—
American Messenger.

Pure
RELIGION.—An apostolie--declaratin used to read very much like this,
*: Pare religion and undefiled before Gd,
and the Father, is this; to visit the fatherless and widow in their affliction.” The
tollowing = commentary.
on that obsolete
text, comes down from Canada :—

Dr. Law of Bow-

vureh,

ment,

under

solemn

He died

two

promise

years

ago,

of repayand

now

the mortgages are being foreglosed,

and

his wite and children turned out

the church

refuringto make

to starve,

good, their

claims.”

i

be termed

people ought to pay you, what people think ty of condition in us, Just in proportion
of you: und then to you nothing will be nd We rent ize our sparing d nature. we ress
purd, You will spoil every thing you touch ; Zo our rela ono hin, We pereeive hin

you will wake ria nod mis ry for your-efh
out ot every thing God sends vou; you wll

ing that even a breath might obscure a new
light breaking in upon his darkened soul,
and with a countenance li
up with
an. indescribable ex
jon of miogled

manville, Canada, mortgaged ull his private
peoperry to pay off the indebredness of his

While God is ens: su iy the Father of al
men, thers isu practic d sense in which Li
i gpeeiadly

on me; stop, sir! let me thinkI”
* Holding up his emaciated hand, as if fear-

** Twelve yoars ago,

onr Father :

ww

him, the {Deity is
an abstract Intelli-

the highest importance?”
¢ Certaivly not,”
he replied. ** Then,” said Dr. Fletcher,
‘“how do you reconcile your admission
that he was a good man, with his saying,
ery passion with the name of God?
Or ‘I and my Father are one?’ And when
have you none? Is your God like a barren they took stones up to kill him, he did not
field, or a field of stubble, or like straw | undeceive them, but still asserted the fact
with the grain threshed out of it?
The of divinity, adding, ‘My sheep bear my
true God, the Christian's God, the God that voice, and they follow me, and I give unto
faith takes hold of, fills the heaven, fills
Christian, if you would be happier than you | the earth, fills time,fills providence, fills na- them eternal life.’ Could any mere man
ever was before in your life, just set about ture, fills his owa soul, and is with him by say this, or even an angel, or the highest
archangel?
+¢ Stop,” cried the dying man,
your work anddo more for God than you day and by night, in his rising up and his with an excited voice; ** stop, sir, 1 never
~itting down; and he can say, * Whom
have ever done.
:
:
saw this before; a new light breaks in up-

(f
ro

better

days, in just such weather

fields

In you?

art in heaven"—then
and he loves. your

clared in the Bible. Then let all seetoit
that they are now translated out of satan's
dark kingdom into the kingdom of God's
dear Son.
GREEN SAWYER.

work

are

What!

1 dom of Gud in its completed state, as de- to itself wings and fly away.

[]
“

gone—you

child ? Look upon your estate, that seems
trembling, and about to totter and fall.
Look on your property that seems to take

Tie ART OF BRING MISERABLE —Kingsfrom the account given, that’ God gave
ley
of Lt you wish 100 he miserable,
Adam and his race a kingdom. ‘Let us you ways:
must thick about yourself; about what
and ‘let them

all

will be done”

done,”

are

an-

his

Thy

people of the saints of the Most High, whose
kingdom is an everlasting one and whose
dominion hath no end. This is the king-

——There

is the

isthe very

next sentence, itis

little

evident

wake man in our image, after ourlikeness;

and

thy name.
Thy kingdom come"—now do
you dare look down into the face of your

der the whole heaven shall be:.given to the

|

the

the

child

and the do-

continue to abound, until at Christ's coming
the angels are sent’ to ** gather out of his

Kingdom of God.

doubt,

¢*Qur Father which
God is your Father,

——The benevolence which runs into
building extravagant churches from which
God's poor are excluded, savors not of true
piety.

church,

and

lies sick in the cradle,
apd say, if yon

of his dominion there will be no end. .He
will reign from sea to sea, and from the

minion and

God;

In your reason?
In your taste?
Ia your
affections 2 lo God's providential counsels
for you io the affairs of your family ? Stand,
then, mother, over your little child that

the kingdoms of our Lord, and of his Christ,

rivers to the ends of the earth;

self-sacrificing

Thy kingdom come"—stup! if you say
—

and

possess it forever and forever. Then the
kingdoms of this world will have become

and he shall reign forever ;and ever.

bound,

chor of the soul ia all its wanderings and
deftings and stirm-dviving.
“And to you |
present this view of Jesus Christ, the loving Goud.
Begin and say, * Ouor Father
which art in heaven, llajlowed be thy name.

Then the people of the
take

Swviour,

are

who is represented in Christ Jesus

and R-deemer of his prople.. But when he
returns, having received the kingdom, he
wil) slay his enemies, and take to himselt
his great power and reign King of kings,
saintsof the Most

that

see

carrying them in his own experience, ratherthan that men should suffer.
That God
cure of fear

No, Bro. B., either

in the

as

fatherly God; the God who is represented
as giving himself rather than let you de
stroy yourselves;as taking men’s sins and

Mediator, Sviour,

and

but

head has no arterial

lacks sympathy, he Jacks moral enthusiasm,
he lacks religious life. Having no allectionate affinities, he does not feelor see the

be Done.

I see men

Christ Jesus—the

eternal

has mot yet taken his throne. he is at his

ard Lord of lds.

acute

intellect,

hope. He is pever alone. Nothing to
him appears empty, or desolate. The sol-

he says, * for this end was I born, and for
this cause came [ iato the world,” but he
hadd. as

:

of mere

many persons who are in bondage through

Jésus Christ came to be king;

Father's right

his ac-

conscious joy and an everlasting spring of

at hand, the

everlasting,

upon

as though it were

aspect of beauty, or through the atmosphere

brightly

d—t—
i
such theological aflinities

no

does

of love.” To him, the unrolled ocean suggests only ‘depth and quantity, acd the
heavens sparkle merely with mathematical
diagrams. Ie constructs nicely-balanced
theories, but they are as cold as they are clear,
and untrue because they are partid., He
sees only with the intellect. He rests upon
no hasis more profound than the intellect. He

the Sun of hfe divine

Will

He

his-felationship to God, and,

1 of reason retains no glow from the affections. He sees nothing in the transfigured

and that are staggering. On! that I could
show them Gud as he is represented in

receive’ them into full fellowship and grant
them all the privileges of the church, or
closethe door on them altogether. I will
only say in conclusion, if Bro. B. has no
authority from God's word to reject them,
which
rgost certainly he has not if baptism
is no where spoken of in connection with
church membership, then, as a Christian

not

merely in the outer kitchen, permitted only
to dothe drudgery of the church without

not realize

heaven, and that the Father, the God ot all,

Gho-t to guide, instruct, and govern his
people, and they were to look for, and ex-

ly bestow, and without which the most
commanding talent will miserably fail, In
a general revival which turned many to
Gud, there was a young man who was
counted the weakest of them all, who came to
me one evening exclaiming, *‘ I never was
80 happy in my life. A young man for
whom I have been praying and whom I
tried
to lead to Christ has come at last.”

ask? - Certainly

sin, he does not see the Father.

connection with his heart; whose dry

is angry because 1 worship Christ.

that * great grace” which heaven will glad-

and

still

thé songof praise
thy Lord on high;
thy works and ways—
with a well-pleased eye.
but more

life

mations of the universe, no expres-

inviting to a holier and serener course,
God's love is over him, and God's mercy
waits on him; but, in his sensualism and

phaically the ¢* last day,” new light dawnmen.
I see theirdoubts and their difficuled upon the world. There was a new de- ties, I see their sorrows -and their pains.
velopment of God's spiritual kingdom on I have found my way out of"them.
I have
earths Christ Jesus, the light of the world, - tound it at the touch of the Saviour, I have
Ido worship him. I
established anew dispensation. God spake worshiped Christ.
not by prophets, but by his Son from heav- have po fear that there is any jealousy in

from the church, and with his position with-

exception of voting

soul!

Thy
I have

outthe least shadow of law. Perhaps he
would say as do others: In such cases I
would give them all the privilege of the

But where are they,l would

1% him. there is no spiritual

the

not notice the intense longings of his own
soul.
Swept in the sounding tide of passion, he hears.not ** the still, small voice,”

that [ should seek to drive you out of one
seer, orinto another.
All my sympathies
in my ministrations are not with the schoois
and sects, but with the great human family.
L belong to living men.
1 feel for living

will.

with the

still. my

|
I have no more trouble
about the ex- |
pression, the kingdom
of Gd
at band,

you

ers have been visited upon children in dis-

view of the matter, that is, thut the state of
mind that leads to injastice and wrong

Be

is the

things for God if you

holding office.

winds

:

harvest,

which, as our

is

sion of infinite tenderness upon its face.
Worshiping the objects of sensb, he does

All sate and blessed we shall meet at last.

small your capacities,

church

soul! the waves und

know

Be still. my soul! begin
On earth, beheving. to
Acknowledge him in all
So shatl he view thee

them in protracted efforts, sat with them at
the Lord's table, and have been baptized
as they understand the word, and would
hold their views of baptism as private property without interfering with the practice
of the church; and yet Bro. B. rejects them

ness of its edge. And God in all time, has
80 puni-hed sin that the iniquities of fathordered mental powers, diseased bodies,
blasted reputations or wasted fortunes.
The writer in, the Statesman thinks his

They have met with the F.

W. Baptist church,lahored successfully with

still, my

done, on earth as itis done in heaven.”
Any one must see that this never can pe
accomplished while sin and sinners remain
in the world; and they will exist until the

I might cite him to a

few members however remain ,—men

munion.,

in

past,

would not be duty to unite

with that church.

x

Wnen we shall be forever with the Lord=—
When disappointment, grief and fear are gone,
Sorrow forgot, love's purest joys restored, .
Be still, my soul! when change and tears are

kingdomin the worldto come. For instance,
take the Lord’s prayer, which is a prayer to

forgetting what he has taught ia the Serip-

escape, the writer asks, “Would it not be and that which is to be hath already been:”

for

they cannot meet with it, and in such cases

&ouanand

Be still, my soul! the hour is hastening on

world,

etsrnal state

some

more in accordance with the rules of applied
logic to account for these things by supposing thatthe same moral derangement which
made it possible for the wrong doer to
grossly unjust to his fellow man; also made
it possible for him dfterward to be guilty of
suicide, to become a drunkard,or to drift

We have not advanced the idea that

ways ot working are not perfectly in harmony? 1answer,—There are numerous instacces where Pedo-Baptists live so faraway
from the church of their especial order that

Rtn

dom in this world which refer to the eternal

in the next

of

their

3

surdity of applying passages tothe king-

plainly refer to its completed,

scattered over the earth, despised and hated

Eccl. 1: 9.

WHAT IS NOT ASSUMED.

where

§

Be still, mv soul! the Lord is on thy side;
: Bear patiently the cross of grief and pain;
Leave to thy God te order ind provide—
In every change he faithful will remain.
Be still. my soul! thy best, thy heavenly Friend
Through thorny ways leads to a joyful end.

therefore, so furas it depends

as it now exists in its

he

«+ without. God inthe world.”
For there are
no filial aspirations in the heart of such a
man.
He has no child-like trust, or com-

still, my Soul!

His voice who ruled them while he dwelt below.

unfinished or preparatory state, while others

and

existence

Be

Be

that refer to

subjectively,

reg udls his requirements. and in fact, lives

To guide the future, as he has the past;
Thy hope, thy contidence let nothing shake,
All now mysterious shall be bright at last,

that

‘killed, others taken captive, their nationality
‘ended, and for 1800 years they have been

convived at crime and helped the guilty to

:

a church

Bible

prastically,

not the Father of the man who forgets his
existence, overlooks his Providence, dis-

Be still, my soul! when dearest friends depart.
| tion, that relationship is
Aud all is darkened in the vale of tears,
not.
Then shalt thou better know Hix love, His heart,
Who comes to soothe thy sorrow and thy fears.
Here, too, is the man
Be still. my soul! thy Je-us can repay,
| who sees only with the
From his own fullness, all he takes away.
vision of logic; whose

Does he inquire why so anxwith

the

passages

fhe kinglom of God

to ex-

feliowship;

the

by reading

think thatifthey had the talent-of a White-

truths of the Bible.
As to druukenness, insanity, suicide, etc., the fate of some who

harmony with it.

ious to unite

with

see

case with which he is familiar. In the
town where he resided when a youth there
was once a flourishing Congregational
church.
But by removals, deaths and
other causes, the church lost its visibility,

_ ments,’ that is, in arbitrary physical punish- by nearly all nations. Providential dispenments, for wrong doing, is not exiinct.” sations in severe judgments were manifestWer jolce that it is not, and feel sure it ‘ed in these cases, not “the rules of applied
will not be while the world shall stand, and

nection whatsoever

the church.

must

there are numerous

the

(4). Jesus will sit upon his throne in the
yet, so far as I know, it is not atthe present
day of judgment.
This is so obvious as to | ically, said, “God, shall smite thee, thou time made” a test of church membership
need no proof; the disciples will likewise whited wall.” He was smitten and killed Butthe unimmersed Christian who is owned
tit on thrones at.that time.
:
; by his own son. Nero, called in the book and blessed of Christ, a member of the high(5). But after the judgment, there will of Acts, and in some of the Epistles, Cesar, er church of which Bro. B. declares Christ.
"head, is rejected from Bro. B's
be no more jadging; bence, neither Chiist persecuted the church, and it is believed, to be the
‘ior his apostles will have any longer need among others, put Peter and Paul to death. church, only for not having been immersed,
to sit on thrones of judgment. (1 Cor.15:24— He lost the confidence of the Romans over "an ordinance which he affirms. has no con7

All

| men zhu

Be still, my soul! thy God doth undertake

tablishment of the Christian churchin the
world to the end of time, we are to look only
to see it develop itself at its different stages.

who differ on the Soaship.of Christ?
Adiso
some who are Calvinistic in their views,

. term, must have been regenerated in this unjustly condemned the Saviour, on trial at
Ye.:W
.
his bar. He soon lost- his office, was sent
(3). It is manifest that the apostles must into banishment, and .in agony committed
sit upon taeir thrones when Jesus sits upon suicide. Cuiaphas, the high. priest, con-- too, who are in league with unbelievers’and
demned the Saviour for fear of disobliging infidels and bound under the most solemn
bis; but Je-us'sits on his throne now.
(Matt. 28: 18; Acts. 7: 56; Col. 1: 13;
Phil. 2: 9, 10; Rev. 1:9; 3: 21 ) therefore his disciples are on their thrones now,

in my opinion,

instead of this spiritual kingdom being set
up at any particular period, since the és-

is entirely

racious appetite, difficult breathing, convulsions, loathsome ulcers that bred vermin:

headed, and treated

Now,

than I have about the expression, ‘* the end
of all things is at hand.” The simple fact
is this: When the Saviour first came into
B. an- the world, and the gospel dispensation com-

Has not Bro. B. said emphatically that baptism is never spoken of in connection with
church membership or the existence of the

of the infant Saviour, and to sccompieh-is, | church

He left at death numerous descendants,

ings on this suhjeot.

over his people, when he made the prom ,
ise thit the seed of the womn (Christ)
should bruise the serpent’s head. From
Consistency.
that time until the se¢ond coming of Christ
Inthe reply of G. H. Bito O!d Man, he and end of the world, it must be a spiritual
reign. Then it will be a literal, personal
claims consistency in rejecting unimmers.
reign
af Jesus Christ.with his people. Now
ed | Christians from . church membership,

Jesus | Sodom and Gomorrali were destroyed by
Gen, 19:
to go brimstone and fire out of heaven.
for a 24, 25. Pharaoh and his hosts were drowned
God.” in thesea. Ex, chap. 14. Naduband Abibu

“ But Peter answered, and said, Behold,
. we have forsaken all, and followed thee
" what shall we have therefore?
And Jesus

said unto

for enormous crinies, The anred-luvianwere swept'away with a flood. The most
Je ried, like Burnet and Whiston, caicalate
that the number was as great-a$ ten billions,
seven hundred and thirty-seyen millions.

The people
were amazed that
should say,*¢ It i easier for a camel
through the eye of a needle, than
rich man to enter into the Kingdom of

.. That ye

towards thee, goodness, if thou continue in
his goodness ; otherwise, thou also shalt be
cut off.” Rom. 11: 22,
"H. N.

ishment of nations, families and individuals

«

1

Tre vewx virg of religion doth much
depend upon the solemn observance of
the Sabbath; considér, it we should but

intermit the keeping -of it for one year,
whut a hight

of profaneness

would

ensne

in those that fear not God !'—Archbishop
Leighton.
Se,
ey
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case may be; give it a candid reply; make
the speakers feel that they have said something of some importance, something which
you deem worthy of an answer. Never ridi-

i

It-is usual, at the ordination of ministers,

to give them a solemn charge with reference
to the duties of their office, and the manner
the

present

a

to pursue

paper

similar

course towards Sunday school teachers, as
in this form the thoughts which we “intend

to express can be presented more practical-

ly, and with greater directness and impresdin

siveness,

1. Be truly religious. - Cultivate spiritual
Be not satisfied with the mere
‘mindedness,
profession of religion.
Many professors

Phylacteries

are laboring to accomplish the grandest

long prayers

were

made

by those who

angels and

“would: not have this man to reign over
them.”
The degree of your spiritual devo-

nest.

with Christ,

becomes

bath gghool

irksome, and you are

unsuccessful, put htm there.

man,

re

They are apparently as destitute of Christ
asadesertis of water. - We may say of thew,
Ye have taken away my Lord, and I know
‘not where ye have laid him. They are like

Be energetic;

‘dashed

on some

Christ was

Your O d Testament 1&sson is in the garden
of revelation, and not far from the sepulcher. Look around as Mary did. and you
may find him near. Although your lesson
may have nothing to say speeitically about
Christ, it sustains some relation to him.—
There were angels in the sepnlcher who told

find

business

connected

excitement,

He

was

a

to reach the thick veins of precicus ore.
It
was there, yet they found it not.
Dig deep

into'the mines ot inspired truth, and you wil
find Christ there. Do not relingnish your

lesson until by some assoeiation,or suggestion, or Scriptural reference, or some near or

remote relation, you find Christ and present
him to your class.

3. Make an honest cffort, in every losson,to
produce a deep religious tmpression upon
some one in your class.
‘To this end never
forget the great objectof the Sahbath school.

Remember the nofs in the case—that the
grand end of the Sabb ith school is nol to en-

terrain your scholars, not simply to instruct
them, nof to attach them to yourself. not
merely to make them honest, qbedient to
parents, truthful and externally good; bur

to

he

had

long been

famibar:

he was

But,

more

than ‘this,

he

saw

it isto liberate them from the thraldom of
sin here, and from the wrath to eome here-

after. Keep thisever bufore you. In every
lesson labor to produce conviction for sin,
Jesus, of some of your class.

Watch for their souls as one (hat must give
wg

4. Pray for your scholars secretly and by
name.
Tell the Lord how you want Mary and
Susan converted—how Thomas is surrounded by special temptations, how James and
William bave ungodly parents, who never
and

how

anxious

you

are

Oar

faith should be so strong that if the answer
does not come, we shall feel a positive disappointment.
“cupy

5. Alwaus goto your class prepared to oc-

to tread

Livy.

before him,

ever invested

apostolic

purity

and

grace.

by the sufferings

with an

Rome,

of

the

filled with relies, and redolent with

monk

posed a scene, of heavenly
holy Rome!” be exclaimed,

the full time of the session of the school.

it contains.

A lesson is like a casket with several comartments, in each one of which is a valua-

Degen

or like a chest containing medi-

cines for different, complaints.
hilology, the geography, and
istory of the lesson, is to give
of the external casket, but the

To give the
the natural
a description
development

of the religious and practical lessons is to

take outthe gems or the medicine, and apply
them toyour class. Always remember that
it is the contents which
give to the casket its
value. If these are not
brought out and ap-

plied, you fail in the most important part of

your duty,

:

If the study of the lesson should not oc-

cupy the full time of the school, then be
fiepared with some interesting facts to re-

ate, or
to read, which will be adapted to make a religious impression.
6. During the session of the school,

mind

your business. Domot be gazing around the
school. Do not try to hear what'the teacher next to you is saying. Pay no attention
to strangers who may have come in as spec-

m—_

:

on,

feeble and

sad,

rest.
*
Hail,
as its distant

until

he

reached

Holy City, and there, amid the mockery
his tellow-monks, and the blasphemies
the impious clergy, performed with honsuperstitions the minute ceremonial of

the Church.

Of

all the

pilgrims

to that

desecrated shrine none was so devout as
Luther.
Ile was determined, he said, to

escape the pains of purgatory

and

win

a

the Holy Stairs, while ever in his ears resounded
the cry, ¢ Tae just shall live by
faith.”
He heard with horror that thé head
of the Church was a monster. stained with’
vice ; that the cardinals were worse than
their

master;

the

priests,

mocking

unhe-

liavers ; and fled, heart-broken, back to his
German cell.— Harper's Magazine.

»

Lied

scared

when

Neighbors

say,

the

been made

address before
Society, made

through its

dungeon

the
use

energy,

rising in

an

instant

far

above the surface of the earth, and pouring

muring through long. centuries, but never
quite forgetting its divine and distant origin. Such was the upward movement out
of intellectual thraldom which we eall the
Reformation, when the
shaft of Luther
struck the captive stream; such an awak-

ening, but a more significant and hopeful
one, has been heralded for this whole republic, east and west, north and south,
and for all humanity, by the triumph of the
right in the recent four years’ conflict in
which sll have been the ‘conquerors.”

The Pipe Stronger than God.
—

Wp

Just returned from addressing an audi-

ence of Methodist

friends

here

in James-

The subject was consecration to
town.
God, unreserved and complete, touching
the whole man.

We ur

sanctification as

heartily
as th
Wesley ever did,
We told them ‘that habirual wrong-doing

of any kind was in direct conflict with all

Do not be turning over your library:

to-day.”

+

must

be

was to

Ghostly

ghost,

see
com-

man
gone
damp
used

or

soul.

soul comfortable.

And

a man’s

is the man

head

pulse soft and even,

heart when

iv

is

cold,

A CARD.

ir.zen

for me.”

*

A record of the watches produced at the Waltham
Manufactory may be not impraperiy prefaced with &

ot

brief mention of the considerations which induce

Premiums.
-Any ore having sent for ono of the Pre-

OE

ceived it, is requested to inform us of the
tact, as we have recently learned that some
of our letters sent with

A FARMER was asked why he did not take
a newspaper.
* Because,” said he, * mv
father, when he died, lefc me a good many

church members and Sabbath

newspapers,

and

I

haven't

vead

them

through yet.”

"HE WHO

who

receives a good -turn should

never forget it; he who
never remember it.

Fifteen years’ successful experience justifies us in

miums offered last year, and not having re-- claiming for the Waltham

« GENEVA," says Merle D'Aubigne, * was
in the 151h century the c#pital of a great
opinion.” John Calvin was there.

do2s one should

money

to

pay

school

for

most obvious source of merit.

in numbers,

be

sciol-

without

is clear,

his

tongue

and

friend is the medicine

A parrHFUL

of

and accuracy and uniférmity in” their time keeping
qualities, which by the old methods of manufacture’
are unattainable,

The application of machinery to watch-making has,
in fact, wrought a revolution in the main. features of

an

{ life.

his| . THREE TIMES our Saviour was spoken to

clean

and | while on earth

by voices

from heaven, and

production, it has enabled us to secure the smoothness,
and certainty of movement which proceed from the
perfect adaptation of every piece to its place. Instead

the head is sick and
and horrors

flutterings | too many get only halt baked.

faint, and

go skittering

all

through

you,

WE NEVER, in the whole course of our
com- | recollections, met with a Christian friend
| who bore upon his ‘character every other

it is a bad time to take lessons in soul
fort.

|

oe

he knows himself to be a mere sham, a
humbug, fooling his fellow-men, but not |

deceiving

himself?

How

can

a man

Tne CHRISTIAN life is not an engagement
bg | by contract between the master and his
Ir is the union of two hearts—
ap- servant.

comfortable, who is busy keeping up
pearances, being all the time afraid of be- that of the Saviour and the saved—by the
ing found out ? Ita man .lie in trade he endearing ties of the most intimate love.

may sncceed, but his soul is not comfortable. If a mln advertise falsely he may
lure fish into his net and

take them in,

bu:

he is not comfortable.
If a man flatter
people whom he despises; or speak ill of
those

whom

he

respects, his

soul

is

not

His soul smothers.

A comfortable soul!

thoughtsis not

The

man

comfortable.

He

of dirty

dulges secret vice or filthy practices
comfartable.

He

who

does

who

not

in-

is not

occupy

These general claims to superiority are no longer
An English watch maker.in ajréeent leccontested.

deture before the Horological Institute of London,

Where

are You
So

Going!

i Where are you going?”
Geneva,

to an

lady

able and possible maesure of it.
.
ENDEAVOR for the best, and provide

| against the worst.

—

who

said Malan,

of

introduce

was

to him.
* Iam on my way to visit Rome,”
“Oh,” he answered, ‘‘that
was her reply.

is put what I mean ;” startling her with this

plain, pointed gnestion, “Is it to heaven
orto hell; madam, you are going?” Abrapt,
indiscreet, perhaps, as such a mode of ad-

dress may

be considered,

the

question

is

one which every person rhould put to themselves—proving their own work, trying the
found stion of their hopes, and giving all

diligence, as the apostle says, to make their
calling and-election sure, For this ohject,
what better, plainer, surer test than the holiness which the Scriptures invariably associate with true, living faith? Their sanectification and justification are inseparably connected ; and what God hath joined together,
let none attempt to put asunder. To live
in the unrestrained, unrepented indulgence
of any sin, and talk of faith in

indulge in hopes of heaven,

Christ,

and

is a mockery

and a miserable delusion ; one of the strongest proofs that * the heart istdeceitful above
all

things, and desperately

holy as God is holy,

to

wicked.”

To be

be perfect as

our

Father in heaven is perfect, to have the
same mind in us that was in Jesus Churist,
though not yet the attainment, is the aim

et

st ee Ol

Church

Etiquette.

at in Europe by slow und costly processes are here
rea ized with grester certai ty, with an almost absolute uniformity, aud at a cost which more than

But we assert for the Waltham Watches more than
a general superiority. Their advantages, in respect
of quality and price,over English and Swiss watches,
are not more marked than are their advantages over

American manufactories, These
the products of pther
are positive in their character, and are the natural
consequences of the precedence we acquired in the

and $5.00,

Or,

2apor three sew) Subscribers and $7,50,
wil
cents
additional fo
postage)
a

copy

of the mm.

prize volume, containing about 400

entitled « Andy

Luttrell,” and

pages,

superb book for the Family

School ;—or, we will send the new

volume of more than

competition

for the

and

prize,

entitled

. i
be
which, an Si excelence, high religious tone,and in many other
respects,is fully equal to the book last mentioned
Price $1,50. Or,
new subscribers

and $7,50,

—

Js
®

manufacturer.

other

of any

those

ican makers,

comparing

quality

with

quality.

Our

annual manufacture is double that of all other makers in this country combined, and much larger than
the entire manufacture of England. The conditions which make this cheapness possible
are also favorable to the excellence of our work.
Ourartisans long ago ceased to be novices. Time and
effort, under a superintendence which combines the
subtletiesof science with the strength of practical
skill, have produced a body of artisans whose efii-

pre-eminent.

We have the

Among other tributary causes, may be stat-

ed the readiness with which each sucereding inven.
tion and improvement has been tested, and if approved, adopted. We are always ready 10 examine whatever experience or art, or skill may suzgest, but we
adopt nothing until experiments have demonstrated
its excellence. In pursuance of this rule, we have
brought to our aid all the mechanical improvements

and valuable inventions of the last fifteen years,
whe her home or foreign in their orizin, We have

He inquired what’ had been the suhject-of
his two archdeacons’ charges, and was told
that one was the art of making sermons.

for January.

nect'on

and the other on churchyards.

is

Bisaor

Bloomfield's

uttered

during

his

said the Bishop, *‘ composition
position.”
:

latest bon
last illness

¢O, I see,”

and

decom:
-

;

For

e

Price $2,00.

Yi

six new

;

subscribers

first

volume

of Strong

with

Waltham

and

and

watch-makmg,

and secured

for the

faciory a force and ¢eompletend ss not shar-

ed by any similar establishments in the world.

$15,00,

68 cents to pay postage) we will send

These constant efforts to perfect in all ways,

MecClin-

tock’s Biblical and Theological Cyclopedia.

by all means,beth the machinery of 1he

the construction of our watches, have placed
our means

the

production

of

a

and

factory

greater

and

within

variety

in

vi
I vEEL as if God had, by giving the Sab- Price £5,00.
bath, given fifiy-two springs in the year.—
S.T. Coleridge.
“ For eleven new subscribers: and $27,BicKERSTETH states, upon careful exami- 50, (with $1,36 additional to pay postage) we will send the first and second volnation, shag at least one verse in thirty, of
the New Testament, points onward’to the umes of the Cyclopedia. Price $10,00.
VIL
sb
resurrection life.

The varfous styles of these watches have under
gone the severest trials in the service of Railway Engineers, Conductors and Expressmen, the most ex-

EpucATION.—Some suppose that every
Jearned man is an educated man. No suc
thing. That man is educated who knows

over 400,000 Waltham Watches in the pockets of the
people is‘the best proof of the public approval, and

himself, and takes sceurate

common

sense

views of men and things around him. Some
very learned men are the greatest fools in
the world ; the reason is they are

cated men.

Learning is only the

not

edu-

means,

not the end; its value consists in givin

the means of acquiring, the use of which8
properly managed enlightens the mind.
I Like

THAT

saying

of Martin

Luther,

through it with less than three hours prayer.” Now, most people would say, “I
have so much business to do that I can have
only three minutes for prayer; I cannot af-

Bat

| the more he had to do

Luther thought that
the

more

he must

For

sixty new

subscribers

and $150,-

00, we will re
one of Baker and
Randall’s Five Octave Single Reed Organs,
in Black Walnut Case. (Transportation to
be paid by the receiver.) Price $85,00.
=
:
Jv
Vilh
For eighty-five new subscribers and
212.50, we will give one of Baker and
ndall’s Five Octave double Reed Organs,
(Transportation to
| in Black Walnut Case.
be Jail by the receiver.) Adapted to the
parlor or vestry. Price $125,00.
X.
For one hundred and fifty new subgsoribers and. $875,00, we will give one of

grade and floisk than other American
attempted.

seven stops and Book-Case, and combining
the latest excellences and improvements.

Transportation to be paid°by the redeiver.)

»

Inthe manufacture of very fine

have

watches

we have no competitor in the United States and
very few

only

in Europe.

i

acting class of watch wearers,

and

the presence

of

must be accepted as conclusive of thef&fperiority
by discriminating watch-buyers, especially so since
the important matter of price is also very greatly in
favor, being at least twenty-five per cent.” cheaper,
quality for quality, than those mude elsewhere in
the United States.

~

An illustrated description of the Watches

made by

the American Watch Compsny of Waltham, will be
sent to any address on application.

watch-buyers.
AS

THESE
ALL

DEY KANG MACH
I:

'

:

WATCHES

RESPECTABLE

ARE

FOR

SALE

BY

THY

JEWELERS,

DECLINE ALL OR:

.GOMPANY

Bdbertisements.

a

mal ers

In addition to a description of the watches, the
Baker
and Randall's Five Octave Three
Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case, having, | pamphlet contains much other nseful information to

wot
®

lower rates than

The aggregate of profit is the end kept in view—not
the profit on any sirgle wateh.- And, acting on this
principle, with reduced cost of production and an
ever-widening demand, cur watches are offered at
prices considerably below tne watches of other Amer.

tus acquired the exclusive possesson of the best
and mort valuable improvements now known in con-

oF
was

dapted to churches and large vestries.
pray, or else he could not get through it.
| That is a blessed kind of logic; may we Price $240,00.
If, instead of the
closing anthem, some understand it!
Praying and provender
of the ministers should, at the close of the hinder no man's journey.” If we have to
service, give the orders, ‘‘ Attention; wor- stop and pray, it is no more a hindrance
shipers! Yor hats—dive! For overcoats than when the rider has to stop at the fur.
—yo! Jerk—twist—plunge!
Make your- rier’s to have his horse's shoe fastepes ; for
selves ridiculous 1? "the effect would hard- if he went on withont attending to that, it
ly be a variation from the present style of may be that ere long he would. come to a
getting ready to go out of church. The stop of a more serious kiad.— Spurgeon.
race.” We had unusual freedom among
destroy the tender vines. You can do no
or
of
ted
good whilst he has control of your scholars: these dear brethren, and it was an hour of sounding of the doxology seems to be the
Tue very i¥e of religion doth much
evdle. Simple,Cl
, Reliable=for Family
Use.
AAdabor, then, to make yourself so interesting marked solemnity and tenderness—a feast signal for a general putting on and adjust- depend upon the solemn observance of the Agents wanted «vervwhere to introduce them
areas
HINKLEY
KNITTING
MACHINE
CO
Bam,
ment, and when the benediction is about
to them ag effectually to check his influence, of Christian love.
rh
:
Sabbath; consider, if we ‘should ‘intermit
. As I withdrew to the vestibule, a well- to he propounced, the ruffled congregation the keeping of it one year, what a height
and chain their atténtion,
You will be
look
more
like
jumping
out
of
the
winaided in this object if you make your exer- looking brother approached me, under very
of profaneness would
- ensue in those
at
SEMINARY,
FEMALE
HEATON
‘ You have dows, or uniting in a crushing and. crowd. fear not G 1d l— Archbishop Leighton.
cise conversational instead of catechetical— strong excitement of mind.
NORTON. MASS.
ing
race
for
the
doors
than
listening
to
the
if you can get your scholars to talk. To do struck the nail on the head once.” he said,
he fall teror will commence September 9, to con.
It MATTERS
Kot what'a man loses, if he tinue 1¢ weeks. Application may be made to H/
this, listen to what any one of them has to in trembling, tearful tones.
* You have solemn words of our good paptor. At one saves
his soul;
but, if he loses his soul, CORB, Esq, o, during tetm time, to Mrs,C. Cs
say; expressyour pleasure at hearing the re- struck the nail on the head,” he said again, of our well filléd churches on Sunday even[AH
it
matt:
rs
not
what
he saves. .
ing,
it.
was
observed
thatat
least
every
METCALF, Priacipal,
mark, the objection or the question, as the in a louder voice, and sobbed like a brok1
i

skilled labor on an‘extensive scale, with machinery
perfect and ample—enables us to offer watches at

sition.

the

400 pages, written in

$500,00

The
proportion to the magnitude of its production.
ertablishment—the combination of
extent of our

ciency is. for the time

pronounced

Sabbath

Tas attained,”
No industri il law is better-established
than that which cheapens the cost of un article in

best workers in: every department that are available
—workers whose expertness and experience would
“be alone sufficient to secure for Waltham its high” po-

$500.00

to be a

bh our manufactory

trade. and the proportions to whi

2. **Bright Days; or Herbert and Meggy,”

we will send

la-

manual

compensates for the difference between
bor in the Old Would and New. |

we will send the ¢‘ Sabbath at Home," for
the current year, commencing with the No.

ONE
mots

ford the time.”

tn

factory, I felt that the manu‘acture of watch«s on
the old plan was gone.” Other foreign makers,
some of them eminent, have publicly borne the
game testimony. They admit that the rernlts aimed

turesin Italy.” 261 pages; or,

8. For three

he says, ‘I have so much business
and wish, the Objset of the prayers and ef- when
to do to-day that I shall not be able to get
forts of every child of God.
*‘¢ No holiness,
no heaven,” being an adage as true as the
more common
saying, ‘‘No cross, no
crown."—Dr. Guthrie.

scribing the result of two months’ close ohservation
at the various manufaet ries in the United States,
remarks in reference to Waltham: “On leaving the

(with 16 cents to pay postage) we will send
the book entitled *¢ Sunny Skies ; or Adven-

Price $2,00.

resem-

uniformity, and may be bought and sold witlr entire
confijence as to the qualities we assign to them,

: ¢¢ A Rainy Day at School,” by Mada,
194 pages; or,
7. *“ The Birth-Day Present,” by Mary
Latham Clark, 174 pages. Price of each

four Gospels.”

several

The

motion.

blance each to it§ pattern; they are perfect in their

257 pages. Price of each book 81,50. Or,
8. For two new subscribers and $5.00,
SAMUEL WESLEY oN RipicULE.—There (with 20 cents additional to pay postage)
were those in the University who ridiculed we will send a copy of thegnew ¢ Book of
John Wesley. He wrote to his father con- Worship.” Price $1,00. Or,
cerning it. He replied in these brave
4. For two new subscribers and $5,00,
words: ‘“ As to the gentlemen candidates (with 28 cents additional to pay postage)
you write of, does anybody think thatthe we will send one copy of * Butier's Thedevil is dead, or so much as asleep, or ology.” 456 pages. - Price $1,60.
Or;
that he has no agents left? Sarely virtue
5. For the same, and (20 ceats additional
can aff rd to be laughed at. The Captain to pay
postage) we will send one copy of
and Master endured something more for us «t The
History of the Freewill Baptists,” 479
before he entered into glory, and unless we pages.. Price $1,20.
track his steps. in vain do we hope to share
IV.
that glory with him.”
1.
For
three
new
subscribers and $7,| THE BEGGAR at the street crossing, and 50, (with 30 cents. additional
to pay postthe aristocrat that pities him, will alike
age) we will send ‘‘ Life Scenes from the
perish if out of Christ.

himself with honorable industry that calls
for intelligent plan and thought is not comfortable.
The idle man has an uneasy
soul. Useless girls are of unhappy spirits.
A CORRUPTION of morals usually follows
Unwilling slaves of fashion despise them- the profanation of the Sabbath.— Blackstone.
selves and are unhappy. Slaves of habit
are alwaySuohappy, whether the habit be
"AN IDLE BRAIN is the devil's workship.
chewing, /drinking, smoking, fornication,
ANGER and haste hinder good counsel.
solitary vice, or. what not. A maa’s soul
ABUNDANCE, like want, ruins many.
should be master, and no man can be comfortuble who has allowed his soul to be deIt 1s a great blunder in the pursuit of
throved, or put upon by a sick or lustful happiness, not to know when we have got
ae it—that is, notto be content with a reasonbody.—Rev. T. K. Beecher.

free

and

a wide

grades of watches have more than a general

and Fez,

A enmfortable soul! How can aman be
of the Spirit's operation, who did of these books, 75 cents.
comfortablein bis soul unless he respects evidence
IIL
.
not remember the Sabbath day to keep it
mim-elt?
How can he respect himself if holy.— Dr. Chalmers.
.
;
1. For two new
subscribers

vi-

under the pressure of the lightest main-+pring,
brates with

-

:

of a feeble, sluggish, variable action,the balance,even

2M
Pe

new subscriber

1. For one

fn conjunction with enlarged power of

the business.

We offer the following premiums for new

subscribers to the Star.
II.

The substitution of

machinery for hand labor has been followed not only
by greater simplicity, but by a precision in detail,

ras, the Washington Street church, Dover,
obtained, last year, a sufficient. number of
new subscribers to provide itself with two
ood organs. Let other churches go and
o likewise, and let ho one of our chutch@s
small

Watches peculiarities of

excellence whi :h place them above all foreign rivalry,
The system which governs their construction is their

premiums have been lost. We wish to make
good our promises.
By a united effort on the part of t

however

us

to press them upon the attention of intelligent watchbuyers.
;

his breath sweet, his eve just. melting into | they all three-found him praying.
(with 12 cents additional to pay postage)
a happy smile, or fading into a perfect
we will send any one of the following books,
A WRITER says, ¢ Babhiesresemble wheat just published,or immediately to be publishsleep, then is a good time to look out for a
respects.
Firstly—neither are ed, for the Sabbath School and the Family,
comfortable soul; then is a good time to in many
call for. priest and pareon, preacher and good for much titl they arrive at maturity ; by Mra. L. Maria Child, viz.:
teacher,
If the priest be a knave he can- secondly—both are bred in the house, and
1. *¢ The Christ Child,” 190 pages; or,
not fool you then.
If the parson be a also the flower of the family ; thirdly—both
. *¢ Good Little Mitty,” 178 pages ; or,
fourthly—both are
sweet simpleton he cannot sawney you with have to be cradled;
. “Making Something,” 184 pages; or,
his cant then. Ifthe preacher be noisy or generally well thrashed before they. are
. * Jamie and Jeannie.” 155 pages; or,
We should add that, fifthly—
gassy you will readily detect it. Bat when done with.”
. * The Boy's Heaven,” 151 pages; or,

wall, the

waters, remembering the august source.on
the far distant mountain tops, whence ages
ago they fell, leap upward to the light with
terrible

and

Curist's LOVE is the chureh’s fire; thith-

SILENT DEEDS are better. than unprofitable words.
;

minister

‘ She

Ny

will have opposition,

Varieties.
!—

:

Abertisements. :

Nt

w

comfortable.
The soul needs light and
air.’ No man is comfortable in his soul
who feels it necessary to keep back a secret.

A Beautiful Passage.
J. L. Motley,in an
New York Historical

Pilgrim,

in

ad

look

When

tered Italy when he wis shocked and territi
ed by the laxury and license of the eotivents.
and the open depravity of the’ priesthood
He felt sick with sorrow and shame,
He
complained that the very air of Italy seem
ed deadly. and pestilential.
But he wan-

the
of
ot
“est

God before, and only sonow!

him=elt

When the doctor sends for the“parson,
the patient is usually reckoned past help.

“ghostly comfort,

the pie-

still sup-

acceptable prayer for this spiritual attainments. Brethren,” we inquired, ‘how are
book, or reading a paper, but give your you daily employed ? Ave you manufac.
Are
wholggmind to an earnest effort to explain, turing, selling, or using ‘tobagcoP
illustrate and enforce the lesson. Regard you patronizing deadly drugs and drivks,
ourself as in combat with the evil spirit of and swelling the curse of intemperance? If
inattention. He has attacked your class, is 80, we beg youto change your course. You
live in known sin, and your prayers for
drawing their minds away from you and
from the subject of study, and is prompting the higher life, are worse than vain; for
them to whisper and laugh with each other, they are an abomination at=God's throne,
or gaze listlessly around the school. Let it Renounce every wrong practive, and every
' be your first object to exorcise this mischiev- suspicious one, and then you may pray for
ous enemy. HH) is like the little foxes which sanctification consistently and with a better
tators.”

.

:

Ir YOU are a real follower of Jesus, you
er tring thy

But we partof

crown,

with-

Jacob,

istence now any more than before they were and dead 3 meditate on his love, and pray
created! They existed in the thought of until you can sav, * He loved me and gave

is a queer,time to settle the soul, and get|

towers fiest met hiseyee,
His poetic dream
was soon dispelled. Searcely bad be en-

dered

steps

Isaac, and

of whom God declares that he is their God,
are not living,
‘and therefore God is the God
of the dead; the words of Christ to the dontrary, notwithstanding!
They bave no ex-

contusion through the whole economy—that |

hal-

martyrs,

or this purpose you should stady the les- | forth their fertilizing current to delight hud
son well. You should be able to show what refresh mankind. And even with such an
is its general scope and object, and what is awakening are we gladdened when half-forthe meaning of every word, sentence and al- gotten humanity bursts from time to time
lusion. You should also be quaiified to give out of the depths in which it has pursued its
the various moral, doctrinal and practical joyless, sunless course, moaning and murlessons from the subject which

the

be thought

Abraham,

|organ.
By a faithful, persistent and united
this matter of having a comfortable soul
effort, any church can secure some one of
is worth. looking into.
=a
Let
Wg WONDER that our children are not re- the organs now offered as premiums.
But just why it is that men have a way ligious, but'ire we so ourselves? Or if our every one who reads this go to: work now,
of looking out for a comfortable soul at a hearts are really given to God, are we con- and continue to work through .the year in
time when they have all they can attend to, sistent in our practice ?
getting subscribers for the Star, and by and
to keep the body comfortable, is a mystery.
by be will be rewarded. The offers which
A FRIEND is never known till needed.
One at a time is enough.
And when a
we now make are numerous, varied and
man’s body isatsises and sevens, not an |
Poor INDEED is he [who thinks he never liberal. Look at them.
organ of it working perfectly, and general | has enough.
. Premiums for New Subscribers.

that they may all be brought to a saving ac- of 1he following language:
«¢ Artesian wells are sunk through the
qoaintance with the truth. True, you are
not telling the Lord anything which he does sod ot the prairies, through the loam,
not know, bat you ai
anifesting your in- through the gravel, through the bard pan,
terest, yea, and you
increasing your in- which is almost graaite, until at last, 1,000
terest ; for you cannot pray for your class by or 1.500 feet beneath the surface, the hand
name without feeling more deeply for them of man reveals a deep and rapid river
as individuals.
Then, too, you will be more coursing through those solitary, sunless
likely
to observe any favorable indications depths at a speed of ten miles per hour,
which they may manifest on the Sabbath. If swifter than the Ohio, Mississippi or Hudyou pray in faith you will be expecting their son, or any of the beautiful and imperial
conve
, and will be on the look-out for ‘streams of this country, flowing as they do
“its first indications.
defect with through picturesque, mountain scenery.
many Christians is, that if the .Lord should stately forest or enameled meadow, amid
give them what they ask for, they would be towered ciries or cultivated fields. And
more surprised than if they had received iv when the shafthas reached that imprisonwithout prayer.
They had no faith, and ed river, and the rent for the first time
hence were not expecting an answer.

upon

said

And the priest or parson

head was still to him almost the representative of Deity, and whose princes and

‘he had

out 8 brain.

re

ean make a man's

to rescue them fully from the snare of the plenary indulgences; he dragged his frail
devil, and win them tothe cause of Christ; torm on his knees up the: paintal ascent of

ray for them,

Bunyan

to mean comfort for one’s

ri-ing in dim majesty, the Haly City of
that Church from whose faith he had ever
yet ventured to depart,
whose supreme
dignitaries

and denies that there can

fort. they eall the doings of the good
by the bedside, when the doctor has
away. Ghosily I what a chilly word,
and moonshiny. Yet ghostly comfort

enter the

the sacred soil of Virgil, Cicero, and

ty of ages, the un'utored

account,

as

her yesterday

Ln-

with bis con-

about

rich gold mine has been abandoned simply
because the miners did not dig low enough

or conversion to

indignantly

Comfortable

A

:

knocks.

classio land, with.whose poets and historians

lowed

Many

I have known,
idol be,
it from Thy throne,
only Thee.”

+¢ we saw him no more.”—ddvocate.*

People

reign of Julius,

Christ. There may be angels in your lesson who will poiat you to bim,.it you have
hear.

ic down

ed there, aad,

at Home.

of the

with

+

blessing to whieh he aspired.

He crossed the
vent to the Papal court.
Alps full of faith, and stirred by as strong

not in it, yet he was not far from it—'*Ma-

an eye to see and an ear to

wpward,

of the chnrch,and, like the baptized eunuch,
went on his way rejoicing,
°°
>.
We hope this. dear man obtained the

ther visited Rome. The poor nook, worn
with penances and heavy toil, was sent up

ry,” *Rabboni!” Mary did not find bim in
the sepulcher, but she did in the garden.

/

close

human soul!
Is is not wonder- does not presently fix it in the ste~ple, but randa for each?month; also a fine cut. of
ful that it obtains'the assent of so few per- tries it with his hamm: r, and beats it on
n
sons who give any gvidence of genuine every side. to see if there be any flaw in it. the Star Office Building on the cover.
al} parts of the
religious experience. Tt is the worst part Christ does. not, presently after he has ¢ m- b © Orders are solicited from
WE
ofzancient Sadduceeism, which deniéd Both verted a man, convey him to heaven; but
country.
spiritual existence andg% resurrection.
It suffers him first to he beaten upon by many
joing hands with the grossest materialism. temptations. and then he exalts him to his

eyes, rais-

getting dangerous; the minister
In the

Whatea fearfully: dangerous

Then, suiting the action to the word; he
drew
his meerschaum from his pocket,

chool us a whole, and so far as your ¢
effofts can make it such, resolve thatit shall.
be a model school, worthy of imitation by
all others. —Selected.

ment, are very barren of evangelical truth.

the Marys where the disciples would

looking

* The dearest idol
Whate'er that
Help me to tear
Aud worship

especially those derived from the Old Testa

the sepulcher on the third day.

and

his

much eloquencefhe exclaimed:

LTO 1

Luther

Aad, when read.

wiping the tears from

ing hig band,

Give all diligence to accomplish the

Some lessons,

aad you are the first

Then straightening
up with the dignity of a of the

tion to Christ will be the measureof your be enthusiastic; be so much absorbed in this
religious interest in your elass, It you would cause as to have it constantly before you,
' be devoted to your duties. and heartily en- Let your reading, your thinking, and your
joy them, cultivate much of the spirit of him praying be in this direction. © Surive to make
who, like yourself,
was engaged inthe tem- your=elf the best Sabbath school teacher
ple in **hearing and asking questions.”
possible. Strive to have the most attentive
Deep piety will transtorm duties into priv- and the most orderly class. Cherish a comileges. Whenever your relation to the Sab- i het gpirit of emulation with reference
tempted to sunder it, suspeet your piety.
‘See if you are mat sliding backward and
downward ; and like a man sliding down a
mountain side, ery for help.
2. Find Christin your lesson. If youard

way;

formed thi ir bodies, and wi'l you scorn his
doctrine is workmanship ® gAre you wiser than your single copyis 2 cents,—six copiés,6 cents—
often cut short the exercise, and, before I that which is vehemently urged by the so- Creator?
| twelve copies, 12 cente—fifty copies, 48 cts
was aware, have run for my nipe. My pipe called annihilationists of the present day,
This Register has a blank page for memoWHEN A FOUNDFR has cast his bell, he
-has been stronger than God!" he said again, who deny the positive separate existence

O, then, be fn ear-

important work befuré you.

my

been stronger than God!

lem, und were worn hy the Phari~ees when in saving souls from the ruins of the fall, and
they cried out, **Crucify him, crucity him.” exalting them to a “companionship with
Even

for sale, cashon deing, although the sermon had been excel- tue. and true fecility. But itis of so fine This workis offered
lent, and had lasted only forty-eight =min- and delicate a nature that it will not grow livery, without the privilege of returning,
utes. Why do not people wait {iH the ahd thrive in the cold and barren soil of
proper time to do these things? There is aman’'s heart, without his incessant care at 10 cts. a single copy, 94 cents per dozen,
:
a time for everything, but that time does and indastry,
or $7,00 per hundred. .
not always occur during church service.
JEER NOT otheis upon any oceation; if
‘Persons wishing it sent by mail, will
they be foolish, God has denied them unremit
the, amount of postage in addiderstanding; if they be vicious, you ought
Soul-Existence.
to
pi'y,
not
revile
them;
if
defirmed”
God
tion
to
the price. The postage on a
—En.
%

ing the Bible in my family devotion, 1 have

sult that ean be conceived —the glory of God

were common in Jerusa-

in

F. Baptist Register for 1869.

third man was going through these ridicu- ~- Parra 18. the ble:sed tree which produces
lous mations while the services were clos ‘the noble and divine fruitsof wisdom, vir-

we

that ever told me what itis. It is my pipe!
‘When I have been praying in my closet for
the blessing, something has raised me suddenly from my koees,and I huve run to the
mantle-piece for my pipe! My pipe has

noblest and most important employments in
which any human being can engage. You
are at work with God and tor God, You are
contending with Christ againstall sin. You

to substitute form for spirit. Thehend may
bow low, and vet the soul remain stjff-necked.

thing

biblical instructor—a teacher of religion,
Go into it, then, with zeal.
If is one of the

ave no more warmth than an icicle. Their
influence is like the north wind. 1t is easv-

¢ Tell us, brother,”

heen an. Aghan in my soul—always some-

make them feel that they will alwaysbe
treated kindly, and1n this way they will be
encouraged to express their thoughts, and
thus the exercise will bécome ecolloquial—
L free and easy—and you will find thut the
“demon of inattention will be effectually banished,
7. Cultivate professional enthusiasne.
In this mater your profession:is that of a

special authority in the matter, it is proposed

child.

said, *“ what you mean.” After a while, he
replied: “1 have been praying for sanctification five or six years. There hss always

cule what they say, never laugh at'them, but

of performing them. Withoutassuming any

in

en-hearted
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already having commeiiced the work of thio
ministry. Without ‘means it may be, with-

may yield in matters of the* gravest

developed by uXercising’ what is already
' possessed,
If a man Rasawaak imperiont conscience,

out encouragement from friends, in fear lest

one house would be like two

failure awaits any attempt should it be made,
they pass their days in doubt and disquietude. To all such we have a word, both

one republic, two

of advice anc encouragement.

Oar

is simply and only, trusting in God

the other hand however strong his conscience may be, if he neglects to exercise it
as he ought it will be sure to degenerate.
Here then in these various facts we have

advice

and in

‘‘all-prayer,” make
the attempt, and do itat

once,—without ‘conferring with flesh and
blood.”
Heth, courage, perseverance,
with God's blessing, will make success cer-

a sure indication how we are to’ prévent
backsliding in the summer. If we arein
places of ‘recreation, on routes of travel,
away from our homes and religious associations, or engrossed in business, we are
to work for Jesus. | Pablic places of pleasure and of business are too readily surren-

tain.

© Two facts are worthy of attention.” First,
Summer Piety.
no s'udent without family has ever entered
our Theological school to our present] knowlWhen nature puts on her most beautiful
edge, and been compe'led, for other reggons
aspect and appears in ail her loveliness, the
than sickness, to relinquish his studies, be* church often begins to lose her ¢* beauties of
fore-eompleting the course decided on upon
holiness.” From May until November, dered to the dominion of satan, and Chris- entering.
Secondly, scores have found it
while the voices of the animate and inani- tians are too facilé in their submission. In-, both a duty and convenience, to extend the
mate worlds are singing praises té God and stead of this they should speak a word for time of study beyond what they had anticithe glories of the vegetable world, in blos- Jesus ; and while others are openly reading pated at the beginning. We could wish
soming beauty and abounding fruitage, novels they should just as openly read the that all, of whom we.are now speaking.could
contribute to the same praises, the church
Bible. As many publicly profane the name have been present at a recect conference of
which ought to catch the inspiration’ and
of God letthem be-as ready to commend
the Theological students, during which sevleap forth into new life is apparently, | their Master, and then instead of losing eral spoke to this point with much feeling.
_ strange to say, wasting away and dying. their piety 'they will actually improve it, They related their experience before com
" The winter of the church, hard to be en- and their sugmer-declension will be trans- ing and since, expressing great joy in the
dured, is the summer-time of nature, beaus formed -into’ a summer-prosperity. If all Lord. that they found themselves able to
titul, fruitful, glorious.
The
aspect of Christians would work through-the 'sumcontinue in the school a year longer than
barrenness with the one is the seed-time and
they expected when they entered it. One,
mer as through the winter they would not
fruitage of the other.
who had been preaching some considerable
be so periodic in their religion. Reader,
| time before coming, related the exercises of
* When the harvests of autumn are se- just try it. Don’t backslide this summer.
lis mind in respect to an education, having
cured and-the bleakness of winter is upon
bad a desire for years to come to the school.
us, then is the signal for sowing spiritual
Cheap Preaching.
He decided at last upon one year's study by
seed and reaping its legitimate harvest.
.
SR
way of trial, now he has. resolved upon
Mark the contrast. When the earth is |
It is poor economy for a church to look another. It would not be strange if he
bound in the fetters of ice and show, the
church is inclined to kindle the fires anew for a minister whose principal recommen- should yet try a third. He stated that he
on her deserted altars. When the earth dationis a high salary. No man in any never enjoyed preaching so well as since
Many similar
puts on her robes of beauty and joyous- employment can be safely estimated by the commencing his studies.
ness, the church mourns in sackcloth and amount of wages he asks or receives. But cases might be mentioned.
Let no young man shrink from the attempt
ashes and gives up all expectation of spir- in the present condition of our business
world, a man's labor is sometimes to be on account of poverty, or prospective selfitnal prosperity through the summer.
reckoned in adverse proportion to his wa- denials. “God helps those that help themIs this the right course to pursue? Are
ges. If he receives ‘high wages he often selves,” and such only.
all the instructions of the analogies of najustly understands it as compensation for
Let no one be di-heartened by the reports
tureto be lost upon us, nay, to be perverthis capacity to direct others, rather than we have been compelled to make respecting
ed to our spiritual injury?
Is the church
to render service himself. This same rule deficiency of funds in aid of such as are des-to be justified in passing through our sumhas climbed into the pulpit, and sometimes titute of means. Ifyou have it in mind to
mers without bardly knowing whethér she
shows itself in the bearing of its occu- attend the school, write at once for catais living or dying?
Shall she leaveoff
pants.
logues and information, and you will be inpraying and working for the salvation of
But
while all this is conceded, there formed just what you may depend upon.—
sinners, and ministers cease to preach as
if they believed in the immediate conver- is an evil still greater and far more preva- J. F.
gion of souls? If pastors and people act as lent, of an opposite character. Nota few
if they believed in. the necessity of wading churches evidently act with a view to hir‘Woman's Rights.
through a long period of darkness and de- ing the best possible minister with the least
possible
money,
without
regard
to
any
rule
of
clension every summer and give themselves
There are certain skeptics who are inup to lethargy aud ennui, they cannot ex- equity or benevolence,and with no reference veighing against the Bible as the great obpect anything else. They take the very to the actual needs of a minister or the’ rown stacle to woman's progress in obtaining her
course to produce the dreaded result. The ability to pay. If this latter ‘cons deration’ rights. They are suggesting to her just
sequence inevitably follows the antecedent. is taken into the account at all, nearly all what was suggested to Eve, that there was
We preparothe way, sow the seed, and reap churches have much poverty to plead when something better for her if she would break’
.they employ a pastor.
Such a church after
the bitter fruit,
:
their pastor is engaged, often turns the screw away from the restraints which God had
Spiritual life and
prosperity on our
once or twice more. All this is very hard ‘imposed upon her. The New Testament
part depend on the use of means just as
was good for its time, but not for the nine—bad for the minister—bad for his famreally as our physical life. - How long
teenth century. This is said in plain view

should we surviveif we neglected to employ

the means of life? Without food and sleep
we should perish; and no reasonable man
is #0 fool-hardy as to expect anything else.
-Witha

strong

desire

to

live, he carefully

provides for the necessities

of the case that

he may secure an object so desirable.
Is not piety or the Christian life more
precious, demanding more earnest and persevering efforts for its preservation? We
can far better afford to let the body suffer
and starve than we can the soul; and why
is it that we are so much more inclined to
néglecs the latter than the former? The
fact shows the necessity of the careful employment of the means of vitality and of
the preventives of declension.
The first means to which I will invite your
attention is prayer. In cases of backsliding
it will be found upon examination that
this is invariably neglected if not entirely

ily, worse for the church,

An agent or‘elerk or common
loses heart and renders

but

of the fact that the elevation of women in

laborer

a prer

civilized society, is owing more to the Bible
than to everything else. Compare them

service

in spite of all his integrity and good efforts,
if he does not receive an adequate compen-

with

But no other kind of penuriousness pays
80 poorly as that practiced on a minister.

If a minister is pinched in his pocket, larder and wardrobe, he is pinched in mind
and soul more than body. He becomes
less vivacious, less animated,

less brilliant.

If

his

crippled

in his finances,

oratory,

sympathy for his People and his power to
do them good proportionally diminished.
If injustice is practiced on him in this de-

Quarterly speaks of this matter as follows :
**Whatare these Woman's Rights of which
they are so cruelly despoiled by the gospel
of Christ? It is not to be charged upon the
gospel that Womea receive lower wages for
the same\quantity and quality of work. On
the contry, if these wrongs are ever redresded; it' must be from the influence of a
high sense of ‘justice, which naturally inheres to the religion of Christ. No! in this
particular there is nothing which involves
Christianity ; and, hence, it is not displayed

partment, it injures his confidence in his

Samaritan, or if he happens
of unusual epergy

weaken

wander

their

moral

A powers,

and

and

to be

Christian

eagerness and interest.

But

the right of suffrage is insisted upon as the
great RIGHT which includes all others; and
this apparently, at least, because

God, both

as Creator and Redeemer, bas put the
woman under the authority of the man.
‘Wives, submit yourselves unto your own
husbands, as unto the Lord; for the husband is the head of the wife, even as Christ

a man
courage, 4

is head of the Charch.’ To make woman
an elector would be to allow her to rule over

in darkness, losing sight of their he goes on and still labors successfully for| man; the very thing for which she is dis-

guide,
If they would keep themselves in the love
of God they must be familiar with the
throne
ace and by no means neglect

:Shon
of, is the medium of divine aid and
protection, of light and life.
“ Prayer makes the darkest cloud withdraw, ”

Our constant dependence on God should
lead us to see the necessity of faithfully
using the means. Itis by askidg that we
receive our daily bread, and shall we omit

to ask a single day, as long as spiritual
food is as necessary for our spiritual life as
literal food isto that of the body? .

5 “Tis only while we pray we live.”

| "To preserve, strengthen dnd increase our
€hristian graces it is necessary to exercise
them.
Here is a law of development
* which we ean see constantly verified in

every. day life, and from the analogy learn
Sat
m.
ould you develop and strengthenany powerin your physical or mental
- nature

with so much

church acts to him the part of ‘the ‘good

they will almost of a necessity omit the du-

with those who

there are many who ignore this fact, and aim
for a progress beyond the limits of the New
Testament, which is really an obstacle to
woman’s true progress.
The Christian

rhetoric and logic are crippled, and his

ty,

those of antiquity, or

God. 1f not, he becomes disheartened and
partially weakened for the rest ot his life.
But whatever becomes of the minister,
such a church have manufactured a disaster that

will

sooner or later return

them with interest.
There is but little room to doubt that
some of the feeble ministers of our denom-

ination, who have become partially secularized,
in this
room to
is dying

have been driven from the walls
very manner. There is no more
doubt that here and there a church
of this cause, and that many are

vation, you would

simply

the Mission nor Sabbath
cause. —A. K. M.

ain
out

graces
Teeseie or exercis-

hands. . Toen, |
r

lov

would retain or in-

X

o what you have.

qualified, both by the delicacy and compli-

ance of her nature, as well as by the decis-

body.

kingdoms,

Such

and

mis-

animals

are always short-lived ; and so would be the

institution of the family were all subordina-

Young
—

APPEAL

TO

THOSE

Men.
CONTEMPLATING

THE

As previously stated, every yohng man

times as these, feels the need of some educational qualifications for the work. Bitas

og pe
proved.

oR

sucH acquisitions cost time, labor, self-deni“moment

to

pass u

men in
o aud. all the Chris- | Just at ls Timecatatns of young

AOwl? 1

the denomination are discussing “this qties-

for thought by thinking. So we improve

Soilie in schools,
some on the farm, of fn shops, some even

We inovense
and preserve our capacity ‘tion with themselves.

care

or

reflection, would be

of the Cincinnati

Gazeite, proposes three

questions on this subject, which

MINISTRY,

Topics.

is 28 miles from the Cityof Burlington, and

ti
;
GETTYSBURG CELEBRATION.
The monument erected at Gertyshurg was unveiled
with appropriate céremonies,June 1. Four
yea1s have passed away since the dedication

impossibility. If we would have order there
must be rulers and the ruled, governors and
the governed.
It is so in the state, the
church, and the family. And this -subordination tolegltiners Bboy is no ‘privation

being suhject to the head. But if we
conceive of a hand that ‘would insist apon
its right to be the head, and Should its illadvised importunity be granted, it would at
once lose both its beauty and utility, and
become a frightful monstrosity.
As to the second question, ‘Will female
suffrage be useful to women?

That woman

could be any more ‘useful or happy in any
sphere other than that assigned her by the
authority of Christ, is strongly akin to the
logic of the Edenic serpent. God and Christ
have put woman under the protection and

our churches belongi ng to the Like

and Rensselaer ‘Q. M's and St. Lawrence
Y. M., the other side of Like ‘Champlain,

are now to be conveniently near to a first
class school of the Freewill Baptists, and

of the cemetery when Lincoln uttered his when the ‘Lamoille Valley R. R. and the
remarkable

and

ever-to-be-remembered
Everett,”
delivered
his *¢ mellifluous” address.
On this occasion

Gen.

Meade,

the. hero

of the battle, addressed the assembly. He
referred to the circumstances which brought
bim there six years ago, and also to four
years ago when the corner-stone of the present monument was laid. He then spoke of
those who were at his side in that memorable battle, and also of those who fought so

Mount Munsfield R. Ryare completed, then
every part of Vermont can reach the

Green Mountain

should be

more readily

in the State.

‘between the Vt., Central

R. R.

It is

leading

trom the West to Boston, and the Lamoille
Valley BR. R. leading from the West to

Portland, by St. Johnsbury.

The Mount

Mansfield R. R. is chartered from Waterbury to Morrisville, connecting the two

great thoroughfares at those points. The
Mansfield has been surveyed and the La-

bravely and died—the gallant Reynolds, a 'moille is under survey now. It seems.as
bosom friend and a right-hand officer, though God really designed this place fora
brave Vincent, Zook, Weed,
and others, Freewill Baptist Seminary.
affording a mixture of sadness hp joy.
Friday forenoon the Trustees of the Sem-

He continues: ‘‘Sadness, my friends,10
to
think there ever wasan occasion when such

.

| ipary took advantage of the additional priv-

ileges granted them by the last session of

wen should be arrayed in battle as they
were here; that we should ever have been

the General Assembly of Vt., and adjourned
to meet in the evening for further business,
cdlled upon, as we were upon this field, to
In the P. M. the delegates to the Q. M.
defend the flag of our country and governconvened and the churches were mostly
ment, which have been handed down to us
represented both by delegates and letter.
government of the man ; and he is taught to from our forefathers; sad to think of the Several reported a cheering degree of prosmourning and desolation which prostrated
love, respect, and honor her, and in the
perity. Tbis Q. M. means work and life.
sanctity of the marriage relation we are our whole land, North and South; sad to One brother’s license wasrenewed and the
taughtto consider her identified with her contemplate the vast destruction "of life Conference decided to ordain -one. The
husband. This unity of husband and wife, which we here wroughtin obedience to our business was conducted in harmony and
this great mystery of human society, under- highest duty. Iam filled with sadness to’ with dispatch.
think of the hosts of mourning widows and
lies all virtue, ‘civilization, and religion.
In the evening came the adjourned meet~
Any thing calculated, however remotely, to orphans left throughout the land by that ing of the Trustees of the Seminary, and of
dreadful
struggle.
disturb this oneness of the marriage relation,
Such thoughts naturally come upon us. all the business meetings [ ever attended,
goes to unsettle the very foundation of all
this partook the most deeply of a fervent
true religion and civilization. And, could At the same time I fee! gratitude and joy.
religious
spirit. It was denominational. The
Gratitude
to
the
Almighty
who directed the
women be more useful or happy in a chaotmost
skeptical
could not fail to see that the
ic state of society than in the sweet influ- event, and who selected me asan humble sole object of this corporation is to glorify
instrument with these men around me upon
ence of our present elevated civilization ?
God and benefit the Freewill Baptists,
But, again, all true government rests, for the field, to obtain that decisive victory
Saturday the preaching was good, and
which turned the tide of that great war,
its authority, upon Wisdom and Love. Pow$25
was collected for Missions. Sunday
and settled forever, I trust, in this country,
er is an element of administration, not of
on was large, and at the close
the principles of personal liberty and con: the con,
origination. There is mo authority in the
‘| of the
services $250 were raised
stitutional freedom.
I feel gratitude, too,
universe except that which comes from suto
put
&
bell
on
the seminary. Ihad the
that our fellow-countrymen have been movperior wisdom and superior love, God goved to such respect and honor as we are privilege of preaching and aiding in getting
erns the world, because he is wiser and loves
now paying to the memory of those men up the money for the bell. The ordination
the world more than his creatures can ever who,
in the discharge of their daty, laid of Bro. Bently took place in the P. M.
love him. Parents are wiser than their
Monday fourteen of us started with teams
down their lives, proving,by thehighest sacchildren, and love them more than the chil- rifice
a
men can render, their devotion to for Mansfield mcuntain; -an hour.and
dren ean ever reciprocate ; hence, God has
half
brought
us
to
the
mountain.
This
is
the cause they were defending. Gratitude
put children under the protection and ‘gov- to those present
to-day, who by their pres- the highest peak of the Green Mountains,
ernment of parents.
ence contribute to render high honor justly is about 5000 feet above the level of the
For a similar reason the wife is made sub- dae to the fallen braves.”
ocean, Wedrove up to the Half-way house,
.
ject to her own husband.
He should love
and
there
left
our
teams
and
walked
to
the
|
In conclusion, Gen. Meade
suggested
more and be more wise; and his greater that the remains of rebels
be gathered to- top of the chain. Here is spread out a
physical strength enables him to carry out gether and decently buried,
not with the field full of interest. Away atthe Souththe administration of his superior wisdom disposition to honor them
orto excuse their east nothing obstructs your view till it fades
and love.
crime, but with the spirit of Christian char- away into the blue of the dimness of distance. Turn your eye a little farther north
There are, no . doubt, many instances in ity.
which the woman is the superior in all these
Then Gen. Rawlins, Secretary of War, and there stand up the White Mountains of
elements of supremacy. But is she the hap- unveiled the monument, which was greet- New Hawpshire. Farther North are the
pier for this inferioriy of her husband? If ed with the applause of thousands, the mu- vast woods of Canada, which seem as level
she bears rule in
a household, is sh
sic-of the band; and the salute of one gun as a lake. With a clear atmosphere and a
good glass Montrealis plainly seen. Now
happier than she would have been under the for each. state having dead there interred.
face
the West, and Lake Champlain for
administration of a husband of a head and
more than one hundred miles like a sheet
heart superior to her own?
The true wom~——ANDREW JOHNSON lately made a trip of silver stretches along between Vermont
:an’s heart can only be satisfied with the love

much better exhibition of such strength had

to Washington

who is

ostensibly

at school

friends, however,

in

to

see

his son

Georgetown.

remembered

him

and

called for a speech, and as of old he was right there is where Commodore Macprepared and made it, taking Grant for donough fought his famous naval battle and
his subject. He went over his own con- captured
the British fleet. Up the lake on

troversy with him and ina very sanguine
manner repeated his old charges. He had
no favors

them.

was especially anxious to have the govern-

Where this is not done,

no transpo-

sition of place or power will ameliorate their
condition.
The third question is, ‘Will fomale suf-

frage improve society as a whole?

It is

diversity

of interests

be-

the eastern shore nestles the city of Bar
lington, with its University and its lumber trade which makes it the third lumber
market in the United States. . Up the lake

to ask—no, not he; for he had

reached the

hight
of his ambition!

He

farther,
on the New York shore, is Crown
ment established on a solid foundation. Point, and a little further is Ticonderoga,

It was now ** tending to imperialism and a where Ethan Allen and his little band of
bond-holding aristocracy.”
Green Mountain Boys, *‘ In the:nameof the
After talking awhile in this strain he |

thought, by some, that the superior purity | would return to the President, declaring
of woman would have a beneficial influence that he had no military talent; but was ““ a
upon politics; but there is much mere dan- mere accident of the war, as a baggage
ger of that purity being tarnished than theré wagon or ammunition train.” We must
is prospect of politics being elevated. It is returc. to constitutional government by
not improbable that her purity of heart and making the Southern states a nucleus
life may be the effect of her isolation from
around which to rally. The South would
this ignoble strife. On the.question of Tem- develop a power and the Northwest would
perance she might vote differently from men, unite with them against the East, &o.
but the good that might accrue from such
An exchange says he made an argument
vote would be more than counterbalanced to a company of serenaders to show that
it this new regime is to transpose the details the country was better off when it had 83,of family government. If its tendencies 000,000,000 invested in slaves, than it iss
shall be to make the parties to the marriage now, when it has the same amount invest.
contract more independent of each other, ed in government hoads,
assuredly, society at large will experience no
improvement; for marriage is the foundaa lady
tion of the social world. Any thing which —— BATES COLLEGE graduated
this
year
for
which
it
receives
the
comwill consolidate, purify, and elevate its union
must have an effect upon society for good ; mendation of the press. The Waichman
but whatever tends to disintegrate this uni- and Reflector speaking of it says :
ty, or introduce

and New York. “Rightover there is Platts.
burgh where Gen. Macomb in 1814 gained
a decisive victory over the English, and

His

they chosen partners who could have made
them happy in the sphere God ordained for

‘Woman's Rights’ is much better for all concerned than any transposition of things
which could be forced upon Christian society. Under the policy of making the hus.
band the head of the wife, society has pro-

We

gress,” took the first British post capturedin
the war of the Revolution. Right over
there are the Adirondack Mountains, whose

peaks
are the pillars that mark
the resting
place of the famous old John Brown. Few

places give a view of so much that is his-

toric.
The declining sun warned us that evening was coming, and so we turned away

for the valleys below.

ment, present and prospective, for the idle

We got down

to

Waterbury
and found a congregation
assembled. After trying to preach the word,
we were convinced of the presence of the

Spirit of the Lord.
ly convicted, and

Sinners were evident~
seventeen

quested the prayers
their salvation.
© What

I saw

of

arose and re-

God's

people

for

:

that day

both in the works

of God's

power,

of bis hands in molding

those grand old mountains, and of his gospel and Spirit in convicting

hope this will not long continue the

sinners,

will

never be forgotten.

only instance of the kind in New England.
We believe all our colleges culd be opened to females with advantage to both sexes.

* Tuesday 1 visited among the good friends

at Waterbury, and rode

about to see what

And then what a saving of funds! All hon- a grand opportunity there is to build up
or to Bates College! Maine also is again one of the largest villages in New England.
true to her seal—dirigo.

The friends to-day have started the object
of raising money to put a clock on the

She leads,

observatory overtopping the Seminary with

Devouwinatonal News and Note

certainty of ‘success.

In

tried to preach the word
close of the

Waterbury Center, Vt,

ON

I

again.

twenty- -five ane

ward to be prayed for,
was inthe place.

the

-

Truly the Lord

‘May. God still bless the

I have heard much. of the beauty of the good people in Wararbmy.
scenery around the Green Mountain SemiJ. D. WALDRON.
nary, but to call thut scenery beautifal is

Then the Seminary

Building,

the

from

lowest stone to the very top, is being

done

°

Bible Union and F.B. Churches,
——

For many years past the. contributions of
Free Baptist churches for the Bible cause

in the very best manner. New Hampton have flowed into other channels, outside
has fine buildings, but this excels them all, our denomination. The principal part of
both in beauty of styleand convenience
‘

gressed all the way Trom barbarism to a arrangement.

well pondered by every statesman and point of refinement and eiviligation which 1s
Christian.
1. ‘Will not female suffrage truly encouraging ; and we ard still advan.
change the proper relations of the family? ing, Now, shall we forfeit all olit énjoy2, Will female suffrage be useful to woman?

Seminary

than any other school

doing injustice to facts; it is grand, suand wan, we are bound to protect and hon- theories of men, we feél satisfied, as yet,
prémely grand ; there is nothing 1 ever saw |
or as the weaker vessel? And for her to that the New Testament philosophy of of
natural scenery so magnificent.

doing herself no honor, and non good to the
commonwealth,
E. D. Mansfield, one of the ablest editors

——

‘s+ Current

tion taken away.
‘Order is heaven's first «speech, and the *‘ silver-tongued
law;’ but order without subordination is an Low numbered with the dead,

ion of her Maker and Redeemer.
To invest tween husband and wife, can not fail to afher with the responsibility of suffrage would fect the community very disastrously. The
but add greatly to the burden of a life al- more independent of each other the parties
ready weighed down with onérous obliga become, the less will they feel the restraint
tions. To govern well, implies self-control, of the marriage compact, and the more
deep study, close thought, and great delib- lightly will they seek its dissolution. I
eration, besides the thousand and one con- leave it with statisticians to determine
troversies with which the. affairs of public whether this be the cause why so many

1 vote, without

i
Bo it is ith, our [Doral called to the ministry, especially in such

ing them.
will grow puny and suf. feras reallyns Lhe
ised muscles or

tian graces,

school nor Bible

’

use that power

within the limits
of its capacity, and there-

FLA

republics,

presidents to

kings to a kingdom, or

two heads to one animal

shapen

public

rulers in

interest are always embroiled,
To add more divorces are now sued for, and obthese anxieties to the countless vexations of tained, than in former years. Are we bethe wife, mother, and housekeeper, would ginning already to feel the influence of that
scarcely emerging, but baleful star?
staggering under the consequences of this be to give her a heavier burden of care than
‘most
men
are
able
to
carry.
Few
cares
We can easily afford to invest our sisters,
wrong without ever suspecting the ocoacanker more deeply into the human heart. wives, and mothers with any privilege which,
sion af thelr trouble.
- Churches owe dutles to their God-ap- than the cares of State. And must we turn will make them more truly happy ; but havpointed pastors, which they cannot pay to these over to her whom, by the laws of God ing more faith in God than in the untried

that is weak, or would you preserve

"the tone of that which is strong from ener-

upon

importance? And two co-ordinate

have not felt the influence of the Bible at
God has ordained for her; the pure, holy
the present time, and tell us what has made
love of an intellect superior to her own.—
the difference? What has made the one Without this, kingdoms, crowns,and thrones
angels and the other brutes, the one refined can not make her happy.
and pure and the other coarse and impure ?
If ladies are strong-minded enough to rule
The answer is too palpable to need stating.
It is all to be ascribed to the Bible ; and yet over their husbands, it would have been a

sation.

church; and yetit is asin which his own
modesty will almost forbid him to rebuke.
It cripples him all the more because he
feels compelled to interpret it as indicative
omitted. Inthe busy season of the year it of a low estimate of his serviees.
d
is passed over in haste. Men excuse themIt is a wonder if a minister does not, unselves on account of the pressure of busi- der such circumstances, become sorrowful
ness, the cares of the world, and the men
and discouraged. If then his church comthey may have around them, and when from plains of his want of spirit and animation,
this or that excuse they omit jt for a while and pinch him again, he will become more
they will have less and Jess dispositionto uninteresting than ever, and his people
attend to it, and thus the closet and the will find they are not prospering as they
family altar are deserted. Is it strange should, their love is waxing cold, and they
that they tagome indifferent? Those who need a new miuister to stir them up.
journey are very liable to neglect this duty.
Some churches in such an, emergency
They go to the mountains, the springs, the will even withhold from a pastor a portion
sea-ride, and are thrown into the gompany of his salary and compel him to withdraw
of those whodo not pray, and unless they to some other field of labor. Ifsome other

are confirniéd.in their principles and habits

14. ; 1869.
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our skill and ability to work by working.
In like maoner the Christiun graces are

what he should do is touse what he has
faithfully, seeking instruction from day to
day, and he will secure improvement.
Oa

Editor.

T. DAY,

MORNING

of the donations for this purpose

solicited by agents of

have been

the Baptist Bible

The constant ring of some twenty car. Society, in one or another branch of its
penters’ hammers and the call of several work,
masons for *‘ mort,” testifiesto . the rapid
Aspresent the agents of the American
manner things are rushing to a completion, Bible Union (Baptist) are freely visiting

8. Will female suffrage benefit society as a hope of outstripping the oracles of God ? the 1 atm forced to say that none can realize Free Buptist churches and inducing them
hope of being better and happier than God
whole?’

As to the first of these questions;

the importance of this enterprise unless
they come on the ground and examine for
you maké woman A ruler in ‘the State, her
themselves. It is 80 located that it is desinfluence at the polls will be equal to her
5%" Rev, w. Te Stith of ‘Strafford, N. tined to meet the literary wants of a large
husband's, and what good reason
é4n be
be
| H.; hus tecoivéd a cull 10 the pastorate of | ‘number of our people who have” not enjiy-

the answer must be, It certainly will? Ir intended m Ee

given

that she should not’assert that author-

ity at home which sociéty. has conceded she

the- Freewill Bupa

)

church of Brunswick,

Me.
~

to contributeto
new translation
the freedmen at
is given that the

the work of sending the
of the, New Testament to
the South. The promise
sun so donated shall be

used in’ distributing th New Testamont |

edthe advantage of huving a Seminary of among ourown Freedmen's missions.
our own conveniemly near them. Waterbury
‘This has certainly,at first sight, a fair apo

-

- THE

“

MORNING

pearance and without special thought,seems tian men tO support such men for office,
to be » way. of doing a large service, ButT’ and such only, as are. ihe friends of total
abstioence

Dunjee

am assured by our esteenied ‘Bro.

and

of the entire

|

New

church

suppression

that our missionariesaf the South do non
want the new translation sent there, and he Q M appoint (if they have not,) a Mission
specially requests the churches to do no | Committee to. act as repommended by the

.

crossed the river.

for

“of alienating the feelings of those who do

and Foreign;

re-

baptism, from our denominational work

in the Shenandoah Valley, Va.

of seventy

Manfally has

‘

she

At the St. Lawrence Y, M. conference, held at
Dickinson, N. Y., June 23, a council was appointed to examine and, if thought proper, or-

for her present sons in the name of Israel's

in the South.
:
Bexides this, we urge the total unwilling-

ordain

lent—social meetings spirithal—congregation large, and the comdf#nion at the close

and,

deeply impressive.

al-

—Was held

We have a Bible cause in our own denomination under the control of efficient

mod.

Visiting brethren were invited to

with greater

economy than can be
hands of those who are

of it.

Baker

in

the

formerly

made,

tears

flowed,

and there are signs of a precious

deliberation.
in

Jigious interest in
follows :

O.,

e

portion o!

VERAX,

land
:

&

Q.

Licking

as

up to

this

feast.

churches

Q. M. had

enjoyed

on the Sab-

re-

BowDOIN

Q. M., Me.—Held its

Notice.

ited immediate

Temperance

have a good

facts and

recommend

al-o

that

the

For Great Falls, 10.10 A, M., 2.45, 5.45, %40 P. a.

For Alton Bay, 10.10 A. M., 2.45, 545, 6.45P. M.
For Wolfhoro and Centre Harbor, 10.10 A. M., 2:45 P. M,
For Lawrence
and Boston at 5.51, 8. 10/65, A. M., 5.08

P. M., and on Monday, Wednesday, and friday
at 7.38 p.x
Leave

Re-

Boston

for

Dover

:

'-

action at

Wednesdav, July 14, Examination
Wednesday eve, Address before
Society by Rev, Churles 8. Perkins
Tnubuday A. M, Exercises ofthe
and other-,

#5 CARPETS

AT REDUCED

1. What is your church doing, by active efforts,
for the cause of temperance?
:
"2. What is the number of places within your
limits where intoxicating liquors are sold asa

CARPET Co.,
i
A
CARPETS.—100 pieces

TAPESTRY

Insti-

75 Hanover
ALTE
EY
A
vikipid
closing’ out

to

the

removal

of our

warehouse.

NEW

ENGLAND CARPET CO., 75 Hanover Strtet, Boston, - .
:
;
i

INGRAIN CARPETS.—100 pieces closing out pre-

vious to the removal

of our warehouse.

NEW

ENG-

LAND CARPET Co.; 75 Hanover Street, Boston.

FLOOR OIL CLOTHS,A large assortment closing
oul previous to the removal of our warehouse. NEW
ENGLAND CARPET Co0., 75 Hanover Street, Boston.

TH

She

closing
pieces300
CANTON STRAW MATTINGS.—

-PER ORDER.

“out previous to the removal of out warehouse. NEW
ENGLAND CARPE? Co., 75 Hanover Street; Boston.

Addresses.

Office

Post

the City Gov-

RR

of classes.
the Philologian
or Pro: idence.
Graduating class

8

the

the saleof our goods.

ernment remove our warehouse in widening Hanover

Busicby Paseoag M_Comet Band.
y

PRICES—To

will continue a short time longer,uw

Thureday P. M. Exercises of the Alumni.

| or otherwise, before August 1.

5 P.M

WM. MERRITT, Supt.

grest advantage of our customers

previous

ville,

at 7.30 A. M., 12 M,,8,

and on Monday, Wednesday, andFriday at 6 p, M.

Lord

Lapham

.

and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 8.12 P. M.

Anniversary

Exercises st

June
22, 1868.

Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10 A, 'M., 5.45 P.M,

Streete
NEW ENGLAND
Street, Boston,
\

the next session, would solicit pastors, church
and Q. M. clerks of the Vt. Y. M. to forward to
him answers to the following questions,by letter |

Jast session

Summer Arrangements,

-

A. N. NORCROSS,
3

pray

’

BOSTON AND MAINE RAILROAD,

wate, Nocth scitnate, R. I,
Tuesday, July 13, Examination of the classes.
Tussday evenmng,Sermon before the Phillips Missiguary Society by Rev. R. Woudworth of Green.

form, at the last session of the Vt. Y. M., to procure and report

timé, and

;

Notices.

may be with us, and that to bless. We, F. W.
Bapti-ts of Kansas, think this js the garden of the
world ann we trast to make it the gardén of the
Lord spiritually.
J. L, PARKYN, XY. M. Clerk:

Clerk.

Moral

-

.

:

Special

Kansas F. W, B, Y. M. will hold its first ses
sion with the West Appanose church at West App nose, Meanclin Co, Kansas, the Friday before the
4th Sunday 1m September. Opening address by Rev.
E V. Merrit. Friédds and brethren coming bv rail
will find conveyance from Ottawa, Franklin Co.. to
West Appanose by caliing at Bro. Rue’s in Ottawa.
We esrnestly request our brethren from all points
to meet with us, if practicalble, as we hope to

Order of ex-

and

ne

No. 4 City Wharf, Boston.

A Request.
:
The writer having been appointed chairman of:

upon

QUARTERLY,

subscribed for.

y as we are without a pastor.

.

S. D. Kenaston, Charge by Rev. J. B. Fast,
* Consecrating. Prayer by Rev. D, Clay. Some ap-.
propriate remarks were then made by Revs.
Kenaston and Fast, after which a song of praise
was sung, and we proceeded to elect officers, &&.

a committee

27, by Rev. Nathaniel Bowles,

subscribers at the outset, and they have all been

Or-.

The Charlestown Freewill Baptist Church desires
to correspond with some minister in regard to the
pastorate of raid church. Correspondence is solic-

ercisesas follows: Hand of Fellowship by Rev,

J. L/PARKYN,

one, or

copies.
:

Notices and Appointments

by Rev. J. S.

kee Q. M. and Rev. D. Clay of Ill.

Quarterly Meetings.

elements

THE

2 cents ezeh for two or more
ders are solicited, -

ton of Jefferson Q. M., Rev. J. B. Fast of Chero-

.

5

Treatise:

Postage (extra) 4 cents for single

the council, were organized into a Yearly Meeting. The council consisted of Rev. 8. D\ Kenas-

revival

WHEELER.

Rich-

the

in

place

Cherokee Q..M’s met with the Pleasant Valley
church, within the bounds of the Cherokee Q.
M.; May 14, and after’ being duly examined by

and

Brethren, pray for us.

;

vivals, while in others there were
of weakness and dissolution.

Anniversaries at Whitestown, N.Y.

M's

:

of th

piritcn

A

the several

took

E. B. Fuller; Hand of Fellowship

among the young. We have organized a
Sabbath school of some thirty members
and it grows steadily. Bro. Henderson of
Lake Village' sent us some small books,
for which we are
very thankful, and hope
v
others may do the same. We hope in the
next Register qur missionary column wilk

assistant

laboring

him, the services

May

revised by order | The current volume of the Quarterly cannot
can now be had now be furnished to new subscribers, We have
on application, for 25 cents for each copy. printed about oh¢ hundred more than there were

Prescott; Sermon by Rev. D. 8. Frost; Ordaining Prayer by Rev. M. Atwood ; Charge by Rev.

not be a blank as in the last.
added much to the interest’ and profit of | We are to have the next Quarterly Meetthe meeting. The letters indicated the re- ing with us and we invite all to come

of our own

strangers to our work, if not hostile to it, or
jealous

G. W.

was present.
Also Rev. T. Dimm was
messenger,
received, as corresponding
from the O. Northern Y. M.
The presence and labor of these brethren,

they can,at least, insist that all contribuintelligence and
hoped for at the

and

seats and freedom

and the consistency: to say to the agents of
other societies that they are not welcome,

Bible Society, to be &pplied

Rev.

mod-

erator,

were

i

:

|

bath as follows: Reading of Scriptures by Rev.
ac- | C. Cook; Introductory Prayer, by Rev. C. 'M..

hearts began to feel, and a new era dawned
To-day we stand unitedin the
upon us.
strength of God, and I had the blessed peivilege of breaking to them the bread of our
holy communion.
Weare now in a prosperous condition

with the Berwick church in

Rev. C. Coltrin,

If pastors have not the courage

the treasury

Clerk.

the Marion Q M., June 11—13.
Rev. K. F. Higgins was appointed

ing the work, rather than helping
it, by our present policy.
:

tions shall gote

fessions

‘Marion, 0.Y. M.

80, that the money which the churches so
fr
give, be not misappropriated. We

managers.

=
L. H. WitaHAM,

sending them.

votion of its old members.
- 2
Staples, The choir performed their part well
I found them in a sad and divided state. during the services.
‘
!
:
My poor heart yearned over bleeding Zion.
M. AtwooD, Chairman of Council.
I commenced praying, weeping, visiting |
© Kansas Y, M, Organized.
and laboring,and ere long Jesus came to
The delegations from the Jefferson and the
were united, conour delivery. Christians
C

other purposes

The preaching at this session was excel-

ness of Calvinistic Baptists to contribute to
the cause of our missions in the, South,
when urged by Bro. Dunjee and others; in
circumstances where the Presbyterians and
Congregationalists have freely aided us.
We wish fairness in this matter,

also about $75.00 were

ceived for educational™and

of

mode

Moneys thus sent will be at our risk.
Otherwise they will be at the risk of those

directed

last spring to this place, received and

In Bethlehem

Rev.WS. EMERY wf North Dartmouth, Mass., and -

| Miss ELvica CWHITCOMB of Bethlehem
Tu strafford,
May 25, by Rev. [.-M. Bedell; Mr,
Charles k. Fogs and.
Miss Sarah J Berry, both of
Strafford. Also, in Barrington, June ¢, Mr. Simon
G Estes of Austen, .Nevada Tervitory, and Miss
Josephine A. Drew of Barrington, N. H.
.

dain Bro. Franklin Jefferson, now preaching to.
The New Treatise, just
the Philadelphia and Fowler churches, in the
Jefferson Q. M. The council having decided to of the General Conference,

the ashes of her fallen heroes and victory
“In the providence of God, I was

rder of I. R. Burlingame, in Post Office
oney Order, or in Registered letter.

Ordination.

holds the blood-stained banner of her precious Immanuel high in the breeze. Peace to

cepted a callto the pastorate of this church,
fduotion ofthis new translation has the effvut | isions, equally divided between Home, where its old-fashioned pews tell of the denot adopt immersionas the only

1869.

N

she stood

for virtue, trath, and God, and today

| Circular presented by the Home Mission
;
Bourdieu,
vote of thanks to the
|" After passing
| church and citizens. for their very ample
and generous entertainment, the conference

and rimplicity to make them feel that there | 80journed without day.
:
A contribution of $50 was ‘made
are two gospels. Besides this, the intro-

has stood the storms

14,

elegant and commodious house of worship, May
the Lord bless and prosper this people.
W. B. STOCKBRIDGE.

The first New Hampton

years, until her early members have mostly |

of the traffic by law.
ve
al
Resolved, That we recommend .that each

such thing. The reasons he urges are obvihas been!
The old version
ous to all,
the Freedmen and re~ geattered among
The effect of the new version isto
ceived.
confuse their minds, and in their ignorance

HAMPTON.

STAR: JULY

Rev. R. Hayden, Horton, Bremer Co., Iowa.

per yard.
LOW PRICED CARPETS.37 to 75 cents

Alarge variety closing out previousto the removal of
Letters Received.
’
h
§—10. The | beverage?
But little revival interest was reported with the church in Monmouth, June
;
:
| Our Warehouse. NEw ENGLAND ‘CARPET CO., B
Ambrose—
G
Albee—L
Long—D
B
Anthony—Allen
EG
|
by
annually
expended
amount
isthe
what
g
|
meet:
the
und
represented
well
were
churches
:
Harm:
tbe
n
i
th
popuThe anniversary exercises of this
e past year in the
Harmony Q. M. In- | ings of worship were interesting. A circular up-| .. 2
M H Abbey~W Bacon—L Bristol—L Bascom—dane Ba- | H
Lif
NEP Bamotsmy. Hanker—tD i Disko M pishop. | Danover Street, Stre , B Boston.
lar and growing institution took place June | Jo 4 63 on ocnallo low state of spirit | 00 the subject of Home Missions was presented | Hao drinkers at such places?
Brigys—8 H Cornforth—J Clark—k Crowell | png REMOVE MOTH PATCHES, Ys FRECKLES
for their action aud co-operation, * but such were | 4. What is the whole number accustomed. to | J Baker—C
P
J
:
20—24. The interest was never so great on
3
BOO | Lt d Tan
AND 1
mCary=W Hi Cole—~D WC Uliutberidiied
.
Tan fro from the [} face, use PERRY'S MOTH
M Durnell—E
calls at home for uid.that they decided not to | dri

the 3.18
adopt

uality y
Revivals had been enjoyed in most of

the part of the students and friends of the
Institution,as at this season.
The whole week is devoted to the examinations and entertainments. The four excel-

the churches of Marion Q. M. -

Resolved,

bad occurred. But few ministers ave lafor the various
boring among the churches of the Y. M.
very exciting,
°
the students to Harvest great, laborers few. =
Sabbath school interest good.
Someparts and as a |
thing.
but
not
all
that
should
be,
is
done
for
grade in our
missions.
Yearly
Meeting
Home
missionary
state excels them in oratory. The prize
work is needed much, but the body is so
debate of Monday eve, would
have dove
small,
as to be unable to raise the necessary
credit to any college. The exercises of the
funds
to
sustain such work. This, with
Y. G. fraternity on Tuesday eve, were of a
very high order; the oration, poem and other reasons, induced the Conference to
history were all very excellent and did hon- take action favorable to union with the O.
or to the Seminary that can turn out such Northern Y. M.
Rev. S. D. Bates, was appointed correstalent. On Wednesday eve, twenty young
ponding
messenger, to convey officially
men and ladies contested every inch of
ground for excelling in declamation and the report of such action tothe next session
recitation of poetry. Long before the hour of the latter Y. M. in Aug.
The vote of Conference was against
appointed,
the large hall was packed full,
and hundreds went away unable to obtain amending Art. 7 of the Gen. Con. Consti-

even a standing.
day

Thursday,

of the feast, the

the great

crowd

and

out

cise supervision

over the

interest

the words ‘‘ to

be stayed by

Estab-

recognize

intemperanee,
only

closing up the grog-shops.

Resolved, That a large portion of the intemperunce and its attendant evils in this state was

justly chargeable upon the refusal of the

5. What is the number of! drunkards and moderate drinkers?
>

Resolved,

8.

legisla-

That we recognize it as our

tian duty to use our entiye

men

as

will use their

of your

‘beverage?

church

are

waun—J D Waldron—Wm

;

ness?

render aid, sympathy

temperance?
3. W

church members who

use

‘of

the number

tobacco

f

lodges within

the limits of your

church

has noequal in the

kept up all day till Professor Gardner arose | lishment,” but in favor of Gen. Con. hav
.

P

to the graduates in the various

diplomas

lications

s

Gardiner city

B. church

W.

F.

Fieewill Haplist churn according to the usuages | . yg ow mauy within

Art. 10,

DG Holmes,
:
fil Chicago, Ili.

to the Infar 1, as it; keeps the Tube pe:fectln. sweet
and free from acd, especially in warm weather,
Price of Brush 10cts. RURR & PERRY. Successors

Smith, Eereville NY

EO

to M. 8. BURR

mous

‘Home Missions.

fina Pope E Dixteld, de and Livaie Ly-

your church render

Jord, % Satis gach, Chaliee Xs Lugs,

tion of a State Mission Soc.

21¢ If:s0, what Wad she derision

As DEERING, ork gro om

Meetings of al

CrW
pe
ICT
M.NY.perNF
E

.

4

making ten first class teachers.

the Su

wiki

“The funeral of Sistery E. Riley, a mem- | and 16h.

ber of the Berwick

With this

selon

i

enlarge the faculty oy ad- | poses, $15.

to

now propose

ding a son of Bates College to the number,

g
N. Gammon, Clerk.

Houlton Q M. EWE

Wednesday eve, and uninamously

Me
Miss ners Wilton,

Dexter met

resolution,

the following

its last session | passed
M,, N.
Q.
NION
:
| thetr regard:
All the churches were
cliurch.Y.—Held
Frbunha
the session added to the good Inpres-to | yyy’
large number of teachersand buildings un- | 10g
represented but one,. We enjoyed a very presion made and admonished Christians
Semina

‘'Whitestown

Hw

i

to

ought

.
Y.M

Western

phil?

:

sin
was

The last session

helda

<
J

is ( plied
10,00
25,00

with the Cape

a

Rev. B. F. Pritchard was chosen to pre- |
:
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Stoekbridge—J B smith—T A stevens—D A Tucker—J
GOODWIN & CO., Boston. Sold by all druggists.
eri
Tillinghast—I J Tuttle—O H Truc—N D Wilkins—8 Wy-

members of any temperance society ?

influence for the elec-

tion to office of only such

Fiuk—F

FRECKLE LOTION.

3y

W Gould—d P Gould—J C Glidden—8 B-uiven—W

6. How many are annually made drunkards
within the above-named limits?
7NHas your church or Sabbath school any regularly organized temperance society connected

ture to provide means for the enforcement of the
law against the sale of intoxicating liquors.

exer-

Printing

we

and that this terrible flood of iniquity can

lent societies make the strife
prizes offered by friends
+ and no pains are spared by
perfect themselves in their
result no institution of its

-tution, to strike

That

were

as the most fruitful source of crime, pauperism,
insanity, vice, moral and physical degradation;

Over one hundred hopeful conversions

Mrs F Clark—J M Crandall—A Crocker—J

uk?

Aa pre-

Lhe)

Jar ald.Lhatresolutions
it. at The homefollowing
sented and adopted :
;

and Brass Castings, Gasometers and

Gms

pT

:

Works:

a

A full supply of Freewill Baptist Books may be
37 and 89, Brattle
found at Woodmin and Hammett’s,

8t., Boston, Mass, They furnish our bopksto all’ par
ties desiring them, at our published rates, Bee thei

advertisement'in another column,
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Munley,

er, Miss

Buttrick,

said

to

Susie,

rE

We have received from a young

* You

in the Female Seminary at Steubenville the ‘and proceed much in the same way we have
already directed:
following letter :
had
;
Itis a good plan to learn to read large
:
. March 23d, 1869.
These
. DEAR MRs. STOWE :(—3ome time will you not books by their tables of contents.

were not here, yesterday, I think.”

- AJ

Susie's neck and face crimsoned at the
remark of the teacher ; but looking up, and
meeting her gentle glance, she answered—

Literary: - Curiosity.

The following is one of the most remarkable
* No, ma'am ; I was not; but sister Katie
eompositions we have met with. Itevinces an in-|.
genuity peculiarly its own. The initial capital was.”
letters spell, ** My boast is in the glorious.cross of
“ Yes; I remember, now,” said Miss ButChrist.” The words in Italics, when read on the
. left side from<top to bottom, and on the right
side from bottom to top, form the Lord’s Prayer,

. complete :

:

* +

~ Yield up thy grace, dear Father [rom above,
Bless us with hearts which fechngly can sing,
“ Qur life thou art for ever. God of Love.”

can’t

both

come

together,

us now : What shall we read when we go. home?
We consulted a friend on this subject. and
Hume’s England was recommended to us. Asked

When you come tg the period of English

‘Read

Hugh

Mil-

ler's Testimony of the Rocks.

4

We want books that we can understand and
like, and are the peter for: and any suggestions

very

from vour pen wonld be gratefully received and
faithtully followed by others, as well as hy
Yours most truly,
Rosa P.

and I am coming the next; and then, in the

evening, we are going to teach each other
what we hive learned through the duy.

My ‘DEAR RosE:—I am. charmed by the
amiable simplicity of your letter, and by

[cis the only way we can think of; and. we
Took ail our sins andhatlowed the display,
| want to study very much, so we can. keep
Infant be-ing first a than, and then was cruci| school ourselves sometime, and take care

have that you will read any thing after you

Asruage our griet in love for Christ we pray,
Since the Prince of, Heaygen and glory died,

ot
fied,
Stupehdous
!

:
God!

thy

3
gracd

and

power

known;

{ of mother; for now she has
hard to take care gf us.”

make

?

At

In Jesus’ name let ull thetworld rejoice,
Now lubor:in°thy heavenly kingdom own,

Susie

blessed
kingdom,
for thy saints
choice.
vile to come to thee és all our ery;

Euemiesto thy elt und all that's thine?

°

‘* Susie,

you

book, now,

and

The next

day,

Susie

was

Recurrent

lasts, and we'll adore

| other ten and a half, agreeing to take turns

too,

| in attending school; and Miss Buttrick was
| led to observe them closely.

thy name.

In thy forgive-ness we as saints can die,

Since for us and our trespasses so high,

4

Thy Son, our Saviour, died on Calvary.

{

They were very pretty childrerr,

| cate forms, and quite small hands and

TEE

The Singing Lesson.

| Katie had- beautiful dark

the color “of

{ the June sky,

was

and

her

neck

Her heart, was ready to break,

| ticed that they both paid close

a

| their studies ; and

_ She wrung her-claws, poor thing,

but she

The nightingale felt herself blush,

|

same

| trick to scrutinize

the

land

certain

she

became
which

answer—'*‘1

This led Miss
dress

was

that it was

worn

But-

more closely,
by the

the
two.

sis-

This discovery was one that made a deep
impression upun the truly benevolent

hear

of the teacher. - She ascertained where they
| lived ; and although quite straightened in
‘her own circumstances, she went that night
to the only store in the village, found a few

Why behave like a goose?
Don't skulk away from our sight Lie
Like a common, contemptible fowl;
You bird of joy and delight,

you?

to make! and

.
parties of all

the excursions!

theAvisits

the visits to receive! and

where will be the time for courses of any
thing?
:
:
Suppose you had the best and’ most perfectly

arranged

course

of reading,

where

will you find time to beginit, and baving
begun it how many will be the interrup|

tions?

Ah! how many courses of reading have
I seen begun in my day, that ended in about
a week, and were never thought of afterward !
Bat, my dear Rose, I am fully of opinion
that this need not be so, and that if a girl,
when she leaves schliool, will be resolute and

determined, especially for the first few
weeks, she may form such a habit of regular reading as will be of the greatest porsible use to her.

It.was said by a good judge, who

spoke

from experience, that a half an hour a day,
resolutely persisted in, would be sufficient
to enable 2 man to acquire any language.
One hour a day, steadily and systematically

given to useful reading, would, in a year,
carry you through quite a course.
It is in this hope that I am going to comply with your request and suggest a course
for you.
There ave a great many which
might be proposed ; as, for instance, courses
in science or courses in literature; but I
will begin with one in history—that being
one of the most difficult branches to be
tatght

ally

in school, and

therefore,

left to be picked

home.’

g

up by

very gener-

reading

at

:

Only think of all you have done;

Only think of all you can do;
A false note is really fun
From such a bird as you!
Lift up your proud little crest;
Open your musical beak ;
Other birds have to do their best,

You need only speak.”
The nightingale shyly took
Her head from under her wing,

And giving the dove a look,
Straightway began to sing.
never a bird could pass;

The night was divinely calm;
the people stood on the grass

To
Ahab Wonderful pram!
The nightingale did nok save,
Her only sang fodto the
there,skies; i

And there she fixed her eyes.
The people that stood below

but Title abou;

now. Something happened,that she did not

story’s a mo
now
If youll tryto find it out!
>

s
toa
.
expect; and she is just as glad as we are.
She hesitated

—Christian Standard.

a moment; but

she was

too

happy to keep still ; her heart was brimming
over with joy; and when children are happy, it is just as natural for them to tell the
cause, as it is for a bird to warble its morning-song when the san rises. And out of
the fullness of her heart she told the teacher
her story. She told of her mother's sick-

Che Family Gircle,
Dress.

pess; thdt they had been obliged to use

something to assist you in the understand-

the most of anybody, for he is cross all the

are created equal”? especially should we look for

2

1t in the consideration of a question which presupposes an intlux of Chinese hy miiljons.

"LITERARY MISCELLANY.

The, Children’s Opinion. i

history from the arrival of the Saxons tothe
Norman Conquest, you will then be prepared
Weary and tired with my day’s jeurney,
Half a Mile Below Ground.
to read
and understand - fvanhoe; and I rode along, thinking of loved ones far
——
x4
Ivanhoe slowly and carefully read, as a away, and of my Sunday-school
cless.
THRILLING
ADVENTURE
OF
A
PARTY
IN
study in style, and asa study in history, While thus bolding communion with my
THE GREAT CANON OF THE COLORADO,
might properly occupy several weeks, or thoughts, a shadow stole between me and |
James
White, Henry Strole and Captain
even months.
You get more good from one: the setting sun. Upon locking up, I saw
Baker, of the late confederate army, left
tirst-class novel, well read and thoroughly
two very small children coming towards Colorade City, May 27, 1867, on foot, with
understood, than from a’railroad gallop me along the dusty road. When we met, I two pack mules to carry provisions, tools
through dozens.
iE
‘#poke a few words to them, as I usually do and blankets, for the purpose of prospectIt you have read Ivanhoe as carefully and when T'meet children. They passed along ingin the San Juan valley for gold. After
wiselyas you should in connection with all with smiling faces, ‘and I heard the smallest spveral weeks travel they struck the Sin
Juan river, put not finding sufliciens promthere is to illastrate itin the pictorial history say, * A'u’t dat a dood man, «Carrie P? - My ises in the sands, went westward, und at

of England, you will find, as I think, abundagt

employment

for

If you

months.

some

two

like it, relish

heart was cheered hy.

or three

and

length reached Grand

a

which

that I might

a taste for first-class writing

Since then, wherever

I go,

the echo rings

through my soul and cheers and incites me
to duty.

is

opinion of the little ones?
rather seek to deserve it?

and foamed in the canon.

of Indinns.

Should we mot
Can we do them

You will see,

Husbands
Of the

> C—

STUDIES IN THE EVIDENCFS oF CHRISTIANITY.
By Siephen G. Bulfinch,
D. D., author of
* Manual of the Evidences.”
Boston:
Willism V. Spencer. 203 Washington St.
1869.—
Suld by D. Lothrop & Co.

&

duties of wives

zuch has

been

written ; perhaps, however, none too much.

Scribner & Co.

rounds of the papers.

Asa

A

rejoinder to

the same, a lady propounds the following:
Has he a call to be a husband who feels
under no special obligation to carry out the
spiritof

his promise

to ** love,

cherish

and

&

1869,

z

d

GoD'sTrROUGHTS

sees

greater charms in the club or lodge room
than in his own parlor?
Has hé a call to be a husband who bas
always money for his cigars and his beer,
and very litle to give his wife; when desired for her personal comfort?
Has he a call to be a husband who pre:

FIT BREAD

3

FOR CHILDREN :

stream for five hillés..

they waited for dark, when only for a single
hour in the day did the sun shine into the
chasm. They found drift- wood and made
a ralt of sticks of cottonwood, lashing them

together with mule yopes, and then fastening on their provisions, floated off in the
almost Tartarean darkness of that wondergulch.

en, Cal.

Auell’s

Boston:

THE

long night they

and toward atternoon came to

where

Green

and

Grand

current.

THE

the junction

rivers

form the Colorado.

unite

to

;
LOFTY

At the jonetion the

WALLS,

river was

about 750

feet in width and the walls on either side
were nearly a mile high! Above was only

(Second

Edition.)

Also,

Revision

LisLE,

&
.

AND WEST INDIKS.
Co.,

First

Living Age,

No.

Down they

of

issued

Tales

Liuell & Gay.

RADICAL.

July.

he

1869.

in

Age.

Boston: Publish-

THE BROOKLYN MONTHLY. July.
Brooklyn: E. B. Spuener & Co.
ON THE MARCHTO THE

1869.—

SEA; Publi-hed

by

L.

American subject of putional interest ever intro
to the

public; is the piciure new

being

sold fn this city by an agent, 'which bears the ti
tle of, ** On the March to the Sea.” It represents
the historic sweep of the great army under Gen.
Sherman. which virtually sealed the doom of the
rebels, and which won for its gallant head a mili-

tary reputation
ture was

throughout the world.

drawn by an American

The pie.

artist, F. O. C.

Which commands sdmiration,
and with a fidelity

to historical detail which rivets attention, the
scene portrayed tells at a glance the whole story
of this great military achievement.”

band who does not understand in any de- ,+ Gen. Schofield says,
gree the duties ‘and responsibilities of that
“The composition is admirable, as
ing many of the oceurrélices in that
sacred position ?

represent.
memorable
campaign which begun at Chattunoogs and ended
with the surrender at Durham's Station—grouping figures and actions in such a happy manoer
as 10 please the eye und taste of u connoisseur,
and recall to the recollection of every soldier,
who belonged to Sherman's army, the peculiar
features of the warfare in which he was un actor.

‘THE GALAXY for July thus speaks of the prob,
lem which the rapid emigration
California is setting us to solve:

from China

of

detached

mighty

to

waters.

in the great canon;

in

Four

days

had

passed,

seen. Ni thing could prevent the raft going over it. Henry
Strole stood up with
his pole in his hands while White clung to
the logs. The raft leaped down into the
waters, and White heard the last shrivk of
his companion who had been cast off into
the seething torrent; with turned head he
beheld through the mist and spray his

te

form

tossed for a moment in

water and then

sink.

this, and

not

knowing

what yel to expectin that terrible fissure of

the earth, the walls of which

werenow

as

uch as 7000 feet in hight, ard seemed to

‘meet almost, and’ keeping out all the upper earth except the narrowest ribbon of
blue sky. White tied himselfto the raft,

and strengthened the lashicgs,

Darley, and was engraved by A. H. Richie,
whose ability is second to thatof no artist in
this line on
this side of the water, With a skill

ing of this period, I can think of nothing
better to recommend to you than the Pictorial History of England, in four volumes,
published by the Harpers.
It would be quite easy to get rid of the
whole subject at once by recommending you
to read these histories. Bat I know enough
of girls and their ways, to predict that your
courage would speedily be drowned if yon
were tumbled at once, without boat or com-

floated

Calville.

Stebbins, Hartford, Ci. Agents wanted,
The comrade’s
Boston Journal says,
1 the boiling
“One of the most wpirited engravings of an
RKemem

duced

mutiny

weeds;

when, on the afternoon of the 28th of August, an ominous roar ahead was heard ; the
current became more rapid, a sharp bend
wus tarned, and a foaming waterfall was

in

Gl

the

than

the daylight, made briéf by the shutting
out
of the sun, they. endeavored to avoid the
rocks which opposed them, and at night
they dr-w to the foot of the huge wall and
reach

st,

Ameriea

of the Living

larger

stayed till morning. They could not go
back, aud so they floated on, hoping to

CG. W.

172 Wiliam

no

memorize

ed by the Proprietors, 25 Bromfield St,

and exchange notes and carte de visite with

the

They then made a landing, ate some of
their provisions, and strengthened the raft
with cedar sticks, Then they embarked,

seemed

English Scriptures, hy Wm. H. Wyckoff,
D . Corresponding Secretary of the Amer
Bible Unien,
New York: American BiUnion, 32 Great Jones St, 1869,

LETTICH

1 wonder how many girls tell their mother everything. - Not those ‘ young ladies,”
who, going to and from school, smile, bow,

Through

pinnacles rose yet higher as monuments

& C. B. Colton
New York.

Tell Your Mother.

each side rose

Evening. March 2,1869.
By Horace Bushnell.
Published by re quest of the Convention,
Boston: Nichols & Noyes,
1869,

CUBAN WAR MAP

And, finally, hashe a call to be a hus-

On

the cold sandstone wall, 2000 feet high, and

to be seen u narrow strip of sky, while the
cedar that stood upon the edges of the canon

the
Lu.
ican
ble

fers to wait upon his-wife's * cousin * or sis-

.

A Sermon
preached before the
Conncencut 8S.
S. Preachers’ Convention, at the Pesrl St, Cone
gregational cburen,
Harford, Conn., Tuesday

DiscUssioX
on the
Revision of the English
scriptures. and on the Character and Work ot
the Am«iican Bible Union, between Rev, C,
A. Kuekbee and Rev, Frederick Boel, held in
the Calvary Preshyteriun church, Sun Francisrv

1

light came, and with it a smoother

STRETTON.
By Tenry
Kingsley,
author
of
Herth 7% Geoffrey Hamlyn,” ** Ravenshoe,”
&e. New York: Harper
& Bros,
1869,

Has he a call to be a husband who prefers the society of bis “chums” to that of
his wife and children?
Is he a call to be a busband who

Sold by D. Lothrop

CONSULTATION

NA

clung tothe frail raft, as itdashed against
rocks or whirled in eddies. At last day-

FOURTEEN WFEKS COURSE
IN NATURAL
PuiLosorny.
By J. bounun Siecle, A, M..
Privcipalof Elmira Free Academy. author of
“A Fourteen Weeks? Course in Chemisiry”
and **A Fourteen Weeks’ Conrse in As ronowy.”
A. S, Barnes & Co: New York and ChiCugo.

protect ™ her whom he has chosen to be his
wife?

1869.

Co.

ALONE

IN

or

THE CANON.

All the provisions

and

arms had been

lost fn going over the waterfall, and after
that came a succession of
8, blocked
up by masses
of rocks, over

which the rat

was driven and tumbled and sometimes
completely submerged.
In one of these

the logs composing the raft became separated at the upper end, and spread out fanwise
; but White, after

being

thrown

into

the water, regained his place, and refastened them. - Shortly afierward he reached
the mouth of the Colorado Chiquito, which

joins the Colorado proper at night angles,
and creates a strong eddy or whirlpool, In
this whirling of waters, White, clinging
desperately to the raft, was tossed to and
fro for hours, and only when almost unconscious found that be had been released
from the grasp of the liquid arms, and was
«ned more floating down between the lofty
perpendicular walls, Four days had passed since he bad tasted food. Nothing Lad

a

what they could earn for household purpos-

pass, into'such an ocean of thick fine print

young men who make fun of them and their

pleasant country village.
Among
my
schoolmates were two little sisters, by the
names of Katie and Susie Cutting.
Their

es; that they had only one dress between
them,so but one of them could come at a
time, and then, she added—** O Miss But-

as this very useful pictorial history, even although itis enlivened with a great many excellent and useful engravings and illustrations. Your little history is your boat, in
which you sail out into the great sea of history, and fish up curiosities at your leisure.
Examine all the pictures and the maps
that relate to this period of history, and
thus try to fasten it upon your mind. Then,

pictures,

you, look about for any stories or poems
that relate to the same time. I do not at

Your yearning for some

this moment recollect any, except that it oc-

8,
Again resumed
ourney,
On
on certain
, is far
below
day he was taken on shore by
our the eleven
the bloom and freshness of your heart be meusures,
theoretical standard..
It the Chinese, ee. ur
proba, who would
brushed off in silly flirlations.
Render exe
of equal rights in a hie field, should some Yampais.
had not one of them inhim
killed
bave
bly
1
undesirable
themselves
Prove
all,’|
above
zens,
And,
intelligent.
it would
yourself truly

.

When

I was

a little girl,

I lived

in

mother was a poor widow, and she had to trick ! lust night, somebody sent sister a
work very hard to pay the house-rent, and dress just like mine and now she can come
buy food for herself and the children. But to school too. - If I only knew who it was,
Katie and Susie were good girls; and, in I would get down on my knees, and thank
their

summer

vacation, instead of going

them; and so would

to

sister too.

But

we

the sea-shore, or to sowie nice place in the don’t know, and can’t imagine; but we
country to board, they stayed with their have done all we could—we've prayed for
them. And, O Miss Buttrick ! we are so
ries, and sold them to help buy their food happy, and so glad! Ain't you, too?” .
* Yes; indeed,l am,” the teacher repled.
and clothes.
At moe when there were no berries to| The next Monday little Susie entered the
pick,
thes little girls used to braid straw school-room, her face radiant with smiles,
to sell,
sell. . I
when school kept, they and approaching the teacher,she exclaimed,
breid,
morning and evening, to help in tones musical as anightingale’s, * O Miss
would breid,

their mother all they could; for they were

Buttrick ! I'm coming to school every day;

thoughtful children. One winter,their mother was sick most of the time, and all th

and [ am so glad I”
:
:
Miss Batirick told me afterwards, that
she felt then as she had never felt before,
‘“ that it was more blessed to give than, to
receive,” I think no millionaire, when he
sees his name in public print, lauded for

Katie and Susie could earn had to be spent

. for fuel and food ;- so, they could not buy
them any ‘clothes; and how to manage,
. when the summer sehool began, they, could
not tell.

9

hia thousand-dullar charities, ever

;

as happy

Their mother was much better; so they
could both be sparedto go to school;

but,

as did

the

felt half

poor schoolteacher,

who deprived herself of some coveted pleas-

alas! they had but one dress that was de- ure, that she might buy that fatherless girl
cent to wear. This one
ged to Katie, a calico dress.— Merry's Museum.
.
the elder of the two ; so it was decided

_ she should go to school, and teach Susie

that

at

* plight what she had learned in the course

ofthe

“fortnight;

bit Susic’s little sad, sorrowful

results are mournful.

When women

and

too

there is no bitterness ingeligion or politics

| like their bitterness.

v

cars to me that the opera of Norma
founded upon this period.
I do not pretend to be your guide upon

this subject, 'but suggest to you that you
should inquire of your literary friends
| ‘whether there are any works of fiction that

both of -

tg. wear.

Ths ability to ‘make

illustrate the Roman period of England
France.

:

:

mantic young

lady, they will do, although

they gaze at your fresh young faces admiiingly, and send or give you charming verses and bouqets. No matter what *‘ other

girls do,” do not youdo it. School-girl flirtation may end disastrously, as manya fool-

us when measured by our stundurd, deficiencies

in some points being compensated in others—
these differences being desirable in the same de-

one to love is a

great need of every woman's heart.

there id*a time for everything.

tell

your

ashamed

mother

everything.

to tell her;

gree thut individoslity is desirable.

But

Do not let

Never

will give you something to write about,
think about, and talk about. It will give
you something to say to intelligent people,

roof of inferiority, of inability to contribute
their full share fo the general good, and the ina.
bidey 1s com ; te with heir neighbors would in-

be

who should be your

evitubly result
in their disappearance
Wish 1 14 oving rivals, ap
from

should

happen

them.

to be thrown

with

The questions of a thoughtful, girl, whose

ject, are always pleasant to cultivated men
and women, and you will be surprised to
find how much information you may pick up
in this way.
:
This short sketch of how you are to treat

# historic period is a specimen

of how your

" Or, instead of taking the little Markham's

he seen but the foaming

waters, the blank,

hare walls and the thread of sky above.
For more than a week he had been av the
bottom of a trench,

a mile

in

depth.

Ex-

hausted and hungered, he even sought to

suck hig own blood, but the

shriveled, blistered

arm

aspect of his

frightened him.

It was then that he cameby a flat strip of

shore with bushes growing onit. Here he
sto ih avaureg some
n leaves and

od

sa
the
Seifered gave and
a

Tossted

a:

after a short rest,
yag
ro eat,and

an Toth

White tottered to his raft and floated down-

ward.

ea

:

DELIVERANCE AT LAST.

Three days afterwards he was aroused
elements of our population, A large Chinese
Strong arms were
emigration is the strongest argument against im- from stupor by voices.
thrown about him, and bearded faces lookmediate und unqualified suffuge, With the
pect of an unparalleled influx of Chinese, it is of | ed pity inglyupon him,
He was tended and

mmediate importance that we insist upon their
understanding our social und political orgsnizaton before giving them a voice, and this can he
done only by 10sisting upon a residence of sever.

al years inthe country,
snd by an educational
test, which should not be ‘less than the ability to

read and speak the English lungusge.

op

Indeed,

this is only an additional illustration of the ne-

Charley V., a bright little fellow of near-

cessity for an.educgdonsl

ly four years, attended a series of protraci-

or

the

n view of all the possibilities of the case
fore us, it becomes evident now, more than er
before, how important it is that we should turn
Jour energies toward Americanizing
the foreign

Cross-wise.
4

If an infe-

rior Yuce, or large Dadies hf Yiloun and eriminal
people, prosper and mult
t does not invalidate this rule, but rather s
thut our ott

- There are very fine photographs of the a mother, that which is most important that
Roman remains in France and England— she should know. It is very sad that indiffor example, of the amphitheaters at Nis- ‘ferent persons should know more about her
own fair daughter than she does herself—
mes and Arnes.
)
Rel. Telescope. .
A
. Now, the work of inquiring for all these
‘

the di-tinction specified is the crucial test course is to proceed.

of munl nes,

The political aspect of the question is that of
the most immediate importance, for wany obvious reasons.
Nothing is more certain than the
impossibility of a foreign race continuing 10 live
and incresse in America, in other than 1wo conditiogs, viz., either under the animal breeding
system of slavery, or (and probably only) by he.
ing equally strong with the European element, in
the
wuverage
of all things which constitute
strength in this age. Thé ubility of any people
to prosper, muliiply and co-exist among us,
proves them to possess un average equality with

best friend and confidant, all you think and
or feel. “Itisso very strange that so many
young girls will tell every person before

day. Katie went every day for a sex thrusts itself into the JacheFs work the mind is fully awake upon some literary sub-

much for her ; they must think upmanly men set themselves up to judge pf
which they could both go. general truths they always fail to distinguish
At last, they decided that Katie should go between the man and his opinions. Hence
face was
of some

would

by way of calling in imaginationto help ish, wretched young girl could tell you.

Af you
GOD MADE MEN to take care of principles
~~women to care. for persons, . When either

speaking in a way that

make their checks burn with shame if they
knewit. ‘All this, most credulous and ro-

qualification

in

the

hatter of siizmnaiip. in general, snd it should
seem sufficiently clear 10 convince even the most

cared for by the Mormons

and, with his strong

of this place,

constitution, soon

re-

gained health, and has now. no desire to
leave the spot where good Samaritans min-

istered unto him. He is in good health and
doing well, and does not wish to renew
his experience.
— Chris. Intel.

ed meetings with his mother” in the town
of B. Charley's father was a very surly

contirm«d advocates of universal suffrage,

body.

with, regard to Mongolians,
Everything which
bedi to exidude them from he rest of -the coms,
munity
1, In a greater
degree, everything’

most agreeable is usually the most beneficial. In selecting methods of exercise,
‘every individual 8 ould be guided by his

of Oulifornia~the common rights of bumsniry,
not only affects seriously the character.
of
uliens und retards the growth of the regionthein

ehange frequently from one exercise to another. It is well even to consult our whims

ropesn element, producing those ‘morsl evils
which were the worst’ results of slavery with us

we should strive to
prevent our exercise
from becoming a dry
, mechanical routine, The en should go with the muscles.
he

The danger most to be guarded nguinst, is the
enactment or continuance of rpecinl Jegislution

mau, and seldom spoke pleasantly to auyOae evening, at meeting, the

min-

ter talked about bearing the cross, if we
wished to go to heaven ; and the next, morn-

everybody, found fault with everything

on

the table, and finally left the house in great

As A RULE, food which js beet enjoyed is
best digested. Just so exercise ‘which is

which denies 10 themi—as do practically
he hing own

ing, at the breakfast-table, Mr. V. seemed

to be more surly than ever; he scolded at

No.

The next wmorn-

which ehsued
resulted in the decision to go
down the river, since to go back wus almost
sure death from the Indians. So they abandoned the mules,—and ‘traveled down the

ful

WOMEN'S SUFFRAGE: the Reform against Nature,
By Horace Bushpell. New York : Chas.

Recently an article on the fitness of certain
ladies to become wives, has been going the

of

rock,

Baker fellat the first fire, say-

«THE
G

LIGHTS AND SENSATIONS IN FRANCE, GERMA-/
NY AND SWITZERLAND: or, Experiences of an
American Journalist in Europe.
By Edward
Gould Buffum. author of ** Six Months in the
Gold Mines.” ete. New York: Harper & Bros.
1869. Suid by D. Lothrop & Co.

and ‘Wives.
——

banks

tien they retreated down into the canon.

"Books - Received

my dear, I am not so much

the

ing, “Boys, save yourselves.” But his
comrades fought until he was détl, and

low and #rivial society. It would make it good as pastors, as teachers, without it P—
in'pssible for you to read a great part of:| WwW. G.
:
:
the trashy novels of the.day, and that would
be a great point gained.
making out a course of readiifg for you as
showing you how you may make one out
for yourself.
Some other time I will continue the subject., Meanwhile, write me what you think
of this so far.— Hearth & Home.

river,

of perpendicular

| ing, August 24, they ascended, and were
the good ‘suddenly assailed by gun-shots from a band

:

Cun any one afford to despise

like forming the acquaintance of first-class
people—it prevents your wandering into

were masses

2000 feet high. Both men and animals suffered for water, and it was a day before
they could reach the stream which dashed

it, feelits’ be as the lutle one said, ** a dood man.”

beauties, you will find that you have gained
more than a knowledge of history—you will
have formed a taste for first-class writing.

Forming

those” words,

“silent prayer went up to God

ter to the concert, rather than accompany
;
I will recommend that you take some one his wife? °
yards of the same material, purchased a particular country; and since we are of
Has he a call to be a husband who
dress for little Susie, and sent it in such a Anglo-Saxon origin, it had better be Eng- comes home late at night, without at once
way: that the donor could not be detect- land. . Bat, as we are also partly French in giving a kind and satisfactory reason for
ed.
| our origin, and as English history fora his‘absence from home?
Very bright and happy looked Katie Cat- great many hundred years consists almost
Has he a call to be » husband who does
ting the next morning, as she entered entirely in the quarrels between the French not keep his wife well and truthfully postthe school at an early hour. Sae only wait- and the English, you will do well to take ed in regard to the state of his finances?
Has he a call to be a husband who tells
ed to take off her things, and hang them up, the French history along with it.
ere she approached Miss Buttrick, and said,
The best plan is to begin with some short his wife to ‘‘ take that baby away or stop
{ ¢ Alter this week, Sasie is coming to school sketch or text-book, in which the main im- itserying, ” while he reads the evening pawith me every day; and oh, I am so portant features of the history of each coun- per and has no sympathy with the mother
try are briefly set down. And for this pur- in her care for the little fellow ?
glad I”
Has he a call to be a husband who canpose, I know of no books so good as Mark“ Welldone ! That is good news,” reman’s Histories of England and France, not sympathize with his wife in matters
plied the teacher, kindly.
* I see that Sa
which are divided into corresponding peri- which deeply interest her?
sie is fond of her books; and I am
Has he a call to be a husband who thinks
thankful that you both can have an op- ods, and can very well be taken together.
.
more
of a fine moustache, a good ** Havanportunity to study ; but, .can your mother
Take the first period in both histories,
=
spate both of you ?” » contifiued
the teacher which is the ancient Roman one, when Eng- na,” a well broiled steak, a cup of coffee,
land and France alike were parts of the in fact of his stomach, than of the kitchen,
Pleasant/y,
If now you want or the personal comfort of his wife ?
4
Oh, yes, ma’am—yes, ma'am; she can great Roman Empire.

‘Why behave like an owl!

Useful

the

ter; it was rather long for her; and she evi{ dently did not feel at ease when the teacher
louked earnestly towards her.

You bird of beanty and love,

The

to

her seat

{ It did not fit Susie as well as it did her

¢ O nightingale !” cooed a dove, ‘“O nightingale! what's the use ;

\

received

| sume dress

Though feathers hid h
ce ;
She knew they had heard her song,
She felt them snicker and sneer;
She thought this Life was.too long,
And wished she could skip a year.

Phi

no-

attention

Katie retained

might tear my dress.”

2 lark, arm-in-arm with a thrush,
Came sauntering up to the place ;

And

covered

She

| Miss Butirick advised her to go out and play ;

She tucked her head under her wing,
And pretended to be asleep!

There was

curls.

| as recess-time, the same as Susie had done.

But was far too proud to speak;

a,

| hair; while Susie's eyes were

| with a profusion of golden

she hid from the moon.

feet.

eyes and chestnut

A nightingale made a mistake;
" She sang a few notes out of tune;
- An

of deli-

:
are the

then there

sorts and kinds!

absent,

grant each day our trespass-es may
There was
| but Katie occupied her seat.
cease;
4
'
something very interesting in these two
Forgive our evil deeds that oft we do;
little girls, one twelve years old, and the
Convince us daily of them to our shame;

on

Where are you going to get time to

read?
And

every day that Katie had” been at school,
she had worn the same dress,’ or one just

Oh!

us

ties?

neatly made, and had never been washed.
While looking at it, she remembered that

like it.

ladyhood

bought,
aud altered, and trimmed and made,

to notice it particularly.
It was nothing
but a dark-colored, ninepenny print, very

Sure is our fall intv the depth of woe,
Carnal i» mind, we’ve not a glimpse of joy
Raised against heaven; in us no hope we
know.
O give us grace and lead us on the way;
Shine on us with thy love and give us peace.
Self and this sin that rise against us slay.

a

all the awful re.

dnd made over, and only peor little you to
attend to all’ this complication of necessi-*

voice, as she said, *‘ Tam afraid I should
tear my dress,” that Miss Battrick was led

Unless it-s power temptation doth destroy.

with

«When you will be obliged to change the
trimmings of your hat every week, and the
buttons of your sack will be out. of fashion
in a month—when' dresses will need to be

to

Taere was such a pecudiar tone in Susie's

~

!

child,

sponsibilitiesof young

continued

dow, and look out, if you are willing.”

0 God, thy will be dune from eurth to heaven;

Help us with heavenly bread, forgive

What, my

go out and play with the other little girls;
[ the fresh air will do you good."
4
.* I had rather not.
I am afraid I should
tear my dress ; but I will stand at the win-

Graceless our will, we live for vanity ;
Louthing the very be-ing, evil in de~ign,
Reclining on the Gospel, let us live,
In earth from sin deliver-ed and forgiven;
Oh! as thyselt but teach us to forgive,

said,

had beter lay aside your

the

leave school.

very
;

still

study; and the teacher

That
How

recess-time,

to wotk

that fresh, econfid ng faith that you seem to

multiplicity of plants,

ister said, if we want to go to heaven, we
must bear the (ross; and I am sure pa does

supposing the average intellectual level of the
people to be on an. equality with that of its most
liberal minds; but it should not be demanding
too. much to expect to find this qualty in the
Tawgivers of a land Which ¢ldims that ** all men

time."— Rural Neiw- Yorker.

Sn

3

We

—they prevent your losing your way ina

was:

child,” said his mother; ‘ what makes you
think.so?”
¢ Why, ma, you know the min-

tables are like roads built in ‘a great forest

school?" It is a question that troubles some of

another, and the reply

well,” answered Susie; * bytwe are going
10 take turns. Sister is conling offe day,

Make known the gospel truth; our “Father King,

i

give us.through the columns ot Hearth and Home.
a course of reading for girls atter they leave

trick ; ¢*but, why didn’t you come,t00? You
seem to be fond of study.”
:

al

here intercourse between the Europesn and
history, you might, if you had courage, take 1 rage. He had scarcely closed the door,
races. To suppose that.a whole
the pictorial history alone. =
when. Cbarley said, ‘Ma, pa will go to ‘non-Eurepesn
state or nation is able to rise above all prejudice
race, to look upon such a question -frim a
friend ; Bégin to read it by the table of contents, heaven, won't he?” ¢Tdon't know, my ofcosmopolitan
standpoint,is almost the same as

Shall the Girls Read?

question, but reacts most injuriously

on the Eu-

=a reaction which is the curse following

every.

individual

tastes.

and our varying moods,

It

is

better

to

Above all things,

a

we

What

They had tried this plan about a week,
when, one day, the good and gentle teach-

ow ¥

ay

hi

THE
the earth i not so very

better,

best!

Oae

always

did

feel

ence being exerted by these bodies.
More
mysterious, if possible, than any of. the
fucts we have discussed,is the phenomena
of magnetic storms.
The needle has been.

80 thin & crust only as we have here
been allowed,—about. the thickof a sheet of tissue
paper pasted
u globe two feet in diameter we supproportionally that is. But hencewe can walk as heavily as we please,

or stop a tew seconds longer in a plaice may

« be, without fear of the grass beginning to
singe under our slippers. Capital, isa'vit,
all round ?
ay
But how nice and accurate a science this
geology must be, though, and how very
accommodating
that its theories

a sea

to 8 man’s feelings, too,
can so frequently ** suffer

change, into

strange!”
. Andwhere

something

i,
ave the savans

rare

and

wan
who were but

just now holding on so tightly to their hit
Plutouic notions?
“Up in a balloon,” of
course, as everybody says and sings. And

"may

they have as good success with their

» thermometers in the upper
atorerige with thém

shall see

that there

just a litle uncomfortable stepping ab ut
upon
totore
ness
upon
Dose.
orth

planets?
We

hot

inside as they once pretended—melted lava
slopping out occasionally through volcanic
vent-holes to the contrary notwithstanding
Good,

the

air as they had

in the reeking mines,

What then will they find? Verily, if before they could become perfectly confident
that because the mercury rose as they descended, therefore the interior must be
nothing ‘more nor less than boiling granite
down twenty-four miles below the surface,
—they will doubtless discover that as the
mercury sinks proportionally as their light

is evidence of some Buch

infla-

exhibiting for several weeks the mast’ perfect uniformity of oscillation. Day after
day, the careful microscopic observation
of the needle’s progress has revealed a

is the sublimest passion of which
nature is capable P—Compassion.
are the sweetest words in the world?
are wy affinity.”
ure the saddest words P—*1 don't
:
Si
is your aim in life P— Amiahility.
is your motto P—When you must

you'd better.

i

Marvels’ of
ny

in proclaiming its merits, the

be startled by the staries
Mr. Bowles,

steady swaying to and fro, such as may be | A Leavenworth ‘paper, of the 20th, gives

seen in the masts of a stately ship at anchor
on the scarce-heéaving breastof ocean,

Suddenly achange is noted; irregular jerk.
ing movements are ‘perceptible, totally dis.
tinct trom the regular perivdic oscillations.

A magnetic’ storm

is in progress.

But

where 18 the center of disturnance, and
what are she limits of the storm? The answer is remarkable. If ‘the jerking move-

ments ohsérved in places spréad over: very

large regions of the earth—and in some
well authenticated cases over the whole
earth—be compured with the local time,
it is found that (allowance being made
for difference of longitude) - they occur precisely at the same instant, Toe magnetic
vibrations thrill in.one movement through
the whale frames of our earth! But a very
singular circumstance jis observed to charac-

terize these maguoetic storms. They are
nearly always observed to be accompanied
hy the exhinition

of the auroraia high

i udes, northern

and

southern,

lat-

Probably

they never happen without such display;
but numbers of duroras escape our notice.
Tne converse proposition, however, has

Though

we think there eould be no danger

home onthe Siline river,

he

heard,

ment and murdered a large

number of peo-

ed, and was almost paralyzed with

grief at

such sharp heel-spur of a common-sense
pamphlet or article were more frequently

applied,
the dear little animal would make
better time up the. hill of true science than
he has in the past. The nag needs pricking often no less than a tighter rein at.the
mouth too,—is apt to shie badly at every
corner rock, we notice,

or to stumble over

every old bone thrown up from below the
surface ; also stops
too oliten at every new
imaginiog of every new passer-by who
chances to pick up a pebble and fall to
guessing about it.

Qa, tor one or two reliable certainties in
the science, to be yearly establisbed,—beyond this certainty,

we mean,

that human

imagioationsas to world-building always
work

too

dreadfully easy,—ever inclining

also to leave
lurch.

Moses

and

Genesis

in the
:

The effort to make everyhody believe
that the earth is chockful of melted adamant

and porphyry (slowly
* cooling,y) will
have to be relinquished
henceforth though.
that is, if Presvyterian Reviews are at all
reliable, as of course they are.
What facts are there stated? Well, for one
thing, be it henceforth known to all the
world of ignoramuses, granite has

bern masafsctured : and
of-fice” process either,
alwavs declared it was
aqueous agencies. That

actully

not by any ** ballas Plutonists have
first made, but by
is to say, granite

:

—

5

The Kansas Tribune. tells a story of a
patriotic schoolma’m in the State whose
school was

attended by

the

children

of a

badly galvanized old reb.. She taught her
pupils sundry patriotic songs, and among
them

“Old

John

Brown.”

The

old

man

remonstrated in vain. Tae school econtinued to sing the obnoxious songs. Finally
he ‘ withdrew
” his children from school,
and sent a colored boy, living in his family, with word

that if she was

such a lover

of ‘niggers,’ she could teachyhis Tom, but
he wouldn't allow his childref
to be taught
by any abolition, nigger worshiping woman alive, supposing that a big row would

follow, and the *nigyer®be tarned ou.
The thing pleased the lady; she put Tom

to bis studies

for the

Dear Sir:
deal

of

trouble, and

't seem

-diposed
to-ap
e education ; but your
little son Thomas, whom you sent to-day,
seems so much

more

intellectual than

any

of the other members of your family, and
so obedient
to his tasks, that I hope
you will send

him

constantly, and I bave

no doubt that with proper training, he will
illustrate your family more for bis many
good qualities.
Truly yours.

“We are sorry tosay that the poor colored youth dido’c return the next day,
but the singing of patriotic songs still goes
on around that schoul-house.

on;

his children dead, shot
third child bad five
body, one entéring his
of five inches.
The
lying at Mr. Zeigler's

pounds

the

six years

lv was murdered for some time past. Mr.
Alderdice is here to make his complaints
in personto the

military,

and

see

|.

A

Five-Cent

has

a young woman

short tine
standing

was obliged

nately took

en

a train

blade

was

hroken,
in

which

tore

"he

recovered.

railroad,

ward

him to stop at
insured.

getting

back

to

St. Paul he found that his forced absenee
had upset a business arrangement which he
had

expected

loss to him

to complete,

of $5,000.

at a pecuniary

Meantime

which

layed,

effect upon

bled-her-henlth-that-her- mariage
which

had

a

bad

so

It was ¢ertainly not

* taken

on the spor,”

thongh the coloring may be excellent

and

the strats * well outline |—that is, considering that no man ever yet ** went deeper” than three miles into the crast of un
earth eight thousand miles in diameter,
A~ well put trast for clear impressions in
a p cture tracing the exact shape and appearance of the gold pavings up in Dea.
Quirk's ** spirtooal heaven."—

Advance.

‘The Earth a Maznet.
—

ravicy, or as the distribution of light
Bre will not appunr very surprising.

moon

and
But

ex.

ervisss a distine'ly tracenls’ effect upon
the magnetic needle seems tous
kh very romark able ond, Wa receive very little light
from the mon, mach less (in enmparison
with the sun's light) than most. persons
would suppose, anl we get no perceptible
from

her,

Therefora in would

What is your favorite amusement P—Riding down Broadway in an omuibu.,
What is yofiv favorite occupation P—Ea-

ad-

mire in Man P—Persistency.

*

upon the earth, and that this influence
should vary aceording to the same Inw as

heat

und tights.
Where would you like to live? —In clover,

What trait of character do you most

sy stem, should exercise » magnetic infl ence

Sabine that the

In History P—Joseph,
>
Book to take up for an hour P—Hervey's
Medirations among the Tombs,
What Book (not religious) would you part
with last P—My pocket book,
What epoch would you choose to have
lived in?—Before the era of woman's rights

dorging for frien sa,

That the sun, the source of light and heat
and the great gravitating centur of the solar

tha discovery by

on.

enfee-

[he anxiety and expense of the whole affair

Obitnaries.

seem

rather 0 the iuflyence of mass aud proxim-

What trait of character do you most ad-

mire in Woman P—Consistenuy.

I not yourselt, who would you rather be?

—Susan

B

Anthony,

What is your idea of happiness? —Clam-

ming,

What

is your

tht you are one

idea of misery P—Feeling
ron many,

{

Want is your bete noire P—Being
dneed-to people Fon't-snow,

intro-

What i« your dreain P—S acting in new,
What do you host dread P—Guing to
Brooklyn.»
»f
vy
What do vou believe to ba your distin-

| giishing

characteristics P—Constancy, . in-

dustry, and ccouowmy.

:

¥

Old Testament

revelations, is now

almost

noiversally admitted by all Christian philosophers; und, being admived, thers is no
longer among them the least anxiety lest
the truth of the

Bihla ghonld

he

overturned

or weakened. "—t hilosophy of Health.
A SWARM of hepd lit gn the front of plo.
como 1ve on a Vermont puileoad a fow days
ago, unl the engine r not daring to distury
them, they gotn tres 1ide into Canada,

Brevity is specially important.

Not more than a

single square can well be afforded to any single
obituary.
Verses are inadmissible.

the

place.

representing

He

Forlg70.
On March 23, the requisite blanks to be
filled to aid in making out the statistics for
the Register for 1870, were sent to all the
'Q. M. Clerks. Inthe same package were
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3
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MR. HUGH SHILLIN died in Garland, April 29,
of consumption, aged 40 years,

MRS. GRACE LapD died in Garland,

of consumption,aged 85 years.

May

A. W. REED.

in

hope

of

address

of

27,

put the P. O. address of either of the above,
as the case may be, in the same blank
space in which they put the name of the

Pastor, &c. The latter can easily be done
by. placing the name a little higher up, in
quite snl] fetters, and the P. O. address on
the line.
ri
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1,44
864
Minutes of General Conference,
single,
,75
20
9
&~ There is no discount on the Minutes by the

dozen.

&

From these pri- |

SIH

ces we make

to Sunday

on

dozen, 11,52
single,
25

do

12,58

6

Life of Marks,
do
do
Church Member’s Book,
do
do
do
Treatise,
do

bought elsewhere in New England.
In addition to the publications of others, we offer our own prize books which
arc not excelled by any other books
of their class. In another column, see

LIBERAL

0

do

do

1,96

otal

A

single, 1,20

do
Christian Baptism, Bound,

schools at as low rates as they can be

A

dozen,

de

History,

:

dozen, 10,56

rg
0

Builte0 .

‘We will furnish Libraries to Sunday

list, and retail prices.

do

Pui

DISCOUNT

VAD
F

schools.

a. better

y

MRS. SARAH BURGIN, wife of Mr.

gin und

daughter of

Wm,

Orvis Rar

and Rhoda Cheney,

died of consumption in Washington, Vr, May 8,
uged 19 yeurs, She was an amiable and blooming
bride, and quite religiously disposed for one year
before her death;
taken from earth’s transient
gurden sod transplanted in imwortal prime,
SISTER SALLY CURRIER, wife of Jucob Currier, dived in Orange, Vi, May 11, nged 61 yenrs,
she embraced celigion in youth and umted with
the church in Corinth, where she remained until
a few years since, when she changed her spiritual
home to Kast: Orange.
After enduring sad ute
fichons,

trouble of mind. and much

noel folding her hands

bodily suffers

suid, * Now | am

gong

spised the affliction of the affhicred.”

JAm¥s CHASE Jied in Wheelock,
ped

O.

do

b
do

as the case may be. Q. M. Clerks will please

April 9. of consumption, azed 20 years.

.

by requested to give the P.

3

the Pastor, Ordained or Licensed Minister,

MR. GEORGE PENINGTON died in Garland, Me.,

92 years,

He

experienced

Vt.

religion

May

4,

fn early

life nnd anited with the FR, church fn Sanborn
ton. Nol. where he then hved,
Father OUnuge
hus suffered much affliction, bur always with a
Christian spicit.
He has buried two wives, snd
only three of his Targe family of ehvldren line 10
mourn
the los of ther exXeellent tither,
He
wis familiar with the Scriptures and his gomversation was soriched by feoquent quota
baug, Jost

PERUVIAN
An

SYRUP,

Iron

WITEIITT
Chronic

selizer Spa is worth all the treasures of California
an
Peru, and it has this advantage over them : Chem-

istry can reproduce it. In TARRANT’S SF LTZER APERIENT ite remedial ingredients are all press nt—while
Tae effects of this
every useless element is omitted
delici us effervescent preparation in dy spapsia, sick
headache, heartburn, bilionsness, constipation, and
nervons weakness, are Sumani tehital marvels which

ALCOEIOLy

. Mukes the Weak Strong.
Cures

All the Gold and Diamond Wines of the
Earth are of less value thun ons healing Spring. The

Tonic,
-

Diseuves,

must by exp rienc: d to be b
lievec
27
ROLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS,

Invigorates the Brain,
Cures

Dyspepsia and

Debility,

ASELL
FEMALE
SEMINARY,
Aubaradale,
4 Ma 8. Best advantages in every department,
Fall Term begins Sept. 830 1869, Addresn

Vitalizes and Enriches the Blood.

PARLOR “TEAM

MORE,

plete:

wluss,

A pugs

pamphlet

sent

Prop’r, 36 Dey st, N. Y,

DR.

lye
’

WATER,
the’ Blgat, froignted

oriental spie flowers,

are not so

with

oo

ko.:

ENGINE:

Metal;

will work for hones

Boiler

an?

Furnace com-

if supplied with

froe irom danger; a © i'd can work

trou with insurnetisns for $1 00,
m7

NO

them.

water,

Sent

Address,

WALTER

HOLT,

102 NASSAU STREET, NEW } ORK,

HONSK TKAINING.
Just out, a hook con.
tating a new system of horse teaming, from the

J. P. DINSMORE, $6 Day st, N. Y.

GaLws from Araby

Made eniirelv 0o'

Dine

SCROFULA in all its forms!
CONSUMPTION by Inhalation |

Clr nilars trea.
breath of

J. P.

H. ANDERS’

IODINE
Cures
Cues

free,

CUSHING.

W.

CHAS,

4w27

CAUTION.—All
geniine has the name * PERU.
VIAN SYRUP,” (not “Peruvian Bark”) blown in the

the

sntrano-

“ FLOR DE
»& the poriuma of. PHALON'S
inz
tetore his death ha deliberately sreangen
AV” the naw perfume for the handkerchief.
1s |
business utfaies; und chuse the followiog usthe
Sold by all druggists.

LJ

A

of

and much improved about the

dress of each; and church Clerks are” here-

an insertion.

MR. OLIVER PAYNE died in Orange, Vt, June
13, utter u brief struggle, at the nge of 19 years,
6 months,
i
8. W. CowrLL,
‘

all

Of course

enlarged

first of April.

equal to five cents a line, to insure

only

but

}| fof the use of Sunday School scholars, wag

Pasimody,
Lomo.
ta Sheep,” sine, 16" B13136
do Embossed Morocco, single, 1,10 .,16

home,” Her bist days wera very happv, und she
met her tate in glorions trivmph,
Funersl discourse fram Pan, 22: 24, * Par he hath uot de

of. Moses

a family of ten children,

settlers

Myrtle

rE This semi-monthly, published by the
= ST Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment, .

lines for the names of the Pastors, Ordained Ministers and Licensed Ministers have
sufficient length in which to give the ad-

an! supply, and in the records of geology
and chemistry, the most perfect harmony
and consistency. Thaat this view is truv, not
revelativas

Address
L. R. BURLINGAME,
gp
Dover, N. H.

Particular Notice!
Persons wishing obitua
ries published in the Morning Star, who do not
patronize it, must accompany them with cash

fog patiently, she made all necessary preparation,

the

sale prices.

Single
and dy the dozen ; also Postage on the same.

of

water, and the arrangements for its’ perpet-

I am going.”’ and soon

furnished
at whole-

enclosed blanks, for each church Clerk. In
those which were sent to the latter, the

lung diseuse, she departed

the formation

or to replenish old ones,

can'send us their orders which will be filled
with our own publications as fast as they
-are ready, or will be filled with the books

Statistics for the Register,

see. Similar cases are likely to occur, so
long as people will persistin throwing orange
peel around loose..

rest.

respecting

”

designing to get new Sabbath

school Libraries,

“was of 4 doubting mind, having no confidence in
himself, until the last years of life, when the
doubfs were removed, and only a sense of his
unworthiness, aud the worthiness of the Saviour
‘was the theme for conversation.
Though suffer.
ing somewhat, he was patient, knowing that the

the

thus far has been enormous, as anybody can

plants and animals, we find a description of

of Moses

- Parties

worked upon the mind of the girl that she | tie of his release was near, often saying, “1
is now in the insane hospital at Middletown.
have got most through.”
He passed away as
Her father, outraged by the conduct of the one that falletn asleep, Sermon by Rev. L. HathCoM.
young man, brought a suit for breach of away from Acts 13:36.
promise, apd has just recovered $10,000.

the earth as being covered with vegetation,
and the animals as being created, which
was to finish the preparation of it for man,
just when the arrang-ment was completed
by which vegetation and animals could be
perpetually supplied with water. If, then,
we take the view of De. Kurtz, that the narrative of Moses was ‘simply prophecy
described backwards.’ and of Coalmers,
Pye Smith and Hugh Miller, ad other
Christian phil wophers, * that the Mosaic acord

Sabbath school.

wanted:

and contributed largely for its prosperity.

was de-

young man, aad he finally broke the engagement and married a wilow in Minpesuta with four small children. This so

word of

count of ereation van only be regarded as, a
record of uppearances,” we find in the rec-

became

and

are first class books for the family and the

he suffered many privations incident to a pioneer
life, forming a striking contrast with the privileges enjoyed in his last days.
It is worthy of remark that he lived the remainder of his days
(‘more than 86 vears)«m the same farm that his
father first 160k up, coming in possession at his
father’s deathin 1822... But one of the family,
Rev. Samuel Hatenus, is now living,
His com.
panion, still living, was the first whire female
child born in town. James was of great service
to the early

failing certainty, always be supplied. And
is proved 10 be a sort of mortar; and the
NicHOLS, wife of Benjamin Nichols.
bere we shall also find in the book of nature d’edBETSY
most sensible reason now apparent why
of apoplexy, in Columbus,
N. Y., April 21.
the same interesting and complete corrobo- Faithful in the duties growing
M ses did not descrise the habitable earth
Liffith Lank’s Photographs.
out of the relations
of wife, mother and neighbor, the loss is all the
ration of the word of God.
as a crust forming over a globe of molien
Away back in the ages of eternity, farther more severely felt by all ¢oncerned, The poigngranite is, that he was an inspired man- ~The N. ¥Y. Evening Post gives us the folthan the imagination of the human mind can uncy of grief may be alleviat-d by the thought
and knew better—as molten granite never lowing contribution to the Mental Photothat, ** The Lord's appvintment is the servant's
had or can have an existence!
Expose it graph Album, by Charles H. Webb. It is reach.—**in the beginning, Gud created the hour” to die.
8. 8.Capy.
heavens
and
the
earth,”
the
sun,
moon,
and
toa melting heat and it loses its specific
HELEN
A.,
daughter
of
Samuel
and
Susan Amas
follows
«
stars,
and
every
element
of
matter
contained
gravity, and is thenceforth ng more ** granof Madison, N, H, died of consumption,
Your favorite color’—Red—when it wins. in them; But for ages the condition of brose,
ire” than ashes is moltea coal, cooled down.
18, aged 19 years,
Beloved by all, her death
Flower P—Flower of the family.
things was such that all we could under- isMavdeeply
Pitch your hod-full of ashes iato the street,
lamented, hut we ure comfor!
with
Tree?—Mv own roof-tree,
stand, and therefore all that is revealed, is, the words, ** 1 hope he has forgiven mv sin«.”
then, and your ** igneous theories” afier it;
:
C. HURLIN,
Objectin NatureP—A waterfall.
that the ‘‘ earth was without form and
and hereafier'be more willing to be humHour in the dav? —Bed-time.
void.”
.
ble and sensible—especially the latter.
HATTIE, daughter of Solomon and Harriet G
Season of the Year P—First of May.
Here follows a description of the pre-adam- Bolster, died in Easton, Me., June 13, sged 20
Walk forth, ton, over your acres nf old
ears, 6 months, 14 days. About two years ago,
Perfume P—An odor of sanctity.
ite arrangement for providing a perpetual
bu-hy pas'ure land, up there in New Hawpattie was awakened to a sense of her spiritual
Gem P—Jemima.
supply of water, as described by Moses,
shire, without any more crastv feelings on
eondition,
and although she did not publicly conStyle of Beauty P—Grecian, with the bend. und the perfect harmony between the rev- | fess the Saviour,
the subject of a lake of fire beneath, with
yet we entertain a hope that in
elation
to
us
through
Moses,
twenty-five
Painters
P—Old
masters
and
young
misvery tania ** over-castings.” The foundation
her lust hours she became reconciled to her God,
hundred
years
after
the
work
was
finished,
and through the merits of ths dear Redeemer
for the hard-hack and juniper roots
to cling tresses,
. Musicians P~Women who play on my and. the revelation to us in the mouatains, found acceptance with him. Her death hus cust
to, by probably hold up for: quite a spell,
agloom over the family circle.
May 1t be sancti
and rocks, and rivers, and the chemical
feelings.
yer
tied to the spiritual good of her dear friends, who
Piece
of
Sculpture
P—God’s"image,
cut
in
character
of
the
elements
that
compose
Not but that the solid, crystalline, stratso deeply mourn their loss. | C. 8. PITCHER.
them. The chapter closes with the followified rocks may constitute something of a ebony.
MRS. NANCY GRANT, widow of Mr. James
‘ing
extract:
Ports
P—Tupper
(M.
F.)
* grust” over something, indeed; but, for
¢* And then, to complete the harmony of Grunt,of Washingion, Vr. died April 18, aged 72
Poetesses P—Mother Carv’s chickens.
one thing, don't cherish any longer the idea
She was an industrious Christian womthe testimony of Moses and the testimony | years,
Prose Authors P—Walt Whitman,
sm aod for many years a member of the First F.
that that picture in your old geology of
of
nature,
in
the
chemical
composition
of
Character
in
Romance
P—Abbot's
NapoleB.
church
in Corinth.
Afier a severe illness of
the school days, with a painted center of
red-hot granite, is at all reliable or correct.

“Jamie

Jeannie,” and the *‘Boy’s Heaven,” are now
nearly all printed, and will be ready [for our
customers just as soon as they can |be obtained from the binder. Price of each book
75 cents. Postage 8 cents. All of these

them in the Legislature,&c.
He became a Christian in early hte, loved the church much, labored

the injar-

ed girl suffered a relapse,

Little Mit-

tie,” “Making Something,”

sister was

at. the residence of his Sok
87 years, 10 monthy/> HisSpe
Mary Hutchins, mo¥ed fréMC
Damariscotta mn this state, ia 1
]
forced them from thejr home, und they reside
for a timein Bloowfi-ld, where James was d
mn 1731.
Subsequently, in 1783, they moved up
the Carrabassett or seven mile stream, to be the
first white seurlers in what is now New Portland,
James being the fifth and youngest of what afier-

upon

installments be

On

as her

books of this series, viz:

~The

his shoulder-

he was

The five other

“THE CHRIST CHILD,” “Good

the

JAMES HUTCHINS died in New

The Traveler's Insur-

had to pay $250 in weekly

ry, “A Rainy Day ar ScrooL,”
and “THE
BIRTH DaY PRESENT.”
:

Ste was decided in

to her, that she

Price of each book,

$1.50. Postage 16 cents. Also, of the Rainy
Day Beries, we now have ready for deliv-

five

to return

Erie

and

forcing

Dunkirk for repairs.
ance Company.

the

track,

by

The publica. -

will be announced as it

comes from the binders.

was

passed away with that peaceful smile on her
face.
She leaves a father, mother, three sisters
and two brothers, besides numerous otheyp rela-

on account of bu-iness, to await the recovery
of the girl. Od his way back he un'oriuwhich ran off the

Hacket,” and *‘Aunt Mattie.”

Nothing

lightened

before she died.

by her, she said

beautiful home to which

the peel, and fell upon the walk, breaking
her leg. This young woman was to have
been married the next day, but wasn't, The
man who was 10 marry her kad come from
St. Paul, Minn, and

degree

now have in procof which will soon
following: ‘“MasBELL.” ** Sabrina

10 go home.
She was told that she was at home;- of other publishers, and will be
then looking round the roour. answered with a
heavenly smile on her face, * This is not like that to Sabbath schools én Libraries,

Soon after

came along, slipped

is in'some

(These are now ready for

tionof each. book

her principles
and actions, lovely in life and
beautiful'in death, and seemed to bear her sufferings with Christizn patience and resignation.
A

cents in the purchase of an orange, and preparatory to getting himself outside of is,

threw the peel on the sidewalk.

burden

to her death,

and loved to read her Bible,

Tavestment.

The Hartford Courant-says:
A man from the country invested

BU

continued for a single day, should, with un-

She

tian teaching.

delivery.)
Of this prize series, we
ess of publication, some
be ready for delivery,
the
TER AND Pupin,” “May

remembrance
of her many virtues.
Although
she did not make a public profession of religion,
her maunuer of life gave evidence that she was a
Christian.
Some “four years previous to ber
“death there was a revival in J{iram and her elder
sister and some of the youth experienced religion
dnd there seemed 10 he a great change in her;
she wastyoung and timid, but she seemed to take
great interestidsgoing 10 meetings of worship.
She was a Soa
hota loved her Sabbath school
of which she
was amember from early childhood,

}

if any

God, that man was made from the ¢ dust of
the ground ;” and I have endeavored to delineate also the great law of nature by which
the solid elsments of the human system are
constantly supplied ; and we have seen that
less than one-quarter of the weight of the
system is cowposed ot solid matter, more
than three-quarters being water.
We come now to consider the arrangement, equally wonderful, and above human
comprehension, by which water, without
which lite could not have been begui or

our

the most richly dressed, and her children
the stoutest, sturdiest and sauciest in the
world.
:

We have seen that mineralogy, geology,
and patural history all corroborate that inof the

home ~ix days previous

cious ; her women the most self-reliant and

“Water.

statement

thousand

apothecaries.

traiture, and its high and wholesows Chris-

OM.

that skill and Kind friends could do availed to
suve her.
Sune wus the pride and joy of her purents’ hearts; those that knew her best loved her
most.
She was kind and affectionate. and was
very much endeared to us, Our hearts are sad.
and our house lonely because of her absence, but

vine fifteen inches thick and bearing sixtyfive hundred pounds in one season.
ler
men are the most enterprising and. anda

assistance can be render«d him in looking
for his wife and child. He has scouted the
country for a considerable distance around
the scenes of the outrages, and gives it as
his opinion that the savages have not left
this section of the country, but are still
prowling around in bands of from four to
eight.

comprehensible

thirty-seven

His

taken with the typhoid tever, and being anxious
to be with her friends took the stage and arrived

ty pounds, eabbages of seventy-five, onions
Qf four, turnips of twenty-six, and water
melons of eighty pounds, and has a grape

murderers

about

worth

tion by its literary brilliance, its vivid por-

He

inhusbit-

oldest

tial particular, and will at once arrest atten- .

half a century

deford, Me, After stopping a few weeks,she

mud volcanoes and the Yo Semite Valley;
she grows beets’of one hundred and twen-

«d, and all the movable property in the settlement destroyed or carried away.
Mr,

Alderdice came to Kinsas

and

supply the world's

away and prevented them from killing
Smoots. Thirteen persons io all were kill-

ago and has been living out where his fami-

the

than

larz-

boots, breeches and all, in thirty days, and
rich enough in borax, sulphur and swda to

to have been members of the Dog Soldier
band of Cheyennes—came upon the settle
ment about an hoor betore dark,
They di-

kept

of

was more

:

and four hundred dollars) has been found
among her gold deposits; she has lakes
80 voracious that they will eat ‘up a man,

were carried away captives by the Iadians.
It seems that the ludians—who are supposed

They

remains

thor since the award of the prize, is not one
whit behind the prize story in every essen-:

HANNAH AUGUSTA; daughter of Luther and

floa's over her plains for carri-

the.

which

His house was ahome for Christians.

Mehitable Grgy.
of Hiram, Me., died Nov. 20.
1868, aged 16 Core months, 26 days.
I is with
deeply chastened feelings thatewe record the sndden aud unexpected deathof this dearduughter,
She left the parental roofin April; 1863. for Bid-

mountains; the

“SuiNiNG Hours,” having been thoroughly revised and much improved by the au-

was a man of sfilictions. and
often said in
public, ¢* My life is a cup of mixrure.” For a
few weeks before his death, ‘hiv sutferings were
great, but were horne with Cnoristian resignation,
and his last end was peace, He leaves a praving
widow and five children with whom he hoped to’
meet in that bright world that Epows no NTO

ant, as far as identified, have been dug out
of her depths; the biggest naggetof gold
(weighing one hundred and ninety-five

on Saline river, aliveand doing well, "M's.
Alderdice.and her babe, aged eight months,

sent thé poor reb the following letter:
a great

est bird

dead on the ground, with four bullets in his

day, 4nd at night

4, May 8.1869.
Your other children gave me

rivers abound in her

finding one of his children, six yewrsofage,
body, and anotherof
with five mrows. A
arrow. wounds in his
back to the depth
wounded one is now

ago.

variety her long stretch north and south
does not present, her mouatains and val
leys introduce. © Dead volcanoes and sunken

pie and destroyed considerable property.
On arriving at his bome he found it desert:

that was awarded the prize of $500, and is
a work of unuspal genius, skill and power.

the old homesiead,
In early life he experienced
religion and united with the F. W, B. church in:

Cunterbury,

S. S. Superintendents,

Four new books just published and ready
for delivery. Two of them are the prize
stories:
‘ANDY LUTTRELL,” is the story

MARK DAVIS died in Canterbury, May.1, aged
78 years, Bro. D. was born, lived, and died, on

Whitney soars to fifteen thonsand feet,and
is the highest peak of the Republic.
Sne
bas a waterfall fifteen times as high as Niagara,
All climates
are her own; what

when

‘about three miles from his residence, that
# band of Indians had been into the settle-

ammunition.

All in the Family,

ofyits greatness.

in the Atlantic Monthly, falls

Tn her, nature is as boundless in its fethe following particulsrs in regard to the cundity and variety as it is strange and
recent massacerof thirteen persons upon ‘startling in its forms.. . While Swirzeriand
has only four mouotains that rise to a
Saline river by the Indians:
¢ Oa Sunday, My 30, as Mr. Thomas hight of thirteen thousand feet, California
.Alderdice was returning from Salina to his has one or two hundred, while Mount

‘been established as a universal one. N)
headed balloon goes up, the temperature at great display of the aurora ever occurs vided into*bands of from five to seven, ani
without a strongly marked magnetic storm. “made simultaneous attacks in di
ent lothie nedrest star must therefore be about—
seventeen trillions below: zero, —that’s all. Magnetic storms sometimes last for several’ calities. Mr. Weitzel, a farmer, who lived
hours or even days.
Remembeiiag the ia- about two miles from Mr. Alderdice’s house
A poorruale that won't work both ways,
But now let us ask two very serious sci- fluence which the sun hs been found to was murdered, together with a comrade,
enutic questions before we farther go. (a) exercise upon the” magnetic needle, the and Mrs. Weitzel was carried off by the
It a siagle text-beok in geologv costs u question will naturally arise, has the sun savages in company with the wife of our
anything to do with magnetic storm~? We informant. The Weitzels were from Hancollege student two dollars in 1869, how
Oa the over, and had only been in thé @hthiry
- much will all the geological theories of the have clear evidence that he has.
present day be worth fifty years hence? (hb) fi~st of September, 1859, Messrs. Carrington about two months. A Dish maf” and
And if the ‘ facts” on which said theories and Hodgson were onserving the sur, one wife were murdered on Spillman Creek,
are built are all as hollow as some of them at Oxford and the other at London. Their about seven miles from the mouth, A silalready prove to be by the flashing torchlight sera'iny was directed to certain large spots versmith from Chicago, named Peterson,
which at that time marked the suu’s face. had bis head spasired with his own ax, and
of eommon-gense, how many more mammoth’ caves will probably be discovered Suddenly a bright light was seen by each was shot through the heart with an srrow.
and «xploded by our * future generationsP” observer to break out on the sun's surface They tried to burn his house, but were fras“ Nature abhors a vacuum ;” very well, we and to travel, slowly in appearance, but in trated in all their attempts to destroy it.
"have common sympathy with nature in that] reality at the rate of about 7,000 miles in a A young boy named Harrison, about ‘15
respct—especially in regard to the vacant minute, across a pait of the solar disc. years old, was shot through the head with
Now it was found afterwards that the =elf- an arrow, and his head mashed with a war
imaginationsof theorists.
Bur, Mr. Quixote, it you have yourself registering magnetic instruments at Kew club, which was found beside his body,
A boy named Smoots,
any vacancy of ides as to what the present hid mide at that very in-tant a very strong- broken in two.
It was learned that at that about 13 yesrs old, was shot through the
conditiea
of this new science of geology is: ly marked jork.
moment a magnetic storm prevailed at the
body, and no hopes of his recovery are enjust betake yourself, instanter, to the Amer
ican Presbyterian Review of April last, and West Indies, in South America, and in Aus- tertained, as the dart of ah arrow 1s supposed to be still sticking in his longs. The
tralia.
The signal men in the telegraph
fill up with a few solidities from Dr. Patterson's ** Recent Discoveries in Geology,” stations in Washidgton and Philadelphia house of Thomas Noun was attacked, and
therein contained. The article is r0 good received strony electric shocks; the pen of the assailants driven off by three Swedes,
two of tha. Indians being wounded.
Tae
we're afraid but few will ever see it; of Biin's telegraph was followed by a tlame
those who ought, we menu,
We are there- of fire; and in" Norway the telegraph ma- house of William Hendrickson was saved
fore, in fact, quite of the wishing that its chinery was set on fire, Ar night - great hy*the heroism of two women—>\rs, HenIt -drickson and Mrs. Green—who tired on the
author could be seized with the spirit which auroras were seen in both hemispheres.
has sometimes moved men to cry out, ** | is impossible not to connect these startling savages several tiwes and finally drove
must wiite a pamphlet or burst.” We will magnetic indications with the remarkatle them away. When the Indians were after
devoutly hope he may not be left todo appearance observed upon the sun's dise.— young Smoots, a boy aged twelve and another aged nine, started to the rescue, the
both, however, as some such pamphleteers Cornhill Mugazine.
elder carrying a gun and the younger the
have evidently done in their strainings.
of su:n accident to the Roaverend and Respected, if that article simply were put into the document. Aad foc the advantage
of geology itself, we believe that if some

world might

into the Caicago style of speaking, and
‘makes a sensational paragraph’ which has
in it the elements of truth, He says:

:

To

There remaineth

therefore a rest to the people of God.”
;
:
wee Ry Li, WILEY,
JEREMTAT SMALL died in Canterbury, Nov, 25.
1868, sged 75 years,
Bro: Sma eXperienced religion when young, was baptized by Rev, Wine
throp Young und united with the F, W. B, church
in Canterbury.
He was a good hushand, a Kind,
affectionate futher, and a loving brother in Christ,
He leaves a mourfiing widow and a Jurge” family
of children and grandchildren, to
mourn
his
departure.
He died strong in faith.
>

ens

accumulating, and if its ighabitants could
borrow
a little: of the audacity of €hicago

Indian Outrages in Kansas.
W—

text to be used at his funeral:

The wonders
of Calitornia are continually

;

———

California.
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=

concluded that

why should not

. What
human.
What
—* You
" What
see ir.”
“What
What

®

So the wiseacres of geology have finally

ity that the magnetic
. disturbance caused
by the moon/must be ascrined. Bat if the
moon exercises an influencein this way,
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wards
he sholifion of sluvery:
The Abyssinian expedition cost

year,

where

he

entered

the music-store

of the

Ordways.
;
The best endorsement of Mr. Boutwell’s financial policy is the fact that during the month of
June the national debt was reduced.

by the sum

of $16,400,000.
The

Coliseum

is degraded

into

a

dance-hall.

It isa sad fall.” The short-lived glories dia away.
Its failure in its present uses will be as noticeable

as was its successin the sacred service of choral
song.
.
Stone and brick vaults for the burial of the
dead are condemned

Academy of

by a member of the French

Sciences.

They

more noxious the mephitic

drained cemetery,

retain

and

make

gasses, while

a well-

thickly planted with

trees,

The Daniel Webster ‘farm and homestead in
Franklin, N. H., werei'sold to Mr. Hartwell of
. Providence, R. I.,last Friday, for $15,000. The
sale was made by Hon. George W. Nesmith,
administrator
of the late Rufus L. Tay,
purchased
the
estate of the Webster

oy.

toration of civil law.
The newspapers have also
been granted greater liberties.
The House of Lords resumed the consideration
of the Irish Church bill, and passed the entire
measure in committee before adjourning.

The Russian Czar has transmitted a piece

who
fam-

.,

It is reported that the receipts of the Jubilee
week were over $400,000; expenses $300,000
Mr. Gilmore’s testimonial is said to have netted $25,000,—a good donation.
The Committee
ought to give Messrs. Tourjee
and Zerrahn a
testimonial, for they did the most important
work.
The New Hampshire Legislature has passed
a bill allowing nine per cent., or any less rate of
interest by special contract, with a provision that
_the question shall be submitted to the people at
the next election.
Severe shocks of earthquake have again been
felt in parts of Washington Territory, and much
alarm among the people has been created thereby.

The Hon. Richard Fletcher of -Boston, whose
decease - was recently announced,
has
left a
residuary legacy to Dartmouth
College,
his
Alma Mater, estimated at $100,000.
Itis to be
invested as a permanent fund, and the income
used at the discretion of the trustees.

of

artillery to President Grant, embossed with
names of those places where General Gpsfit

- tained his victories over

the
ob-

the rebels in the late

commotions.
av

Paragraphs.

mowing

when

frost comes.

Legis as

erecting
cultural
$15.000.
in 1874,
take the

and furnishing a building for the Agri
College, and the State shall appropriate
If the state sees fit to remove its college
Dartmouth will refund the $15,000 and
building. . The Legislature made the ap-

propriation.

thin soils, Yonder is a field of five acres, that
pastures five cows, and has done it for several
The grass is luxuriant, and

consume

it. It was

The

land will feel that

sell Manufacturing company’s (suspender) works
at Middletown on Sauirday forenoon. tis clothes
caught in a belr, which carried him to the ceiling,

beating and a
80 completely that

gathered up with,

0

8 instantly,

remall

5 "gould

BA
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only

and
be

his home

Children
Mr.

head!”

Of coursé there was an uproar.

All the

General applause drowned the answer,

Mal

One woman

ly injured.’

y

d, nesrly every
hE
e 1.40. the ground.
Vi
thers severe,
;
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Secretary Robeson is in ri

of the eight-hour

m, und will tuke the earliest

opportunity to

sure
its adoption.
Gen. Stonemun has been assigned to the command of the District of Arizonu,

Western Texils has exported a dniaroE of a
million head of cattle this year. -
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‘A shock of earthquake was experienced at
Victoria, Vancouver's Island, on the 26th of
June.
A slight look of earthquake was felt in Bo-

10gtAy Ltaly, June 28th.
\
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ators ge
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even
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Paradise,

Some minutes before the close of the duy, dur:
ing Ramuzan, every

man fills his pipe, und

with listening ears to hear the boom
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non upon the fortress, which is fired the moment
the sun disappears below the horizon, Thousands

of matches are lighted in an fustunt, and ens of
thousands of pipes are Brought into use. A cloud
of tobaceo-smoke sudden) ¥ guthers over the great
city. From sunset (0 sunrise men, women and

childrgit take frequent pulls ut their pipes, and
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i

fortifying
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made of wood, should be greased with tallow,
If lard is used, it will .pencteate the wheel and
injure it so much it will not last half as long

it would §; wllow had been habitually. u-ed.
weeding dy.
amazan continues forty days, axIfthe
axle 1s iron, castor oil should be used.
and through this'long period a true Mohammedan
One teaspoonful iv an abundance fof two Wheels,
would ‘suffer martyrdom rather than permit
A wheel should ran,
in
weather, about
nourishment of any kind to pass his lips “during
seventy miles onone greasing, Ia cold weather,
the duy.~Our New Way Round the, World,
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Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just
published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
These Books are now ready for sale
and delivery.
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Dickens says:
“ The partof the holding of
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neglected,

When summer. pruning is carried
has an injurious effect on the health

of fly-blister, place it directly over the spot, and
the surface

be

shoots

By

@

Superfine ....... @1 12%

a

the heads of fruit trees may be brought iutoa
correct shape, a thing ‘much ‘to be desired. ‘A
low growth of branches should be encouraged,
and these should project like the buse of a pyra-
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twenty minutes to take the same amount of grass,

or rubbed off, than to allow
them to become
large branches or limbs which. eventually have

ing or thumping sensation, procure a small piece
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for the operator
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‘| our own publications, or will be filled with the
books of other publishers. and will bg furnished to
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his health is poor, his digestion incomplete.
The
horse, on the contrary, however much in a hurry he may be, must masticate each mouthful before he swallows
A hungry ox 1ét into a
meadow will fill himself in twenty
minutes,

—

Ohniad
ar

8..
8--

25 @ 6
sick or delicate children is strawberries.
At a Canada,superd
com.extras..6 (0 @ 6
late meeting of the Fruit Growers’ Club, he re- | medium do. 6 5u @ 7
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marked that whenever any of his children were
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choice Balt.iv 00 @13
keep them along with as little medicine as -possiBrandywine 0 00 @ 8
ble until strawberries began to ripen; then they
Rye Flour....5 50 @ 6
were let loose in the patch, and all other medi- Corn Meal....4 25 § 4
cine was immediately laid aside as useless.
: Almonds—FRUIT.
Tuto
be hoped that every man that lives in
Soft Shell.....20 @ .
Shelled.......36 @ .
the country has a strawberry patch large enough
Currants..... 10 @..
to allow his children a full supply of this healthy,
Citron. .,..... 29% @
.| Af.PeaNuts..l 6> @ 1
and-delicious fruit.— Hearth and Home,

mid.

AMONG OUR exchanges, we notice the following simplexpethod of curing afelop, a pest which
has been very annoying to the human family

pipe

A

and

5

]
La

Dri 8,0 own..16)s @& a

of New Jersey, says’ that the best medicine for

The Butter Season.
Sg

0] + se++.1310 @206 00
Us -geeees] 50 .@ 8 OU
Tey. 760 @8W

Medi im 4-4...14

have much time to masticate, he falls off in flesh,

ONE HUNDRED and sixty-two applied for admission to Harvard College at the tirst examination. One hundred and thirty-nine were admitted and eleven joined the higher classes. Sixteen
came from Andover,—a larger number than ever
before.
Some will return to Exeter, to enter the
advanced class there.
This examivation being
held a week earlier than usual, will cause a larg-

of Bi-marck was beard asking unconcernedly,
* Waiter, what does the broken glass cost?”

a Fons

ing. That bone was hollow—that is to say, it
had not one single horned cavity—but it had
several cell§ which extended into the head,
though not to the brain, but close to it. These

:

or

ne

Cienfuegos
Pore Rico

COAL.

COTTON.

A ROYAL MARRIAGE. On the 27teh of next But this will cost money, spent in manure, seeds,
month, Prince Louis, the heir to the throne of and labor. You say, of course it will, and if you
Denmark, is to marry the Princess Louise, who,
get your money back again, principal and interon her part, is the next in succession to the
est. you ought to be satisfied.
If, by spending
Animals that Chew the Cud.
.crown of Sweden.
Diplomatists naturally spec$50 upon a worthless acre of pasture, you make |’
S———
4
ulate on this marriage as possibly leading to a it pay you the interest on $60 ahov¥e the workRuminating
animals
gather
their
food
rapidly,
union of the two countries under®one head, but
img expenses, you are doing a good business.
there are many chances against this result, and
We must use our capital in farming just as we give it a few cuts with the teeth; and swallow it.
It goes to an interior receptacle, where it is
many di fliculties 10 be overcome before it can be
doin other enterprises.
We must bury it is we
accomplished.
In olden times, when Sweden
do our wheat, thatit may live and bear fruit. moistened ; this is very essential if it be dry hay.
-amd Denmark were ruled by the same sovereign,
If we buy stock in a railroad, or in almost any When the animal has filled himself, he masticates the food thus stowed away in his stomach,
their respective peoples *were none too good
enterprise, the capital dies fora time. We do
When a portion is comfriends ; and since they came under separate gov- | not lose faith if it does not come back the first or raising it cud by end.
pletely masticated, it passes to another receptaernments, they have hated one another like
second year. Money spent in renovating old pascle, and the progress of digestion goes on.
Thus
France and England.
Still Denmark is not as
tures by plowing and manuring usually gives full
an ox, if left to himself, will raise and masticate
strong and as proud as she once was, and the
interest the first year, and puts us in the way
all the food thus stowed away in his stomach.
union may not be so distasteful to her as it would
to secure dividends for years to come.——Ameri i=
Ifshe be pushed and worked hard, and does not
have been five years ago.
:
can Agriculturist.

guests arose and began shouting and gesticulating. But Bismarck calmly emptied the glass,
and then smashed it on
the offender's head
with such a hearty will that the glass was in
shivers and the héad was left howling.
A deep
silence followed, in the midst of which the voice

oy

ty

Rowton Wausau, Proms.
Sor He Week
i

is surrounded by a heavy, sensitive structure, £0 N.O.& Mobile .. @++ «+
Ordinary... 28 @8 29
that, 40 cut the horns, they had to go below
Mid, to good mid 3 @ 38
where it was simply horny, and the animal had Ordinary....... 29@ Bok
A ARSTICS.
to suffer great. pain, The nearer the operation |
and Shirtings—
was performed to the skull, the greater the suffer- Sheetings
Heavy
%4-4...16 @ 17

mt
=

JA German named Beard was killed at the Rus-

growing out from the bone of the- head, and

E

comes plant food, and sends up joyful harvests,

which has just appeared at Leipsic.
Hearing a
guest speak-insuliingly of a memberof the royal
family, Bismagrek sprang to his teet, and exclaimed, “Leavethe room!
If you have uot left it before this glass is empty [ will break it over your

a

-

oy

RiOonesrna.ss192%

that

ed to the membranes of the brain, causing madness. lockjaw, or other dangerous results.
This
operation is one of the most painful and unwar‘Tantable that could Possibly be periormed on cattle, — +
| We commend the foregoing fo the attention
|of men who commit horn-vandalism.

grows much

iy

in the

hands of one of the party,sunk to the eye in.sfm
head, killing him instantly.
The poor demented
creatures wept when he fell, and secured the
irrespousible perpetrator of the iragedy.

i

pret

COFFEK,
cresnsveeild
St, Domingo:
Iv

and the inflammation was very likely to be extend

The business of cheese-making will soon be
over, and that of butter in order. The cool weathThomas Ball’s equestrian statue of Washinger of autumn is the most favorable season of
ton was unveiled at thePublic Garden in Bosfou
the year for making butter, and it should be the
on Saturday.
It is of bronze, of colossal proporsim of every farmer or dairymaa to produce
er number to wait till the fall examination, and
tions and cost $42.100.
the best possible article for market purposes.
should
the
usual
number
present
themselves,
at
There is no truth in the story that Attorney| There is no disguizing the fact that, with good
least forty will be added to the class.
General Hoar fis about to retire from the Cabicows, ample feed, and much experience. in_but—nete
THE PULPIT, the press; and the government ter-making, many persons succeed in making
a
of England have become alarmed at the extent
A new disease has broken out among the
villainous compound of grease, milk and hair,
of
the
pauperism
and
depravity
existing
in
Lon.
cattle in EIllinois which carries them off in a few
designated by the name of butter, but, having
don, as revealed by recent statistics ;—id9 000
hours.
no legitimate relationship to it. Much of: the
paupers, 100.000 vagrant children, 80.000 beggars,
butter of commerce is of this character—a fact
A man’s wife is his best lawyer, his best coun50,000 harlots, 10,000 habitual
criminals and
sel, his best judge, his best adviser, and also’ the
for which there is no excuse. *
&
38,000 infanticides (per annum) make up a frightcheapest and most reasonable.
Cipan milking, clean pailsfpans, crocks and
ful list of crime and degradation,
What can be
The Advance thinks that because Dr. Bushchurns, are the first requisites to the production
done to abate the evil Has become a serious quesof a good article of butter.
nell is a man he does not know how a true womThis everyhody
tion.
an feels under the oppressions of her sex.
How
knows, without being informed of it, but the
_ does The Advance know that he does not know?
DR. CARRIERE, of St. Jean dd Gard, in reply trouble is, the practice is not up with the inJs it a woman?
ee
.
. to the offer tp the Marquis d’Orches, of a premiformation possessed.
Here is where reform, in
um of twenty thousand franes for a practical dmany cases, should commence—followed
Seymour, Ct., had a touch of tornado on Satur.
by a
method of determining death, furnished the fol- ‘kindred amendment in the manner of converting.
day. Trees were torn up and a house unroofed.
lowing, which he says he has practiced for forty
the cream into butter.
A shock of earthquake vwas ‘felt at Nashville
If the burtermilk is not
years: Place the hand with the fingers closely thoroughly worked out, a ood article cannot
on the 2d inst.
pressed one against the other, close to a lighted
be.produced; if the salt is frul, of poor quality
Miss Nora Giles, daughter of the Rev, Henry
Jamp or candle;if alive, the tissues will be ob- and injudiciously applie d=—too much or too litile
Giles, was drowned at Bucksport, Me., on Saturserved to be of a transparent,or a rosy hue, and
—the butter will not be of good quality nor cowday. by the upsetting of a boat.
the capillary circulation of life in full play ; if, on
mand a top price in the market.
Hiram Wade, a merchant of Sandy Hill, N. Y.,
the contrary, the hand of a dead person be placed
Sometimes all the pre-requisitesto success
eommitted suicide, on the 3d inst.,by hanging.
in the same relation to light, none of these pheare observed, and still a failure ensues from neg.
Peter Griffin, aged 19 years,was drowned while
nomenona are observed—we see but a hand as of lect in putting the butter down. This is imporbathing at Fall River on Tuesday.
marble, without cirealation, without life.— Jour.
tant, if any considerable time is*likels to inter..
‘A dispatch to the Traveler reports a sad Med.
vene between the manufacture and use. Itis
tragedy at Lee, N. H. It seems that a Mr.
AN ARTICLE in the Monde of Paris, relative to
safest and best to put butter down as though
Crawford, a keeper of a store at Wadleigh’s Falls
the death of Monseigneur Letebvre, Bishop of Demonths were to pass before consumption, as the
in that place, became involved in a guarrel with
troit, says that the Bishop had déclared that
trouble and expense are little, if any, increased
his son. Losing all control
over himself, he
Lincoln was in his youth baptized a Catholic by
by. the precaution. Press closely in the tubs,
struck his son with an axe,and he terribly retaliatan Illinois missionary, and that the Bishop himwhich should be well cleaned and brined before
ed by seizing a gun and shooting his father.
The
self had often heard his confession and éelebrated
being used, and as far as possible exclude the
wound given was fatal, and the unfortuprate mun
mass in the house of his parents.
Later on,
air froin the mass. When a crock or tub is full,
died
a short time after. The family has always
Lincoln aspired to higher
honors, married . a
sprinkle it well with pure rock salt and cover
stood well in the community.
Pre-byterian wife, and became a Freemason,
ittill wanted, and the chances are ninety-nine
Last Monday forenoun, Mr. Arthar Buchrer,
and then ull intercourse between him and the
in a bundred that the butter will do credit to
8 young overseer at Longview Luantic Asylum,
Bishop ceased, The Yankees little dreamt that
the maker month after being put down.
NothOhio, went out with a company of the inmates to
in Lincoln they had chosen a _Romun Catholic
ing new is claimed for this, but it is sometimes
engage in some necessary work.
About noon he
President.
profitable to be reminded of things with which
was startled by one of the unfortunates calling
THE FOLLOWING anecdote is tin Herr Hese- we have long been conversant. bat, for the mote him, ** Look, Arthur, he is going to hit you!”
kiel’s life of Bismarck, the second volume of meant, forgouten.~— Rural New-Yorker.

Too late he half turned, when a pickaxe

gross act of cruelty, and for this reason, that the
horns of oxen are unlike those of the deer species, Théy have a large proportion of bone

cavities were exposed, by the removal of the
generally by cows—until it ceased to yield feed horns, to the air; and as they are lined witha
enough to support them.
There is some grass’ delicate, sensitive
membrane—there being beupon it now, but more mulleins, five-fingers, sides a delicate, sensitive covering outside—great
and moss.
The giass is early choked out, But suffering must be caused. The
cavities were
the soil was originally good. The trees that never intended by nature to be exposed to the
still stand on the borders are heavy oak and air, which brought on an inflammatory condition.
chestnut timber, which do not thrive on poor, These cavities: were very apt to be inflamed,

treatment, and make
grateful returns, for a
whole, generation to come.
It is far within the
limits of truth to say, that one acre of this five
is worth the whole fifty of the other for the purpose of sustaining animal life and making salable
products.
The one does not pay taxes; the other pays them and a handsome profit. Now we do
not believe there is any royal road to thrift with
these runsdewn
res. Top-dressing will not
answer, for Er
seed is not there to vegetate. Seeding will do little good, for the grass
already .there is growing small by degrees. ' If
the sod is fair, arable land, plow, plant, manure,
and cultivate, and you give it a new start. That
old sod of dead grass roots and moss rots, be-

Re-

The college will give $25,000 towards

pass

where fifty sheep would lose rather than gain
flesh during the summer. The oldest inhabitant
does not remember when it was plowed, seeded,
or top-dressed. Ithas always been pastured—

thoroughly cultivated.

naissance.
This church already contsins a superb Perugino and an Albert Durer.
Since this
discovery people have taken to - going to church
there.

follows:

Both kinds

stocked down five years ago, after seveal years
of heavy cropping, with vegetables and tobacco.
Of course it was manured
heavily, and very

A CURIOUS discovery has just been made in
Paris.
In taking down the panels of a small
chapel in the old church St. Gervais, they found
a secret door and passage leading to a perfect
gem of a chapel, the walls of which are covered

*

Cai

that I consider this to be a very:

said

Ihave

under our observation, every day. The differ‘ence is not in the original character of the lund,
for it is found on adjoining furms, with the. same
formation, and with the surface and subsoil looking just alike. There is a big pasture. of 50 acres,

faster than the cattle can

with pictures, well preserved, of the purest

Pastures.

Manyian acre died will not .earry a sheep,
Other acres will give full feed to a cow, each,
all through the summer: and be pretty good

years.

THE PROPOSITION of Dartmouth to the
islature in regard to the Farmer's College

will absorb and purify the exhalations from decomposing bodies covered simply with earth,

res-

Rg

sz

born near Dublin, Ireland,

Dec. 25th, 1829, and came to Boston in his 20th

been sufficiently reduced to justify a partial

Good

X

received ¢ with’ effusion.”
:
There are forty Mormon missionaries in New
York en route for Europe.
The President has selected, to be hung. in the
White House with the pictures of other Pfesidents,
Mr. Cogswell’s full length portrait of Lincoln;
and the $3000 appropriated by Congress will be
paid to the artist next winter.

The. Captain General of Cuba has jesed a
proclamation declaring that the revolution has

Make

zg

is

heavy rents, support large families ‘on the products of six acres of land.
In Germany, two
acres is sometimes ** enough.”
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Mr. Seward is visiting California, where

tillers of English soil, besides.

ou

Professor Spooner, President
of the Veterina- | Mpulds......%.11
@.. i eS
trial in Dublin, gave
antine. ...22 @v. 30
do Musvovadoo2
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of the iron-clads which the recent order of Secretary Borie ¢hanged.

Many

Y
Ay

‘ry College, London, ona
the following evidence :

=

It is hoped that one of the first acts of the new
Secretary of the navy will be to restore the names

off CO attle’ s Horns.
:

®
&

‘tion in Pennsylvania,

. P. 8. Gilmore was

The Australian wool-growers, it is said, have

become alarmed at the competition from South’
America, where, it is reported, 70,000,000 sheep
re-elect. are shorn every year, and the exports of wool
‘| amount to 230,000,000 pounds.

been nominated for
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14, 1869.
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Prominent San Francisco merchants are cone
sidering the propriety of calling a mass meeting
to organize measures for the prqtection of the
Chinese immigrants daily arriving there.

England

oy

MORNIN

Brazil is prosecuting” “internal : Tbs ovements |
and reform, but has taken io steps recently to- kit ural
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. Address ordersto

JOHN K. ROGERS, Agent,
85 Weater Street, Morton.
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